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1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Proteins are fundamental to life. If DNA can be considered the organic “data
storage”, containing blueprints and control information for the cell, then proteins are the “molecular machines” used to perform all the vital functions.
They have a remarkable variety of functions. For instance, they act as enzymes,
catalyzing most biochemical reactions. They also have structural and functional roles on the cellular level and above. For example, the protein collagen
is a major component of human skin and gives it stability. The actin-myosin
protein complex is responsible for muscle contraction and thus macroscopic
movement in living organisms. Proteins can function as signal transducers
or “molecular switches”, changing the state of other proteins or regulating
DNA expression. In short, proteins are of central importance to almost every
biological process.
Deciphering the human genome is a major scientific breakthrough and certainly the most important example of a genome project. Knowledge on the
genome of a species, that is the sequence of base pairs in the DNA, is radically
changing molecular biology. This information is, in theory at least, suﬃcient
to understand the way an organism functions. However, the genome projects
produce only the raw data that needs to be analyzed. Many questions are
raised by the genomic data and interpreting it is the major task in molecular
biology for years or decades to come.
The parts of the DNA sequence, which are today best understood, are the
genes. These DNA segments that are translated into protein sequences by the
cell, as shown in Figure 1.1. Apart from some recurrent sequence motifs, little
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FIGURE 1.1. Protein synthesis from DNA.

is known about the function of non-coding DNA sequence and most of it is
believed to be “garbage” introduced into the DNA during evolution and no
longer needed.
The next logical step after the genome projects is to understand the function
of the genes. This means to understand the function of proteins. Indirect
experimental methods like knock-out experiments, where a particular gene is
“turned oﬀ” and the changes in an organism are studied, provide only limited
information on gene function. A better way to establish protein function passes
through protein structure.
Proteins adopt specific structures to fulfill their diﬀerent roles. Structural
knowledge on a protein structure allows a researcher to establish hypotheses
for its function. Most proteins interact with small molecules, called ligands,
or other proteins to perform their function. These biochemical interactions
are induced by the geometry of the protein and highly specific. They can be
compared to a lock and its key.
Drug design is enormously facilitated by knowing the structure of the target
protein. Specific molecules that dock into a groove on the protein surface

1.2 Objective
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of a key protein can be designed to inhibit its function. Diseases caused by
viruses and bacteria can be cured by selectively blocking a protein involved
in cell reproduction [93]. Since protein sequences between bacteria and man
are frequently related, a detailed knowledge about the structure is required to
select drugs that do not aﬀect humans.
Protein structure prediction has been long considered the “Holy Grail” of
structural biology as it would greatly improve our understanding of life at the
molecular level. The long time, over 30 years, it is being studied has produced a
somewhat pessimistic view among some long-time researchers. However, over
the last five to ten years things have constantly improved, thanks to better computer performance and the introduction of bioinformatics techniques.
Based on recent results, the problem can be tackled for at least half of the
known protein sequences. Methodological improvements are already raising
the standards for what is considered a “good” protein structure prediction.

1.2 Objective
The objective of this thesis is two-fold. First of all, it aims to improve the
performance of existing knowledge-based methods for protein structure prediction. Accurate modeling of protein structures goes beyond the analysis of its
sequence. Techniques using structural informations are only being developed
over the last years and are by far not as well-studied as sequence similarity
in all of its guises. Good modeling methods would not only improve the biochemical understanding of structure-function relationships at the base of the
structure prediction problem, but would in the future allow to tackle the inverse problem: Given a desired protein fold, which sequence of amino acids
would most likely be able to adopt it? Closer to the current possibilities is the
question of structural flexibility of the protein chain and the prediction of mutations occurring in the sequence. A good loop modeling algorithm is capable
of predicting short protein segments and therefore central to answering these
problems. Developing it was one of the main goals of this thesis.
The second, and not less important, aim of this thesis was to automate the
process of predicting protein structures. With the increasing number of completed genomes the gap between known sequences and structures is widening.
In order to manage this flood of new sequences it is necessary to implement
methods capable to process them and produce good structural models in little
time. This is a central question to structure-based approaches to functional
genomics [299], i.e. the understanding of protein function from sequence. The
best way to produce reliable structural models is to extract the knowledge
available from databases. Homology modeling is the method of choice whenever a suﬃcient sequence similarity is encountered. Only if this is not the case
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more complex methods are necessary. It has been estimated that 30-40% of all
protein structures can be built by homology modeling methods. Automating
the process will take the interpretation of genomic data a large step forward
towards the elucidation of the functions of proteins in cells.
A more practical aim of the work in this thesis was to measure the performance of the implemented methods in a worldwide structure prediction
“competition”, called CASP. This allows to establish the state of the art and
determine the quality of one’s work. Since the field of protein structure prediction is rapidly expanding, it is no longer feasible or even desirable to invent
new methods for each subproblem. The most promising strategy consists in
implementing state of the art methods for most aspects and focusing on some
subproblems where new methods are expected to perform better than the
existing ones. For the present thesis, this philosophy consisted in assembling
knowledge-based prediction method from state of the art components and focusing on loop modeling as the most innovative part of the work. As we shall
see, the results support this kind of approach.

1.3 Outline
This thesis is divided into three parts. The first part, chapters 2 through 5,
covers the basic concepts pertinent to protein structure prediction. Starting
with the description of proteins, the reader will find an overview of experimental methods, a description of recurrent concepts and how they are employed
in computational methods.
The second part describes in detail the problems encountered in modeling
the structure of proteins. Starting with a description of the state of the art
(Chapter 6), it continues elucidating the steps required to assemble the full
model (chapters 7 to 9). Finally, it describes the implementation of the homology modeling server (Chapter 10) and presents and discusses the results
achieved during this thesis (Chapter 11).
The third part covers the most innovative aspect of the present work. As will
be seen, loop modeling may be the least well-understood problem in modeling
protein structures. After describing the state of the art (Chapter 12), a new
algorithm and its implementation (Chapters 13 and 14) will be presented.
This algorithm will be compared to existing methods and the results will be
discussed in Chapter 15.
Some conclusions from this work are drawn in Chapter 16, where an outlook
of future research opportunities will also be given. The summary and glossary
form the last two chapters. An appendix comprising the numerical evaluation
of the models presented in the CASP4 contest is given as well.

Part I
Protein Structure & Prediction

11

2
Proteins

Proteins are regular, linear polymers composed of amino acids. They share
a set of precise rules in their composition. As will be described later in this
chapter the sequence of amino acids is usually suﬃcient to produce a welldefined three-dimensional structure. This, in turn, serves to perform the most
diverse functions in living organisms.
Protein structures are defined in the following manner: The primary structure is the amino acid sequence forming the polypeptide chain. Local structural
patterns define the secondary structure. The 3D conformation of the protein
is the tertiary structure, whereas the aggregation and complex formation of
diﬀerent proteins defines the quaternary structure.

2.1 Amino Acids
Twenty amino acids form the basis for every natural protein. An amino acid,
also called residue in proteins, is composed of a carboxyl group, an amino group
and a side chain. The geometry of amino acids has been studied extensively
on small peptides. Bond lengths and bond angles between atoms are fixed,
except for small variations. Figure 2.1 shows this standard geometry.
The carbon atom carrying the side chain is usually referred to as Cα . The
atoms of the side chain are commonly designated as β, γ, δ, ² and ζ in order
away from the α carbon atom. The amino acids are linked in proteins by
the formation of peptide bonds between amino and carboxyl groups of two
adjacent residues. The polypeptide chain forming the protein is also referred
to as backbone.
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FIGURE 2.1. The geometry of an amino acid.

The peptide bond is forced to remain planar, due to its partial double bond
character. The corresponding torsion angle ω is usually found in the transconfiguration (180◦ ). The cis-configuration (0◦ ) is only rarely found in proline
residues. The two remaining torsion angles are φ (between N and Cα atoms)
and ψ (between Cα and C atoms) as shown in Figure 2.2. These form the only
free parameters for a protein to fold into a specific structure.
The twenty amino acids diﬀer only in the side chain atoms. In addition
to having full names, two abbreviations are commonly used: the one-letter
and three-letter code. These are shown with some additional characteristics
in Figure 2.3. The diﬀerent side chains are depicted in Figure 2.4.
The chemical properties of amino acids diﬀer considerably. Some are hydrophobic (leucine, isoleucine, tryptophan, phenyl alanine) or aromatic (tyrosine, phenyl alanine), others are acidic (glutamic acid, aspartic acid), basic
(arginine, lysine) or alcoholic (serine, threonine). Some have unique properties. Two cysteine residues can form a covalent bond between their Sγ atoms,
called disulfide bridge. Histidine can function both as hydrogen donor and
acceptor, the chemical equivalent of being ambidextrous. Due to its side chain
being connected to the backbone N atom, proline is indeed an imino acid.
Its structure increases the rigidity of the backbone. Glycine, on the contrary,
lacking a side chain, serves to increase the flexibility of the backbone and is
frequently found in loop regions.
The properties of amino acids can be visualized using a Venn diagram as
shown in Figure 2.5. The chemical diversity among the amino acids is probably
the reason why proteins can fulfill so many diﬀerent functions in biological
organisms.

2.1 Amino Acids

FIGURE 2.2. A schematic definition of the ϕ and ψ torsion angles.

FIGURE 2.3. Some characteristics of the 20 natural amino acids.
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FIGURE 2.4. Side chain structure of the 20 natural amino acids.

2.2 Secondary Structure
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FIGURE 2.5. A Venn diagram of the properties of amino acids.

2.2 Secondary Structure
There is a distinct correlation between the potential φ and ψ torsion angle
combinations. This has been first studied by Ramachandran et al. [73], who
plotted a two-dimensional diagram of the two torsion angles. A sample Ramachandran map is shown in Figure 2.6. Due to steric hindrance of the protein
backbone, only certain regions of the map are allowed. Since side chains may
also create steric clashes the plot can be further subdivided based on the amino
acid type. Typically three diﬀerent classes are examined.
Glycine residues, lacking a Cβ atom, are much more flexible and can therefore cover a wider area of the Ramachandran map. Proline, having its side
chain connected to the N atom, has fewer allowed torsion angles. The remaining 18 amino acids are usually placed in the same map as the diﬀerences in
backbone conformation are relatively small. Figure 2.6 shows the most common conformations in a typical Ramachandran map.
The two most populated areas of the map, around (−62◦ , −41◦ ) and (−120◦ , +120◦ ),
correspond to the two most frequent secondary structure elements α-helix and
β-sheet. These areas of the Ramachandran map are favored because the side
chains are relatively freely orientable and the backbone can form hydrogen
bonds.
The most abundant secondary structure element is the α-helix. It is very
stable and also the most easily recognizable regular structure, shown in Figure
2.7. It corresponds to the area around (−62◦ , −41◦ ). At these torsion angles,
the peptide nitrogen of the ith residue forms a hydrogen bond with the car-
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FIGURE 2.6. Ramachandran map description of the ϕ/ψ angle combinations for
secondary structure elements. The α-helix is represented by αR . Variations of the
helix are the 3 and π symbols. The hypothetical left-handed helix is represented by
αL . The β-strand is represented by the filled and open circles and triangle.

bonyl oxygen of the i + 4th residue. This rigid rod structure is very compact
and makes favorable van der Waals interactions. All hydrogen bonds and peptide groups point in the same direction, giving the structure a cumulative
dipole moment.
The side chains project outward into the solution. Many α-helices are amphipatic, having predominantly nonpolar side chains along one side and polar
residues along the remaining surface. Such helices often aggregate with each
other to form tertiary structures.
The second frequently encountered secondary structure is the β-sheet. It
is composed of single polypeptide fragments in extended conformation, called
β-strands, with torsion angles around (−120◦ , +120◦ ). This is shown in Figure
2.8. Every residue of two β-strands forms a hydrogen bond between the peptide nitrogen of the first and the carbonyl oxygen of the second strand. More
β-strands can be assembled to form larger β-sheets. Depending on the relative
orientation of the strands, β-sheets can be either parallel or anti-parallel. Parallel β-sheets have a slight right-handed twist due to the somewhat distorted
hydrogen bond geometry. Anti-parallel β-sheets in contrast are more planar,
due to the perpendicular hydrogen bond geometry. There are also mixed forms
of β-sheets where parallel and anti-parallel strands are in the same sheet.
The side chains of adjacent residues in a strand protrude from diﬀerent sides
and do not interact with each other. Instead they interact with side chains of
neighboring strands. β-sheets can also have a very hydrophobic surface on one

2.2 Secondary Structure

FIGURE 2.7. The structure of the α-helix.

FIGURE 2.8. The structure of the β-sheet.
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side and a polar surface on the opposite side. This facilitates the formation of
a hydrophobic core in the tertiary structure.
Other regular secondary structure elements exist, but are usually quite rare
and will not be covered here. See Schulz and Schirmer [1] for more details
concerning them. Parts of the protein backbone which do not form regular
secondary structure are referred to as coil, random coil or loop. Strictly speaking the latter is not totally equivalent to the former two, but the terms are
nevertheless used interchangeably.

2.3 Tertiary & Quaternary Structure
Proteins tend to organize their secondary structure segments in motifs. E.g.
the β-α-β motif, where the two β-strands are parallel and the α-helix serves
to bridge the space between both segments. Several motifs typically combine
to form domains.
A domain is a part of the protein that forms a compact, independently
folded unit. Frequently, it has an autonomous biochemical function. It can
be collocated somewhere between the secondary and quaternary structure,
as shown in Figure 2.9. Large proteins with more than 300 residues usually
contain several domains. For the study of 3D structures the domain concept
is advantageous.
Domains

FIGURE 2.9. Sample Domain Structure. The domains are easily identified as the
compact subunits of this protein.

Experimental methods are generally more successful at determining the
structure of single domains, because these are easier to crystallize (X-ray)
and smaller (NMR). Since most computational methods rely on database information, single domains are usually predicted. Assembling domains into the
full protein structure can be considered one form of quaternary structure. The

2.4 Folding
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assembly of multiple proteins into supramolecular machines as quaternary
structure will not be dealt with in the present thesis.

FIGURE 2.10. About 30% of the known protein structures belong to one of these
9 fold classes.

The number of naturally occurring protein folds appears to be limited. It
has been found by Chothia and Lesk [61] that protein sequence evolves much
faster than structure, giving rise to a large number of proteins sharing similar
structures. Whether structural similarity among sequences with low similarity
is simply due to divergent evolution is still open to debate. It has also been
hypothesized that evolution would select the most stable protein folds for
unrelated proteins, leading to convergent evolution. The concept of evolution
and the limitedness of fold space will be addressed in more detail in Section
4.2. In any case, the total number of protein folds has been estimated to be
about 1,000 [135]. The most representative protein folds are shown in Figure
2.10.

2.4 Folding
Under physiological conditions a protein always folds into the same 3D structure, called native structure. Anfinsen and co-workers [228] first demonstrated
that it is possible to denaturate a protein in solution and then have it re-fold
into its native structure. The structure is therefore entirely determined by
the sequence. But how does the protein recognize how to fold into its native
structure?
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Two opposite ideas exist of what the native structure really is. In the thermodynamic hypothesis the native structure is simply the global energetic minimum of all conformational states of the polypeptide chain. This would imply
that the native structure does not depend on denaturing conditions. The kinetic hypothesis states that the native structure is rather to be seen as the
energetic minimum attainable under given circumstances (e.g. limited time
frame). This would imply that the native structure may not represent the
global optimum, but merely a meta stable structure which could suﬀer alterations. Both hypotheses are still being debated.
Levinthal has stated the following paradox [330]: Let us assume that a
100 residue protein can assume 10 conformations per residue. Let us further
assume that it takes 10−13 seconds per transition. It would then take the
protein 1087 seconds, or 1079 years, to visit all conformations. This is in sharp
contrast to observed folding times of 10−3 to 101 seconds. Levinthal concluded
that proteins must fold by specific “folding pathways”, which directly lead
from a starting conformation to the native state, without the need to visit all
conformations.
Diﬀerent models for protein folding, using both the thermodynamic and kinetic hypotheses, have been proposed. In the framework model, the secondary
structure elements are formed first. These find then together to form the correct 3D structure. Figure 2.11 shows diﬀerent beta sheet formation paths. In
the diﬀusion-collision model, “microdomains” are formed from local interactions, which arrange themselves into the 3D structure.
The “new view” of protein folding states that an unfolded polypeptide chain
rapidly collapses, due to hydrophobic interactions, into a “molten globule”.
This intermediate state allows a reduced set of states in which the secondary
structure elements are formed. In contrast to previous theories the protein
folds along “funnels”, which allow an ensemble of possible paths. From this
intermediate “molten globule”, the protein is then able to find its native structure. [326][327]
The “new view” is not without scientific dispute, as it depends on the underlying model [328]. However it allows to describe some interesting phenomena,
e.g. the folding of the lysozyme. Experimental data suggest that lysozyme has
a fast-folding population and a “fast α-domain, then slow β-domain” folding
population. An idealized energy funnel for this is shown in Figure 2.12. Depending on the starting conformation it is possible to explain the diﬀerent
folding rates with the “new view” [327]. The “new view” is therefore the best
currently available method to describe the reality of protein folding.

2.4 Folding
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FIGURE 2.11. Diﬀerent β barrel formation paths form unique structural patterns:
up-and-down barrel (top), greek-key barrel (middle), jelly-roll (bottom).
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FIGURE 2.12. Funnels describing the folding of lysozyme. Two alternative folding
patterns are suggested by experimental data.

3
Experimental Methods

In order to understand the importance of protein structure prediction it is
first necessary to describe the experimental methods used to measure protein
structures. These methods and their main bottlenecks will be described in
the following. The depository of all publicly available experimentally solved
structures, the PDB, will also be introduced.

3.1 X-ray Crystallography
X-ray crystallography is the most frequently used experimental method to
determine protein structures. It is also the most accurate, being able to determine structures at a resolution of less than 2 Å1 .
The first step in X-ray crystallography is the crystallization of the protein.
A large, individual and well-ordered crystal is required. The production of the
crystal consumes the most time of the process, and is not always successful.
Little is known about the mechanism of protein crystallization. Some general techniques facilitating the process are known, but are not guaranteed to
work in any particular case. A strictly empirical approach is generally taken,
searching as systematically as possible the many parameters (e.g. pH value
of solvent, concentration of additional substances) aﬀecting crystal formation.
Crystallization is still considered something of an art and may take anything
from weeks to years (or decades) for a particular protein.
Protein crystals irradiated with monochromatic x-rays produce a diﬀraction
pattern. X-rays have a wave-like character and behave analogously to visible
1 An

Ångström (Å) is defined as 10−10 m. A typical bond length ranges between 1.1 and 1.5 Å.
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FIGURE 3.1. X-rays interfere with each other. Depending on the phase, the result
can either (a) double in intensity, (b) cancel out or (c) retain the same amplitude.

light on a larger scale, producing interference when scattered at the crystal.
This is shown in Figure 3.1. X-rays irradiating a crystal from a single direction
are diﬀracted, which results in an interference pattern. The directions of these
scattered x-rays, designated reflections, depend only on the crystal lattice and
not on the structure of the molecule. Using a computer-guided diﬀractometer
it is possible to collect reflections from all planes in the crystal.
The intensity of the collected reflections correspond to the amplitudes of the
molecular shape in Fourier space. Using a Fourier transform it is possible to
reconstruct the structure of the protein from the amplitude of the reflections
plus the phase information. Unfortunately the diﬀractometer only detects the
amplitude of the reflections. The phase information is lost. This is the phase
problem of X-ray crystallography. It is overcome for example by isomorphous
replacement, that is heavy atoms that strongly diﬀract X-rays are bound to the
structure. From the diﬀerence in the measured intensities with and without
the additional heavy atoms it is possible to approximately reconstruct the
phase information.
A successful Fourier transform contains an image of the protein crystal in
form of an electron density map. This map has to be interpreted in order to
place the atoms of the protein structure. If the resolution is good enough, the
peaks of the electron density map correspond to the atomic nuclei. Unfortunately this is usually not the case for proteins. The atoms have to be fitted
to the electron density map using information about standard geometries for
the protein backbone. This produces an approximation of the structure which
may take several iterations of refinement to complete. The whole process is
summarized in Figure 3.2.

3.1 X-ray Crystallography
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FIGURE 3.2. Various steps of X-ray crystallography. (a) X-ray reflection pattern;
(b) diﬀractometer; (c) electron density map of a sample; (d) real structure of the
same molecule; (e) high-resolution crystals allow the determination of electron densities between atoms; (f ) molecular packing in the crystal lattice.

FIGURE 3.3. Influence of X-ray resolution on quality of structure. The electron density map (contour diagram) of the same structure is shown with an X-ray resolution
of 1, 2, 3 and 4 Å. Atoms start to get missed between 2 and 3 Å resolution.
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The resolution at which the protein was solved is a very important measure
of its quality. The lower it is, the more errors the structure will contain. In
general it can be said that over 3-4 Å the position of the backbone can only be
guessed and side chains are not correctly reproduced. Indeed, crystallographers
nowadays refuse to submit structures with less than 3 Å resolution. Only at
resolution of at least 2.5 Å are the flexible parts of the protein reasonably
well-defined. This diﬀerence in quality, shown in Figure 3.3, is important to
keep in mind whenever looking at a particular structure.

3.2 NMR Spectroscopy
An alternative method for determining the general topology of a protein in
solution is nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The structure obtained in this
way is not as accurate as that obtained by crystallography, but it has the
advantage of being in solution, which is the natural environment for proteins
in contrast to crystals.

FIGURE 3.4. The atomic spin is forced to change when a strong external electromagnetic field is applied.

Many atomic nuclei possess an angular momentum, called spin. For biological systems this is the case for 1 H. The isotopes 13 C, 15 N and 31 P also
share this characteristic, but are present only in low natural abundance. When
a strong external magnetic field is applied, their spins are oriented in a discrete manner. The above mentioned atoms have two possible states, “up” (i.e.
parallel to the external magnetic field) and “down” (i.e. antiparallel), with a
slight energetic preference for the former. This is shown in Figure 3.4. Using an

3.3 Protein Data Bank (PDB)
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additional electromagnetic field it is possible to influence the nuclei, turning
additional spin states from “up” to “down”. This happens when the frequency
of the field matches the energy diﬀerence between the spin states, the resonance frequency. After a relaxation time the spins return to their original
state. The resonance frequency diﬀers for atoms depending on their chemical
environment, giving rise to the chemical shift.
In order to produce a NMR spectrum, it is necessary to subject the solution
containing the protein to a strong magnetic field. With an additional modulated electromagnetic field it is possible to record the resonance frequencies.
Multi-dimensional techniques selectively use sequences of electromagnetic impulses to separate the information on interactions between atoms. It is nowadays possible to interpret the spectra of proteins up to 300 amino acids in
length.
Taking advantage of the nuclear Overhauser eﬀect (NOE), resulting from
dipole interactions between nuclear spins, distances between atoms that are
close in space but not covalently bound can be measured. Given a suﬃcient
number of such distance constraints, these can be used to perform distance
geometry calculations to define the spatial arrangement of the polypeptide
chain. This is shown in Figure 3.5. For complex proteins it can be diﬃcult to
find solutions fulfilling all distance constraints. Model construction is therefore
usually coupled to molecular dynamics simulations, which produce energetically favorable structures. Segments of the structure with few distance constraints give rise to several slightly diﬀerent structures. This, together with
the more flexible character of proteins in solution, is the reason why NMR
spectroscopists generally submit up to 20 or more models to the protein data
bank.

3.3 Protein Data Bank (PDB)
All structures which have been solved experimentally and are available to
the public are deposited in the so-called Protein Data Bank (PDB). [47] At
present 13,960 structures are available (July 2001). The full statistics are given
in Table 3.1. A large portion of proteins in the PDB have been solved with
diﬀerent resolution, with or without specific ligands and cofactors, etc. It has
been estimated that almost three quarters of the structures deposited are very
similar to each other [135], reducing the number of “unique” structures to less
than 4,000.
In recent years, the PDB, like all biological databases, has seen an exponential growth, as shown in Figure 3.6. For comparison, Swiss-Prot, the manually edited protein sequence database [132], has grown from 87,397 entries
(July 2000) to 99,134 entries (July 2001). A total of 471,191 sequences are
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FIGURE 3.5. Distance constraints derived from NMR spectra. The two atoms A
and B are separated along the protein backbone. Presence of a peak in the NMR
spectra reveals their close spatial proximity in the folded protein.

3.3 Protein Data Bank (PDB)
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Exp. Method
Proteins Protein/Nucleic Acid Nucleic Acid
X-ray Diﬀraction 11,733
562
580
NMR
1,939
73
385
Theo. Model
288
20
23
Total
13,960
655
988
TABLE 3.1. Statistics for the PDB as of July 2001.

deposited in the TrEMBL database [132] of translated protein coding DNA
regions coding regions. A further explosion of known sequences is resulting
from the genome sequencing projects being completed. Despite an increase
in solved structures per year, the gap between known sequences and known
structures is widening at a rapid rate.

FIGURE 3.6. Growth of the PDB.
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4
Structural and Sequence Similarity

This Chapter describes the recurring concepts of sequence and structural similarity. The definitions for some commonly used keywords will be used throughout the rest of this thesis. The central concept of “homology” for protein
structures will be illustrated and structural classifications presented.

4.1 Alignments & Similarity Measures
A number of definitions have been used in the literature to describe similarity measures for both protein sequences and structures. Some commonly
accepted definitions are reported below and aim to clarify the terminology
used throughout the present thesis.
Definition 1 An alignment M is a mapping between residues of two sequences. Two residues r1 of sequence A and r2 of sequence B are said to be
aligned with respect to an alignment M , if the alignment of A and B maps
r1 and r2 onto each other.
The alignment is a central concept throughout computational biology. It
is not restricted to amino acid sequences, but can be used for DNA as well.
In amino acid sequences, each residue is represented with its one-letter code
(refer to Figure 2.3 for the one-letter codes).
Definition 2 Given an alignment M, a gap (“−”) replaces amino acids of
sequence A not aligned with any of the sequence B (or vice versa). Relative to
sequence A, an insertion is a contiguous stretch of residues from A aligned
with the gap character. A deletion is a stretch of gaps aligned with residues
from B.
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FIGURE 4.1. Sample Alignment between t0111 (top row) and PDB 1pdz (middle
row). The bottom row shows a similarity value for each aligned position.

Insertions and deletions are common in biological sequences due to the effects of evolution. Figure 4.1 shows a typical alignment. It is further possible
to distinguish two alternative types of alignments: global and local.
A global alignment will always cover the entire input sequences, no matter
how diﬀerent these may be. Unrelated sequences will still be “aligned”. Local
alignments on the other hand contain only contiguous parts of the sequence
that are “similar”. When considering multi-domain sequences it is not uncommon to have a segment of the sequence representing a single domain aligned,
with the remaining sequence missing.
Definition 3 A profile is an alignment between several closely related protein
sequences, usually representing a single protein family.
Profiles are used by computer programs to improve the detection of more
distantly related protein sequences. They can be used to extend pairwise sequence alignment methods to simulate multiple sequence alignments. A similarity measure for amino acid sequences can now be defined as follows:
Definition 4 Two amino acid sequences have a pairwise sequence identity
of x, if an alignment between the two sequences can be found, such that the
number of aligned residues, which are identical, divided by the length of the
shorter sequence is x. Two amino acid sequences are said to have a similar
sequence, if they have a pairwise sequence identity equal or higher than 25%.
The cutoﬀ value of 25% can vary somewhat, since the “twilight zone” for
comparative modelling reaches from 20% to 35%, depending on alignment
length [202]. See also Chapter 6 for a detailed explanation.
Definition 5 Let a system have N elements that can be in any of k states. zi
is the correct prediction of element z being in state i. The prediction accuracy
Qn is:
P
zi
Qk = 100 ∗ i
(4.1)
N
Qk can be used to measure the accuracy of multi-class predictions. Its most
frequently used form is the Q3 used for secondary structure prediction. For
structures the most important measure is the RMSD.
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Definition 6 Let rai and rbi be the coordinates of atom i of structure a and
structure b. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the two structures is:
s
P
(rai − rbi )2
RM SD =
(4.2)
n
The RMSD is the most common similarity measure for protein structures.
Simple as it may seem, there are some diﬃculties in comparing results from
diﬀerent authors. When two entire structures are being compared, these will
be optimally superimposed to yield the lowest possible RMSD. Problems arise
when the RMSD calculation includes only parts of a structure. Let us consider
the case of two structures that contain identical and modified parts. In this case
two alternative, and equally legitimate, ways to calculate RMSD exist. The
first one, sometimes called “global” RMSD, is to superimpose only the fixed
part of the structures. The second possibility, “local” RMSD, is to superimpose
the modified part of the structure, disregarding its orientation to the rest of the
structure. The latter approach obviously yields lower RMSD values, as it does
not take into consideration the position relative to the fixed structure. The
results calculated with diﬀering methods cannot be compared. An example is
shown in Figure 4.2.

FIGURE 4.2. Comparison of global and local RMSD. Global RMSD (left) is 7.63
Å, whereas local RMSD (right) is 2.83 Å.

The other diﬃculty in comparing RMSD values is to know which atoms
have been included in the calculation. When examining protein backbones, a
number of possibilities exist: Cα only; backbone heavy atoms (N, Cα and C)
with or without the carbonyl O; all backbone atoms (i.e. including hydrogens).
The same distinction can be repeated with side chain atoms. As a rule, the
more atoms are being included in RMSD calculations, the higher the value
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will be. Again, fair comparisons are only possible when the same atoms are
used in RMSD calculation.

4.2 Homology
The term “homology” is frequently used to describe relationships of genes and
proteins. Two sequences are said to be homologous if a common ancestor is
assumed, from which both have originated by means of divergent evolution.
For proteins this means that their structures are likely to be very similar.

FIGURE 4.3. Divergent evolution exemplified by the structures of human (left) and
pig insulin (right).

An example for this is insulin. Human and pig insulin are 91% identical
in amino acid sequence. The corresponding structure fragments are shown
in Figure 4.3. Two points related to protein structure prediction are worth
mentioning. Two sequences with such a level of identity are mutually almost
identical in structure. Some diﬀerences in structure remain, as shown in insulin, but these relate only to the local structure. Indeed, two structures that
still have some diﬀerences were selected in order to make a point. (The two
structures have been crystallized under diﬀerent conditions)
Unfortunately, the term “homology” is not always used consistently in the
literature. Statements like “protein A and B are 50% homologous” are erroneous, unless both proteins share a homologous domain (out of two). Attempts
have been made to separate the term homology from sequence similarity [334].
Due to the limited number of folds apparently present in natural proteins,
the term “analogy” has been reserved for apparently unrelated protein sequences sharing a similar structure. It is assumed that convergent evolution
has selected some folds as being particularly stable. Proteins with diﬀerent,
and sometimes even opposite, functions can have a very similar structure.
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FIGURE 4.4. Convergent Evolution? Two structures with less than 20% sequence
identity sharing the Rossmann fold.

An example for this is the so-called Rossmann fold. It is composed of a central β-sheet, with a particular connectivity. A number of α-helices are located
above and below the β-sheet. This fold is particularly common and can have
a variety of functions. Figure 4.4 shows two proteins sharing the Rossmann
fold. Sequence identity is about 10%, yet the two structures can be superimposed with a RMSD of 3.0 Å for 104 out of 198 residues. Protein 1vid is a
transferase (i.e. moves a chemical group between two molecules) responsible
for the inactivation of neurotransmitters in Rattus norvegicus. Protein 1chd is
a methylesterase (i.e. cleaves a methyl group through hydrolysis) responsible
for sensory responses of the cell in Salmonella typhimurium.

4.3 Tertiary Structure Classification
As has been stated before, the number of natural protein folds appears to
be limited to less than 1,000 structural families [135]. Structural similarity is
obvious in a large number of cases, so it is important to have a simplified
hierarchical way for classification of structural features. Diﬀerent approaches
have been reported. The three most common ones are: SCOP [134], CATH
[200] and FSSP [133]. The methods diﬀer in a number of issues. Classification
ranges from almost entirely manual (SCOP) to entirely automatic (FSSP).
SCOP and CATH use domains as the unit of classification, whereas FSSP uses
protein chains. Since about 30% of non-identical protein structures contain two
or more domains, these have a unique FSSP classifier and several SCOP and
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CATH classifiers. The salient features of the three classification systems will
now be addressed.
A manual classification system, Structural Classification Of Proteins (SCOP)
[134], was designed by Alexey Murzin et al. in Cambridge, UK. In the SCOP
database the classification is on hierarchical levels, with the principal levels as
follows:
Class: Secondary structure content and/or special features
For convenience of users, all proteins have been assigned to one of several
classes based on secondary structure content. The main classes represent: all
alpha, all beta, alpha and beta (for proteins where α-helices and β-sheets
are largely interspersed), alpha plus beta (where α-helices and β-sheets are
largely segregated) and multi-domain (for unique domains from multi-domain
proteins, not found in other proteins). Additional classes have been added for
special features, e.g. designed proteins, theoretical models, etc.
Common Fold: Major structural similarity
If proteins have major secondary structures in the same arrangement with
the same topological connections, they are defined as having a common fold
whether or not they have a common evolutionary origin. In these cases, the
structural similarities may have developed as a result of physical principles
that favor particular packing arrangements and fold topologies.
Superfamily: Probable common evolutionary origin
Proteins with low sequence identities, whose structural and functional features suggest that a common evolutionary origin is probable, are placed together in superfamilies. For example, actin, the ATPase domain of the heat
shock protein, and hexokinase form a superfamily.
Family: Clear evolutionary relationship
Proteins are clustered together into families on the basis of one of two criteria
that imply a common evolutionary origin: first, all proteins that have residue
identities of 30% and greater; second, proteins with lower sequence identities
but whose functions and structures are very similar; for example, globins with
sequence identities of 15%.
The statistics for SCOP release 1.55 (1 March 2001), including 13,220 PDB
entries, 31,474 domains and 39 literature references (excluding nucleic acids
and theoretical models) are given in Table 4.1.
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Class
Folds Superfamilies Families
All alpha
138
224
337
All beta
93
171
276
Alpha and beta (α/β)
97
167
374
Alpha and beta (α + β)
184
263
391
Multi-domain
28
28
35
Membrane and cell surface
11
17
28
Small
54
77
116
Total
605
947
1,557
TABLE 4.1. Statistics for SCOP release 1.55 (1 March 2001).

A similar approach is used by the CATH classification of C. Orengo and J.
Thornton [200]. CATH stands for Class, Architecture, Topology, and Homologous superfamily, which describe the diﬀerent hierarchical levels used. Four
classes are defined at the top of the hierarchy, in analogy to SCOP:
1. Mainly α-helix
2. Mainly β-sheet
3. α/β proteins
4. Few secondary structures
No distinction is made between α/β and α + β structures. Each class is
divided into a number of architectures describing the gross arrangement of
secondary structures, independent of connectivity. The architectural groupings
can sometimes be rather broad as they describe the general features of proteinfold shape. The topology level describes fold families. Structures in the same
topology have a similar number and arrangement of secondary structures.
The connectivity linking their secondary structure elements is also the same.
A schematic representation of the first three levels is shown in Figure 4.5.
Highly similar structures and those with similar function, suggesting evolution from a common ancestor, are grouped in the same homologous superfamily. Extremely similar structures with sequence identities > 35%, which may
just be diﬀerent examples of the same protein, are clustered at the sequence
family level. Of the five hierarchical levels described above, only the architecture is assigned manually. The other four levels are assigned automatically
based on structural or sequence similarity. It is possible to plot the distribution of folds among diﬀerent architectures and topologies in the so-called
“CATHerine wheel”, illustrated in Figure 4.6. 30 out of 35 existing architectures are shown in figures 4.7 and 4.8. Current statistics (June 2001) for CATH
follow:
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FIGURE 4.5. Schematic representation of the first three levels of CATH classifications.

Class
Architecture
Topology
Homologous Superfamily
Sequence Family
Near Identical Structures
Identical Structures

4
35
580
900
1,846 (>35% sequence identity)
3,864 (>95% sequence identity)
7,690 (100% sequence identity)

A diﬀerent approach has been followed in FSSP, Families of Structurally
Similar Proteins, of L. Holm and C. Sander [133]. This database of structural
alignments is derived from all-against-all structural comparisons using the
program DALI [246]. It defines a six level hierarchy and uses polypeptide
chains rather than domains for classification. Very close homologs (> 70%
sequence identity) are represented by a single structure. Medium homologs
(> 30% sequence identity) are grouped in structural families. This reduced set
of families is then compared on an all-against-all basis, in order to find remote
homologs. In this way the computational task is reduced from comparing over
20,000 chains to about 2,200 representative chains. The main advantage of
FSSP is the possibility to immediately view the structural alignments and
RMSD between diﬀerent chains. On the downside, being totally automated,
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FIGURE 4.6. CATHerine wheel. Distribution of the fold classes among architectures
and topologies.

it does not oﬀer information about domains in proteins. This may sometimes
produce misleading results, especially in multi-domain proteins.
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FIGURE 4.7. CATH architectures, part I.
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FIGURE 4.8. CATH architectures, part II.
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5
Computational Methods

An overview of all computational methods used for protein structure prediction will be given in this Chapter. This will form the basis for a more thorough
description of the methods related to this thesis in Part II. The limits for homology modeling will be discussed to motivate the use of more complex, and
less reliable, methods. Predictions of certain features of the protein structure,
e.g. secondary structure or solvent accessibility, will be introduced as these can
be used to aid in tertiary structure prediction. Ab initio methods and common
optimization methods will be finally addressed to complete the overview.

5.1 Overview of Methods
A number of diﬀerent approaches for protein structure prediction have been
developed over the last 30 years. These range in scope from adapting a solved
structure to match the sequence of an unknown one, to the attempt to fold
a protein from first principles. Success varies and diﬀerent methods should
be used for diﬀerent proteins. Based on the degree of similarity between the
unknown structure (target) and structures from the database (templates), one
can broadly distinguish three approaches (also shown in Figure 5.1):
• comparative (or homology) modeling
• fold recognition
• ab initio
Comparative modeling builds the target structure based upon a homologous
structure. Stretches of the polypeptide chain presumably diﬀering between the
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FIGURE 5.1. Overview of approaches to protein structure prediction.

two structures have to be edited, but otherwise the structure can be more
or less copied. For this approach to work, there needs to be a significant
sequence similarity detected between the target and one or more sequences
in the database. This approach relies heavily on good sequence comparison
and alignment methods. The state of the art will be described in Section 6.2.
Under the circumstances described above it is the method of choice, as it will
produce fewer errors than the other methods.
Fold recognition exploits knowledge from the fact that the number of naturally occurring protein folds is limited. It is therefore likely that a sequence
with no significant sequence similarity may still be similar to structures in the
database. Two diﬀerent sub-categories exist in fold recognition.
Threading is closest to ab initio methods. The target sequence is placed on
the 3D coordinates of protein structures in a fold library (“threaded”). The
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folds with the substituted amino acid sequence are then evaluated with an
energy function.
Profile or mapping methods instead try to extend the capabilities of sequence comparison algorithms to detect weak sequence homologies. In addition, and depending on the method used, information like predicted secondary
structure and/or predicted surface accessibility is incorporated to improve the
results. The state of the art of fold recognition will be described in Section
6.3. Once an alignment with a known structure is found, the same methods
as in comparative modeling may be used to produce a model.
Ab initio methods attempt to construct a model structure based on the
physico-chemical properties of the amino acid chain. No knowledge on known
structures is required. Calculations are based on complex energy functions,
which encapsulate the information about atomic forces. An optimization method
is used to guide the process of selecting promising structures throughout construction. In addition, secondary structure predictions can be incorporated to
produce better structures. Despite recent improvements, the ab initio methods
still produce more erroneous models for all but the most diﬃcult structures.
Section 5.5 gives a more detailed overview.

5.2 Limits for Homology Modeling
In the previous section, it has been stated that homology modeling produces
the most accurate results but requires a significant sequence similarity between
the target and one or more sequences in the database to work. So the question
is: what level of sequence similarity is “significant” enough for two sequences
to share a similar structure?
The first tentative analysis was made by Chothia in 1986 [61] who analyzed
32 pairs of homologous structures and found out that they had a RMSD ≤
3.0 Å for as low as 20% sequence identity. A more thorough investigation
was carried out by Schneider and Sander in 1991 [182] who tried to define a
threshold of sequence identity versus alignment length to discriminate between
sequence pairs sharing the same structure from those with diﬀerent structures.
This concept was later elaborated by Rost in 1999 [202] with a much larger
structural database, so we will focus on his results.
Rost selected two sets of data. The first one contained true positives, i.e.
pairs of sequences sharing similar structures. Percentage of identical residues
was then plotted against alignment length, as shown in Figure 5.2, A. The
second data set contained false positives, i.e. pairs of sequences with dissimilar
structures. Again, these were plotted as percentage of identical residues against
alignment length. This is shown in Figure 5.2, B. Comparing both plots shows
that for reasonably long alignments, above 50 residues, there are practically no
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FIGURE 5.2. Pairs of sequences with similar (left) and dissimilar structure (right)
elaborated by Rost. The two curves try to discriminate between the two classes.

dissimilar structures (false positives) above 40% sequence identity. At about
100 aligned residues this value drops to about 30% and converges to about 2025% for very long alignments (≥ 250 residues)1 . Rost also derives an empirical
curve to approximate the observed figures.
Below these cutoﬀs there is still a significant number of similar structures
(true positives), but these cannot be identified among a vast number of false
positives. Rost calls this the “twilight zone” of homology modeling. In theory,
it is possible to model these proteins with structures from the data bank, but
aligning them is not enough to discriminate true from false positives. It is
in this area where fold recognition methods operate, trying to exploit other
sources of information to detect remote homologues.

5.3 Secondary Structure Prediction
The single characteristic of the polypeptide chain that can today be predicted
reasonably well is the secondary structure. As we have seen in Section 2.2,
there are two frequently recurring secondary structure elements: α-helix and
β-strand. The remainder is easily defined as loop or (random) coil. The most
intuitive secondary structure classification is therefore to distinguish between
three classes: H, E and C. (β-strands being termed “extended” in this context) From this classification we can derive a simple accuracy measure, the Q3
value. This value indicates the percentage of amino acids correctly predicted
as belonging into their relative state (H, E or C). A random prediction would
yield a Q3 value of 35.4% [311].
1 This statement is true for naturally evolved proteins. Some studies suggest that it may not be the case
for artificial ones.
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FIGURE 5.3. α-helix formation propensities.

A simple approach to secondary structure prediction is to use statistics of
how often diﬀerent amino acid types appear in the secondary structure types.
Such an analysis yields a propensity for an amino acid type to form or break
α-helices and β-strands. Figure 5.3 shows such a statistic. Analyzing doublet
or triplets of consecutive amino acids was found to further improve the results.
The first to use such an approach to predict secondary structure were Chou
and Fasman [214]. In their algorithm α-helices are predicted to start at a
position where four out of six adjacent residues are helix formers. The helix is
extended until four out of six residues are helix breakers. The same is repeated
with β-strands. Such a simple algorithm already yields a Q3 value of 50-60%.
The two major improvements have found to raise the Q3 value above 70%.
First, instead of using a purely statistical approach, results were improved
by using neural networks. The neural networks are trained on a large dataset
and appear to better capture the non-linear details causing sequences to adopt
particular secondary structures. The second improvement derives from feeding
the neural network not just with the query sequence but rather a profile of
homologous sequences generated with programs such as PSI-BLAST [128]. In
this way, the details about mutations occurring at any position in the sequence
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are captured, allowing the neural network to exploit more information during
training.
The first method to incorporate these improvements is PHD by B. Rost
[311]. It uses a three layered neural network. In the first sequence to structure
layer, a 13 residue window taking the sequence and its homologues as input
is used to predict the structure of the central residue. The second structure
to structure layer again uses a 13 residue window and takes as input the
predictions from the first layer. This serves to allow the network to consistently
predict one type of structure for a longer segment, avoiding single mispredicted
residues (e.g. a single E inside a stretch of H’s). The third layer builds a
jury decision from three diﬀerently trained neural networks for the central
amino acid of the 13 residue window. The system also outputs a confidence
value, showing how sure the algorithm is about any single predicted residue.
A schematic representation of this process is shown in Figure 5.4. The authors
report an overall Q3 value of 71.6%.
Since diﬀerent prediction methods have unique strengths and weaknesses,
a consensus method has been implemented in JPRED [312]. This was shown
to perform better than the single methods it uses to compute the consensus
(including PHD). Another improvement was reached by using more sensitive
homology search tools, like PSI-BLAST or hidden Markov models. Two methods which have raised the Q3 value to about 76%. The first is PSI-PRED by
D. Jones. It uses PSI-BLAST to compute a list of homologues and uses a twolayer feed-forward neural network, trained on a large set of data. SAM-T98 by
K. Karplus uses hidden Markov models and performs similarly well. Perhaps
the only recent algorithmic improvement is the development of bidirectional
recurrent neural networks in the SSpro algorithm by G. Pollastri. From a theoretical point of view, these should be able to outperform the more classic
feed-forward networks.
Nevertheless, secondary structure prediction appears to be stuck in the 7677% Q3 value region for the last two or three years. The best methods remain
within ± 0.5% Q3 of one another. It is assumed that 80-85% is the maximum
Q3 because agreement of secondary structure assignment from 3D coordinates
using diﬀerent standard programs is limited to this value.

5.4 Contact & Accessibility Prediction
In addition to the prediction of secondary structures, it is possible to build
predictors for other features of protein structures. These can then be used to
restrict the number of possible folds in tertiary structure prediction. In recent
years, there has been an interest in predicting the number of residue contacts
and solvent accessibility of single amino acids of a protein.
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FIGURE 5.4. Schematic representation of PHD secondary structure prediction
method.
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These two features are correlated. A residue with a high number of interresidue contacts will be located in the hydrophobic core of the protein, being
shielded from the solvent. Conversely, a solvent exposed residue will have a low
number of contacts. It has been argued that the two features are not identical
and a partial separation is still required.[231]
The number of contacts for each residue is computed inside a spherical distance cut-oﬀ centered on each residue and by counting the number of residues
falling inside a defined volume [268]. This can be expressed as a probability
distribution. For contact prediction, this distribution is typically separated in
two classes: higher or lower than the average value. In analogy to secondary
structure prediction, the quality measure Q2 is used to assess the two-state
performance of the predictions. A base line classifier always outputs the most
frequent category for each amino acid independently of its environment. It has
a Q2 value of 57% correct predictions [232].
In the last few years, diﬀerent attempts to predict contacts [232] and distances between residues [233] have been made with some degree of success.
These methods typically train neural network classifiers to predict inter-residue
contacts from sequence, using amino acid properties. Of the newer methods,
Fariselli & Casadio [233] use a feed forward neural network with a local window
to predict a contact radius of 6.5 Å, yielding a Q2 value of 69%.
A more complex approach is the one of Pollastri et al. [231]. Here a bidirectional recurrent neural network (BRNN) is used to predict four radius categories: 6, 8, 10 and 12 Å. A multiple sequence alignment is produced from the
query sequence using the BLAST [131] program with standard parameters.
The BRNN architecture is shown to expand the sequence window used for
prediction, improving the results. They report an average Q2 value ranging
from 70% to 73%.
Predicting the map of inter-residue contacts may become an alternative
way to predict tertiary structure. This would mean extending the current
approaches to answer the question “is residue A less than X Å (e.g. 8 Å) away
from residue B?”. Given enough predicted distance restraints, it would be
possible to treat such information like NOE constraints in NMR, generating
compatible 3D structures. It is estimated that 40% correct predictions on a
contact map should be suﬃcient to reconstruct a protein. The best method
evaluated in CASP-4, from Fariselli & Casadio [313], achieved a rate of 10%
correct predictions [310]. Figure 5.5 shows a contact map for a fold recognition
target.
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FIGURE 5.5. Sample contact map. Secondary structure elements for the two sequences are printed along the border. Helices in black, strands in white.

5.5 Ab Initio
Computing the tertiary structure of a protein from its sequence alone has
been considered the “Holy Grail” of structural biology over the last 30 or
so years. Anfinsen [228] showed that folding of most globular proteins is a
purely physical phenomenon. Hence it should be possible to define a force-field
based on the physics of the interactions among atoms, including the solvent,
and to use a search method to determine the most stable structure of the
protein at a given temperature and solvent conditions. This should be an ideal
task for modern computers. Unfortunately, protein folding is still incompletely
understood. Diﬀerent ab initio methods have been implemented, but with
limited success. All ab initio methods consist of three parts: a representation
of the protein geometry, an energy function and a search method.
The geometry representation is important in defining the computational
eﬀort to calculate the potential energy for the model. Considering that the
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number of atoms in a protein and the number of possible states in a polypeptide chain is prohibitive, some simplification is required. Two aspects can be
simplified. The first is the number of atoms used to represent the protein
structure. This can be reduced from the united-atom model (no hydrogens)
to the virtual-atom models with one or more atoms per residue and further
to models that use one atom to represent more than one residue. The second
aspect is the nature of the search space, which is either continuous or discrete
(so-called lattice models).
Most ab initio methods use a simplified continuous geometry model, in
which virtual atoms represent several atoms. Lattice models are also used,
with the advantage of allowing full enumeration of all possible states. The
major problem here is that it is not possible to fit the native structure into
the simplified lattice. Recently there has been a trend to use fragments of the
protein chain, typically between three and nine residues long, to use as fixed
“building blocks” for the structure. These combine the simplicity of lattice
models with the flexibility of using continuous geometry models. Indeed, flexibility is scalable and proportional to the number of fragments to use in model
building. An additional advantage is the possibility to extract the fragments
from the PDB, capturing local interactions better than any force-field would
allow to select good local structures.
Energy functions used for ab initio methods follow the same distinction
between physical and statistical (or knowledge-based) potentials. These will
be fully explained in Section 6.4. Most ab initio methods, due to the simplified
geometry model, use some sort of statistical potential. The problem here is
the parameter optimization, i.e. producing potentials that are able to assign
a better energy value to the native structure than to wrong models. A step
in the direction of solving this problem has been made with the creation of
decoy sets for compact misfolded structures. These can be used to adjust the
parameters of the energy potential to discriminate the native structure among
erroneous alternatives.
The last element in an ab initio method is the search algorithm. From a
computational point of view, almost any search algorithm for complex systems can be adapted. In practice, due partly to the biophysical background
of many authors, mostly variations of Monte Carlo and/or simulated annealing methods are used to sample the search space. An exception to this is the
limited usage of genetic algorithms [103][19]. Recently, a couple of methods
using discrete search methods based on the branch & bound paradigm have
also been proposed [85][274].
The methods applied by diﬀerent research groups vary greatly. These range
from using only free energy minimization approaches to the incorporation
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of statistical knowledge of protein folding, both in the energy function and
additional constraints. Examples for the latter are average α-helix and βsheet lengths, fragments from PDB and predicted secondary structure. The
best way to assess the state of ab initio methods is to refer to the CASP
experiments. (see Section 6.1 for a detailed explanation of CASP) These give
the most accurate picture of the current status in the field.
The first case where ab initio methods performed better, i.e. predicting a
higher percentage of a structure correctly, than fold recognition methods on a
novel fold classified as “hard” appeared in CASP-3 (in 1998). [2] The Baker
group [321][322] in particular performed consistently well and demonstrated
the potential of ab initio methods. This trend was confirmed in CASP-4 (in
2000), where the results of the Baker group became outstanding. Using a
mixture of ab initio (for non-homologous structures/fragments) and homology
modeling (for homologous structures/fragments) they even managed to reach
the top post in the fold recognition ranking. Since in comparison the other ab
initio methods were far less successful [310], the description will mainly focus
on the Baker group, with additional descriptions of interesting alternative
methods.
The central concept of Baker’s method is the assumption that a library
of structural fragments, three or nine residues long, samples the distribution
of local conformations adopted by the sequence of the fragment in known
proteins. The conformations of polypeptide segments are biased, but not restricted, towards those from secondary structure predictions. A Monte Carlo
simulated annealing protocol is used to rapidly sample the conformational
space. Either fragments are exchanged and displacement of the flanking regions minimized or (φ, ψ) angles of single residues are slightly modified. The
number of steps is limited to about one minute of computation time and the
process repeated with as many as 200,000 independent simulations. The potential function includes a hydrogen bonding term, a solvation term based on
solvent accessible surface area scaled using atomic solvation parameters and a
packing term using a modified Lennard-Jones potential. A set of filters is used
to remove structures with low contact order (i.e. poorly packed) and those
with many unpaired β-strands prior to refinement. The remaining structures
are clustered. Clusters are compared with known protein folds and a frequently
occurring structure with low energy is selected as the submitted model.
Results for the Baker group in CASP-4 were outstanding. For domains as
large as 242 residues they were able to correctly identify substantial fragments
of almost all novel fold proteins and the correct topology in several cases. In
the final ranking they were awarded 31 points compared to a mere 10 of the
second-best Friesner group. [310] Figure 5.6 shows the real structure for T0120,
human DNA repair protein (XRCC4), and Baker group’s prediction.
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FIGURE 5.6. Comparison of the real structure (left) and Baker group’s ab initio
prediction (right) of T0120.

Friesner group [324] used a diﬀerent strategy based on using predicted secondary structure for fold recognition and threading techniques to produce
a limited list of possible remote homologues. Constraints, mainly describing
typical distances in the templates, were extracted. These were then used to
perform restrained energy minimization, attempting to mimic tertiary folding
simulations. Variables in the simulation were (φ, ψ) angles of loop regions. Secondary structures were fixed with idealized torsion angles. For mainly β-sheet
proteins additional constraints limiting Cα − Cα distances were included.
A similar approach was followed by Skolnick’s group [325]. They use a
threading method and secondary structure predictions to find small fragments
that can be assembled using a lattice model. These are optimized and refined
into more detailed oﬀ-lattice models using a combination of statistical and
physics-based energy potentials. A number of restraints is also used to improve the optimization.
Both the Friesner and Skolnick methods, while not as successful as Baker’s,
were able to correctly predict large backbone fragments of novel folds in CASP4. They also somehow highlight the trend in CASP-4, where ab initio methods
using much knowledge from existing structures were more successful than pure
energy minimization methods. Whether these still deserve to be termed “ab
initio” or not is still subject to debate.
A diﬀerent ab initio approach, called MOLEGO, was implemented in our
group by E. Bindewald [85]. MOLEGO uses a novel discrete search algorithm,
called best-profile search, to sample the search space. This is a global opti-
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mization scheme that tries to establish the “most promising” paths to attempt
for energy minimization. It was shown to outperform classical branch & bound
algorithms. Various geometry representations have been implemented, usually
consisting of sampling highly populated regions of the Ramachandran map
with four or more (φ, ψ) angle combinations. A novel orientation dependent
knowledge-based potential is also used to evaluate the energy of a conformation. Constraints are also introduced, e.g. a radius of gyration term to produce
compact structures and a β-strand pairing term. MOLEGO is able to predict
proteins with less than 50 amino acids to less than 5 Å RMSD. [85] It was
also used by our group during CASP-4 to predict small fragments not aligned
with a template structure.

5.6 Common Optimization Methods
Some simple optimization methods that can be applied to all types of problems
related to protein structures are frequently found in the literature. These are
the Monte Carlo and simulated annealing algorithms. Even if not directly
used in this thesis, they are nevertheless ubiquous and results will have to
be compared with them on some occasions. A brief description will therefore
cover their main strengths and weaknesses.
Monte Carlo algorithms essentially implement a random search. From a
random starting point, random changes in the solution space are made. At each
step, the energy is calculated. If the new energy value is lower, the random step
is accepted. If the new energy is higher, it is accepted with a given probability.
∆E
The generally used Metropolis criterium [229] sets this probability to e− kT .
The temperature T is a free parameter and is constant in simple Monte Carlo
searches. The choice of T is important as it determines the rate of convergence
to the global optimum. If T is too small, the system will be stuck in a local
minimum, because passing the energy barrier is very improbable. If T is too
large, the system will not converge to the global optimum, since it will keep
exploring new conformations.
Kirkpatrick et al. [230] implemented the idea of simulated annealing as
a way to avoid the choice of a fixed temperature. At the beginning of the
conformational search the temperature T is set to a high initial value. The
solution space can be freely explored and large energy barriers surpassed.
During the search, T is gradually lowered until it reaches zero. This ensures
that the system converges to a local, or hopefully the global, optimum.
From their description is apparent why Monte Carlo and simulated annealing enjoy such a popularity: They are very simple to implement and yield
satisfactory results if enough computing power is used. This is paid for in slow
convergence and the impossibility to establish whether the global minimum
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has been found or not. This is the reason why Monte Carlo and simulated annealing protocols usually require a number of independent optimization runs
to ensure that a good solution is found. For large systems the computation
time can easily become prohibitive. Nevertheless, these algorithms form the
base line for any optimization task.

Part II
Modeling of Protein Structures
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6
State of the Art

Before the work done in thesis can be described, it is necessary to sketch the
current state of the art concerning all major aspects related to the modeling
of protein structures. (The major focus of this thesis, loop modeling, will be
more thoroughly introduced in Part III.)
It is important to understand that the present description of the state of the
art cannot be considered to give more than a brief introduction in each topic.
The literature on protein structure prediction is becoming daunting, so an
attempt to describe every method found in the literature in this thesis would
be doomed to fail. Instead, the following description will be based mainly on
the CASP experiment, which gives the most objective view of which methods
seem to work best.

6.1 CASP
Attempts to predict the structure of proteins date back at least to the late
1960s [254], and most methodological advances necessary to make protein
structure prediction viable were developed in the 1970s and 1980s. One of the
first experiments to model unknown protein structures by homology, mammalian serine proteinases, was described by Greer in 1981 [255]. Since then,
protein structure prediction has seen a growing interest, with many new approaches being developed.
At the start of the 1990s, a situation was reached where many publications
already claimed to have “solved” the protein structure prediction problem.
While this may be “true” for a very limited number of proteins, it was widely
known to not be the case (yet).
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This prompted J. Moult to create a true blind test to assess the real state of
the art in protein structure prediction. The Critical Assessment of techniques
¯
¯
for protein Structure Prediction (CASP) series of experiments was organized.
¯
¯
The first was held in 1994 (CASP-1) and subsequent experiment follow every
two years, with the most recent in 2000 (CASP-4).

FIGURE 6.1. Sample sequence from CASP-4. T0111, a 431-residue Enolase.

The CASP works as follows: Before the start of CASP, the organizers request
structures from X-ray crystallographers and NMR spectroscopists which are
about to be experimentally solved, and thus not yet publicly available. The
corresponding sequences are collected and published on the CASP homepage
[99], together with additional information such as name and reference to a
sequence database. These sequences are usually called targets. A sample target
from CASP-4 is shown in Figure 6.1. (The full list of CASP-4 targets can be
found in Appendix A.1.)
The registered predictors are permitted enough time to predict the unknown
structures (June to September). These predictions are collected by the organizers and forwarded in an anonymous form to the independent assessors
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(September). Three categories are defined in CASP: homology modeling, fold
recognition and ab initio 1 . The assessors compare the predictions with the experimental structures and decide a ranking of the submissions. This serves to
select a limited number of prediction groups performing “consistently well”.
In December a conference is held in Asilomar (CA), USA, where all predictors gather. The results are presented and the ranking is announced. The
best groups are invited to describe their methods to the rest of the community. In addition, a special issue of the journal Proteins (e.g. for CASP-3 [2])
is published some months later, containing detailed descriptions of what has
been achieved and articles describing the best methods. Additional information about the experiment, e.g. a detailed numerical evaluation, can be found
at the CASP web site [99].
Since its creation in 1994 the CASP experiment has quickly become the most
important event for research groups involved in protein structure prediction.
All major groups usually participate in the CASP, and to be selected as one
of the best performing groups is a major source of scientific reputation. In
CASP-4 a total of 160 groups participated across all categories, predicting 43
targets. Fold recognition turned out to be the category drawing most interest
with 127 participating groups.
Beginning with CASP-3 (1998) a parallel experiment was organized for automatic servers: CAFASP (Critical Assessment of Fully Automated Structure
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
Prediction). This is reserved to publicly available web servers, with over 20
¯
servers participating in CAFASP-2.
Dealing with protein structure prediction, it was felt that the methods developed during the dissertation had to be tested in the CASP-4 experiment in
order to gain an objective view of their performance. The results of our group’s
participation in CASP-4 are summarized in Chapter 11. The full numerical
evaluation can be found in Appendix A.2.

6.2 Homology Modeling
If the sequences of two proteins are significantly similar, their structures will
roughly superimpose. As was established in Section 5.2, a sequence identity
over 20-30% is generally suﬃciently significant2 . With the growing number of
experimentally solved structures, this concept has become a powerful way to
infer the structure of unknown proteins.
1 The

latter was called ”new folds” in CASP-4 to avoid previous disputes.
statement is true for most naturally evolved proteins. Some studies suggest that it may not be the
case for artificial ones.
2 This
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FIGURE 6.2. An overview of homology modeling.

Building a model by homology requires a general approach leading from the
selection of a suitable template structure and its alignment with the target
sequence to the refinement of the full model. Rules can be deduced from
existing structures to guide and improve the modeling process. A flow diagram
of the modeling process is shown in Figure 6.2.
The first step in homology modeling is to scan a structural database for
suitable template structures. This can be done with sequence comparisons or
more sophisticated fold recognition methods, the latter being the subject of the
following section. Finding a significant sequence similarity implies inferring a
plausible correspondence between residues of both sequences. Selection of the
template structures is therefore generally combined with aligning the template
sequence to the target (for a definition of alignment see Section 4.1). For
higher sequence identities (≥ 45%) this is straightforward. Most programs
will roughly produce a similar alignment. The computation of an alignment
becomes extremely diﬃcult for very low identity (<= 25%). In fact, aligning
the target sequence to the template structure is the most frequent and serious
source of errors in homology modeling [239].
Building a model from a given alignment is fairly simple. The coordinates
of the atoms in the template structure can either be copied directly or used to
derive restraints that are used to optimize the model. The main problem here
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is to define those fragments of the model, the structurally variable loops, which
should not be copied from the model. In fact, loops are the most flexible parts
of the structure and tend to vary even between closely homologous structures
[239]. These diﬃculties have led to the development of specialized methods
for modeling loop structures. Second in severity only to alignment errors, loop
modeling is a subject of ongoing research. It will be treated in depth in Part
III of this thesis.
A somewhat simpler problem is the placement of side chains, which will
be thoroughly addressed in Section 6.5. While side chains tend to be reorganized between closely homologous structures, the errors arising from side chain
placement are relatively minor. Moreover, it was observed that side chain quality depends on alignment accuracy [2]. Where the model is incorrectly aligned,
side chains will be incorrectly placed as well. Particular care has to be taken
when modeling side chains close to the active site of the protein. Errors in
these side chains may compromise the utility of the model for studies of its
biochemical function.
The final steps of the model building process consist in assessing the quality
of the model and adjusting small errors. A limited energy minimization of the
structure may also be employed to reduce local clashes between atoms. The
stereochemical quality may be assessed with programs such as PROCHECK
[76][77], which indicate deviations from ideal bond lengths and angles. Energy
functions are useful to both estimate the overall quality and to perform energy
minimization. These will be more thoroughly addressed in Section 6.4. A flow
chart of this “classic” approach to homology modeling is shown in Figure 6.3.
As has already been established, the sequence to structure alignment is
the prime source of errors in homology modeling. This has prompted the
development of sophisticated alignment techniques that are frequently used
for fold recognition. Their discussion is therefore presented in the next section.
Here we will instead focus on the best database search tools currently available.
PSI-BLAST [128] has become the de facto standard for searching homologous templates and aligning these. It combines a fast heuristic with the sensitivity of more complex alignment programs by building a protein specific scoring matrix (PSSM). An iterative search with such a PSSM presently forms
the best way to exploit all the available knowledge from protein sequences.
The algorithm will be described in more detail in Section 7.2.
Even with PSI-BLAST the sequence-structure alignment is not always correct for building a model. Inclusion of structural information like secondary
structure or conserved “key” residues (e.g. in the active site) is known to improve the alignment quality by limiting local shifts. Extracting knowledge on
conserved positions from structural alignments between related proteins also
helps to pinpoint those parts of the structure that can be confidently pre-
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FIGURE 6.3. The“classic” approach to homology modeling, as implemented by
Composer.
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dicted. The other parts can be predicted with loop modeling or are sometimes
left altogether unpredicted.
Another open problem are multi-domain proteins. For instance in In CASP4, several proteins were composed of two or more domains which had to be
modeled separately. Both parts were homologous to those in the database, but
nothing was known about how to assemble them. To the best of this author’s
knowledge, no automated method exists for assembling multiple domains into
complete models3 .
With homology modeling it is possible to build models with an RMSD of less
than 2.0 Å for targets with high (≥ 60%) sequence identity. Targets with lower
identity (≥ 30%) can generally be predicted with less than 5.0 Å overall RMSD
[297]. Exceptions to both statements are possible, but tend to occur more
frequently at lower identity levels. The overall RMSD is not equally spread over
the structure. In general, the protein core containing secondary structures is
almost perfectly modeled and may only be slightly shifted. Insertions, deletions
and loops on the surface are where most of the errors concentrate. Errors at
the start and/or end of helices and strands are also possible.
Almost all homology modeling methods tested at the CASP experiment
retain some part of manual intervention, especially during the alignment stage.
The most widely used program to build models is A. Šali’s Modeller [185]. It
takes an alignment and template structure(s) as input to extract a series of
structural restraints which serve to build an optimized model. This procedure
attempts to produce more “flexible” models, which try to accommodate local
shifts. Loop modeling is still problematic for Modeller[245].
The best performing groups in CASP tend to use their own proprietary
methods for homology modeling [2]. Venclovas et al. [323] produced some of
the best sequence-structure alignments by using a combination of structural
alignments, producing several alternative sequence alignments and manually
selecting and editing the most probable one.
Blundell et al. [315] use their database of homologous structures, HOMSTRAD [316], to produce better alignments. An iterative approach is followed,
where the alignment is expressed as a model and the structure re-aligned with
the conserved features of the protein family. In addition, they explicitly use
loop modeling [15] and side chain placement methods to complete the model.
Arguably the most automated homology modeling method is the one by
Bates and Sternberg [320]. This was fully automated during CASP-4 and is
available as the 3D-JIGSAW server [319]. For sequences with identity not
larger than 40% to the template they use predicted secondary structure in
addition to structural alignments of the protein family to improve the over3 In CASP-4 only Baker’s group and our own group submitted assembled models. Baker used an ab initio
method to predict the whole model, circumventing the assembly problem. Our method was manual.
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all alignment. The model is built either from a single or multiple templates,
depending on the RMSD and sequence identity diﬀerence among members
of the same family. Loop modeling is based on a database search of similar fragments. After the side chain placement step, the model is energetically
minimized using the CHARMM force field[60].
All in all, it is fair to say that RMSD diﬀerences between models from
several groups are generally below 1.0 Å. The main shortcomings, compared
to the best possible solution, can be found in loop regions and selection of
a non-optimal template. The latter is a bit of a gamble, as sometimes the
template with the highest sequence identity may not correspond to the one
with the lowest possible RMSD. The performance of a group on an individual
protein is therefore not necessarily an indicator for the overall performance.

6.3 Fold Recognition
If no suitable homologous template structure can be found, fold recognition
methods provide another option for constructing useful models. The goal of
fold recognition is to use a known structure as a model of the fold for a new
sequence rather than to predict the structure from physicochemical characteristics of the sequence information alone as in ab initio folding. Instead of
searching the vast conformational space of the new protein, the search is confined to the conformations of known structures.
Homology modeling methods use the amino acid sequence for computing an
alignment only and do not exploit 3D structural information. In 1991, Bowie et
al. [258] developed an alternative method: instead of scoring the compatibility
of a sequence by comparing it to a sequence of known structure, the sequence
was compared with the structural information of known 3D structures. This
method was termed structural 3D-1D profile. Since then, a variety of fold
recognition methods have been published (e.g. [192][193][259][263][267]) and
several reviews on these methods have appeared (e.g. [111][112][204][264][265][269]).
The fold recognition methods can be roughly divided into four classes:
1. structural (3D-1D) profile methods [195][205][258][270].
2. threading methods [192][193][259][271].
3. sequence profile methods [128][194][206][207][266].
4. mapping methods [85][191][209][261][262].
Recent methods have begun to combine elements from two or more classes
(e.g. [195][205]). The main components of protein fold recognition are:
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1. a library of known template folds
2. a scoring function used to evaluate the compatibility between the probe
sequence and the template fold
3. the algorithm used to search for the optimal alignment of the probe
sequence to each template fold
4. the significance assessment obtained by ranking compatibility scores for
sequence-fold pairs.
The approaches used diﬀer in at least one component of fold recognition
[260]. In the following, we describe the each component of these methods.
A library containing all known protein folds is desirable. As the time required to scan all known PDB structures would make fold recognition ineﬀective, representative subsets are employed. Typical fold libraries are extracted
from a structural classification, such as SCOP, CATH or FSSP (see Section
4.3 for a description). Depending on the fold recognition method, these may
undergo clustering to improve coverage and reduce redundancy. For example
Kelley et al. [195] build a fold library from SCOP domains augmented by
additional pseudofamilies defined by multiple alignments.
Compatibility functions are used by the alignment algorithm to find the
most likely sequence-structure alignment. The functions used in fold recognition can be classified into two types: unipositional and multipositional. In
general, the compatibility function associates a score to the match of one or
more amino acids from the probe sequence to one or more structural positions in the target fold. Each structural position is characterized by some
physicochemical features. The main diﬀerence between uni- and multipositional compatibility functions lies in the way the occurrences are counted. For
unipositional functions, the occurrences are counted independently at each
position. For multipositional functions, the occurrences are counted at more
than one position simultaneously.
In 1991, Bowie et al. [258] matched sequences to a fold using an unipositional
compatibility function that related a sequence to its residue’s environments in
the 3D structure. The environments are described in terms of:
1. total area of the side chain buried by other protein atoms;
2. fraction of the side-chain area covered by polar atoms or water; and
3. local secondary structure.
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Based on these parameters, each residue position is classified into an environmental class. The authors describe this method as a 3D-1D profile, in which
a 3D structure is encoded as a 1D string that represents the environmental
class of each residue in the folded protein structure, as shown in Figure 6.4.

FIGURE 6.4. How a 3D structure is encoded as a 1D string that represents the
environment class of each residue in the fold protein structure.

For each of the 20 amino acids a total of 18 discrete environmental classes
is defined. The compatibility function in this case is an 18 by 20 table of the
3D-1D scores. Each score specifies the compatibility value of aligning an amino
acid to an environment, as shown in Figure 6.5.
After determining the environmental class of a given position in a protein
structure, it is possible to construct a 3D profile. A profile is a n ∗ m matrix
containing: n is the position index in the structure, with each row corresponding to a residue in the structure; m is normally 20, each corresponding to
an amino acid type. The entry (i, j) in the profile specifies the value of the
matching of residue type j from sequence to environment at position i of the
structure. The compatibility of the sequence for the 3D fold is the sum of the
individual residue compatibilities in the alignment, corrected for gap penalties.
This is exemplified in Figure 6.6.
Other fold recognition methods are the sequence profile methods [128] [266].
These methods allow the recognition of weak relationships between proteins
that previously were considered “structure-only” similarities. Generally, these
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FIGURE 6.5. 3D-1D scoring table. The scores for pairing residue i with environment
j are given. The environments are divided by secondary structure (α,β, coil) and
six classes of solvent accessibility (3 * buried, 2 * partially exposted, exposed).

new approaches are based on the concept of a sequence profile [276]. Additionally, they incorporate two important ideas, namely construction of a position
specific scoring matrix, PSSM, [128][275][277] and an iteration of the database
search until weak relationships are detected. Conceptually similar ideas have
been implemented in the family of sequence analysis methods based on hidden
Markov models (HMM) [194].
Another generation of fold recognition methods such as mapping methods
are based on 1D predictions [85][191][260][261][262]: first, 1D structure information (secondary structure and solvent accessibility) is predicted for a
sequence of unknown structure, then the 1D information is extracted for a library of known structures, and finally the observed and predicted 1D structure
strings are aligned by a standard dynamic programming algorithm.
Methods such as threading [192][193][259] use a class of multipositional compatibility functions, because in such functions the compatibility is computed
by considering two or more positions in the alignment at the same time. In
these methods, the functions are used to attempt to describe the numerous
interactions that operate in a 3D protein fold in some simplified way. A common energy function consists of pairwise interatomic energy terms, with the
structural role of any given residue described in terms of its interaction with
the environment. Both the 3D distance and the sequence separation between
the components of each pair may be included. One of these compatibility functions are the knowledge-based potentials developed by Sippl [184], which will
be described in Section 6.4. To identify probable models for the unknown fold
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FIGURE 6.6. An example of a 3D profile of sperm-whale myoglobin. An environment
group is listed for each position, followed by scores for placing each of the amino
acids at that position. The example shows the first ten positions. The scores placed
in each row are 3D-1D scores of Figure 6.5, multiplied by 100. Gap penalties are
determined empirically.

of a given sequence S, the sequence is compared to all possible conformations
in the database. A pool of conformations Cn is obtained by taking all possible
fragments of length L from the database (L is the length of the amino acid
sequence of interest). The sequence is mounted onto all fragments Cn so that
the overall energy is minimized, then the conformations are sorted with respect to their energy. The fragments of low net energy obtained from the pool
of conformations are candidates for the unknown conformation of S.
Jones et al. [193] used Sippl-like potentials but supplemented them with a
solvent-accessibility term. Bryant and Lawrence [259] use a 2-positional compatibility function in which pairs are either in contact or not. Godzik et al.
[267] use a unary, binary, and tertiary interaction compatibility function to
build a “topological fingerprint” that considers the buried area of each residue
plus the pairs and triplets of residues that are in contact. It can be used to
calculate the pseudo-energy of any protein structure.
For every structure in the database these parameters are calculated and
stored as the “topological fingerprint” library. This fingerprint does not use
sequence information, but merely defines the characteristics of each position
along the template chain. Thus, it is possible to calculate the energy of a corresponding system with the same interaction pattern but a diﬀerent sequence.
The main diﬃculty of multipositional compatibility functions arises when
used to compute an optimal alignment. Indeed, it has been demonstrated
that the time required to find an optimal alignment with the multipositional
compatibility functions present an NP-complete problem [272], which means
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that the time required to find the solution grows exponentially as the size
of the protein increases. Godzik et al. [267] simplify the problem by introducing a “frozen” approximation to calculate protein energy. This method
approximates the multipositional compatibility functions as unipositional and
allows the application of any dynamic programming algorithm to find the optimal alignment. In the “frozen” approximation of a 3-positional function, the
compatibility value of aligning three amino acids from the sequence to three
positions in the structure is computed using only one amino acid from the
sequence and taking the second and the third from the structure. Here, the
energies of the amino acids from sequence B are calculated as if they interact
with their partners from protein A.
The choice of algorithm to obtain an optimal alignment depends on the type
of compatibility function used by the method. Methods based on unipositional
compatibility functions such as [258] can directly use a dynamic programming
algorithm to find the optimal alignment. Methods based on multipositional
compatibility functions have to transform the function into an unipositional
one, or require a diﬀerent alignment algorithm. Bryant and Lawrence [259] use
a 2-positional compatibility function to find the optimal alignment. They do
not convert the 2-positional function into a unipositional one and approximate
the pairwise interactions by using a Monte Carlo sampling algorithm [259].
Once the scores for the compatibility of the probe sequence to each template fold are computed, they must be ranked. The simplest ranking is sorting
in decreasing order of raw scores [193]. When a probe sequence is compared
against a template fold library, there will always be a fold with the highest
compatibility score. Using a measure of statistical significance, the Z-score, it
is possible to quantify whether this compatibility score is high enough to be
significant. The Z-score is the number of standard deviations that a score is
above the mean score for all matches. Methods ranking with Z-scores automatically attach a reliability measure to the result [207]. A more sophisticated
method for evaluating the confidence level is used in GenTHREADER [205]:
A neural network is trained to rank the confidence based on features such
as alignment score, alignment length, pairwise potential and solvation scores,
with the output expressing a probability.
The confidence level returned by a fold recognition program is an important
measure as it serves to discriminate between correct predictions and false
positives. When this measure is above a program-specific threshold it is safe
to assume that the prediction is correct.
The first truly successful example of protein structure prediction by fold
recognition, replication terminator protein (rtp) from B. subtilis [268], has
been conducted in CASP-1. The structure of rtp and template are shown in
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Figure 6.7, with the corresponding alignment in Figure 6.8. This case showed
that structures can be quite similar even if their sequences are unrelated and
the successful prediction demonstrated that computational techniques are capable of recognizing this structural similarity.

FIGURE 6.7. Structures of replication terminator protein from B. subtilis (1bm9)
(left) and histone H5 from a chicken (1hst) (right). The C-terminal helix of rtp is
not shown.

FIGURE 6.8. Sequence—structure alignment of rtp and 1hst. The secondary structure is indicated by H for helices and E for strands.

In CASP-3 the target proteins for fold recognition were divided into two
groups: homologous folds, or members of the same superfamily, and common
folds in the SCOP database, i.e. without detectable evolutionary relationship.
Diﬀerent results were obtained for the two groups. Very few common fold relationships were detected. Results for the homologous fold relationships were
much better. For all but one of the targets, multiple predictors had identified
correct folds. No predictor alone recognized more than half the relationship,
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so that a combination of methods is needed to get reliable results [2]. In
CASP-3 the “threading” methods received the most attention. Methods such
as PSI-BLAST [128] and Hidden Markov Models [194], augmented by secondary structure prediction, were competing with threading to identify the
correct fold. The quality of the model depends on the sequence structurealignment. Alignment quality did improve significantly between CASPs 1 and
2, but not detectability between CASPs 2 and 3.
During CASP-4, the results of automatic predictions were already available
at the CAFASP-2 homepage [97]. The following fold recognition servers turned
out to be quite useful for compiling a consensus:
• 3D-PSSM [195] (http://www.bmm.icnet.uk/~3dpssm/)
• FFAS [207] (http://bioinformatics.ljcrf.edu/FFAS/)
• BioInBgu [206] (http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/~bioinbgu/)
• GenTHREADER [205] (http://insulin.brunel.ac.uk/psipred/)
• SAM-T99 [194](http://www.cse.ucsc.edu/research/compbio/)
After CAFASP-2 an automated consensus method was introduced [278],
which tries to combine the best server predictions. Indeed consensus methods
from various servers appear to yield better automated results. Augmenting
these with usage of expert knowledge to select correct templates and manual
inspection to improve the alignment will provide the best results currently
attainable.
The diﬀerent methods quoted above give a good idea of what is nowadays
possible to predict. As will be presented in Chapter 11, all of them are among
the top scoring methods in CASP-4. A brief presentation follows.
3D-PSSM [195] and GenTHREADER [205] are both structural profile methods incorporating elements of other approaches. Both add predicted secondary
structure to augment the sequence information. Dynamic programming is used
to align the target sequence against a set of pre-calculated profiles representing
protein families. Diﬀerences exist in the calculation of profiles and the scoring
scheme. Where GenTHREADER uses only sequence alignments to generate
profiles, 3D-PSSM also uses structural alignments to increment coverage. GenTHREADER uses knowledge-based potentials commonly employed in threading to assign scores and computes the ranking through a neural network, giving
a probability as output. 3D-PSSM instead calculates an expectation value and
uses functional information from SAWTED [188]. This is a method that scans
a database of scientific abstracts for textual keywords representing hints about
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protein function. It is an attempt to mimic the approach of A. Murzin (see
below).
The remaining three methods (FFAS[207], BioInBgu[206], SAM-T99[194])
use sequence profiles. The first two are mainly extensions of the ideas behind
PSI-BLAST, with BioInBgu also using secondary structure. SAM-T99 instead
scores the target sequence against a set of iteratively pre-computed HMMs. It
was recently extended to include secondary structure information [314].
The fold recognition method developed in our group by E. Bindewald is
called MANIFOLD [85][209]. It is a mapping method similar to the ideas of
Russel et al. [191]. Inputs are the sequence, predicted secondary structure
(from either PSI-PRED [279] or SSPRO [215]), predicted solvent accessibility
(e.g. [231]), length and function. The latter is unique to MANIFOLD and is
represented by the enzyme classification (EC) number. The fold library was
augmented by finding out the EC number of all domains, where possible. A
set of rules is used to filter out unlikely structures before ranking. During
CASP-4 this was still a simple “pareto score”, meaning that folds appearing
in one of five subrankings (one for each criterium) were awarded one “point”
per occurrence [85]. Since then, a more complex evaluation using Z-scores was
implemented [209]. The output is a list of probable folds. Figure 6.9 shows a
schematic representation of MANIFOLD.

FIGURE 6.9. MANIFOLD flow diagram

No account of the state of the art in fold recognition would be complete
without mentioning the phenomenon known as A. Murzin. The author of the
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SCOP database [134] has “won” the fold recognition category in both the
CASP-2 and CASP-4 experiments4 with an approach that can well be defined
as rather manual. The tools employed included only PSI-BLAST [128] and
the SCOP [134] and PFAM [280] databases. Models were built by what can
only be considered an exceptional display of expert knowledge. The commonly
reproducible step in the knowledge employed by A. Murzin is to extract details
about protein function and alignment of specific residues from the scientific
literature. This has prompted the development of automated data mining
methods such as SAWTED [188].
Perhaps more important is Murzin’s knowledge of protein structures. This
is something that cannot be readily described in algorithmic ways. It is what
still makes the manual selection in fold recognition a determining factor, something reflected in the weaker performance of all automated servers in CAFASP
compared to the corresponding CASP submissions.

6.4 Energy Functions
Energy functions are used in a variety of roles in protein modeling. An energy
function precise enough to always discriminate the native protein structure
from all possible decoys would not only simplify the protein structure prediction problem considerably. It would also increase our understanding of the
protein folding process itself.
If feasible, one would like to use quantum mechanical models, being the
most detailed representation, to calculate the energy of a protein. It can theoretically be done by solving the Schrödinger equation. This equation can be
solved exactly for the hydrogen atom, but is no longer trivial for three or more
particles. In recent years it has become possible to approximately solve the
Schrödinger equation for systems up to hundred atoms with the Hartree-Fock
or self-consistent field approximations. Their main idea is that the many-body
interactions are reduced to several two-body interactions.
Two programs for performing quantum mechanical computations of molecules
are e.g. TURBOMOLE [251] and GAUSSIAN 98 [252]. They can compute
approximate solutions of the Schrödinger equation expressed as linear combinations of basis functions. However, the resulting energies in many cases show
significant deviations from experimental data. For a more detailed treatment
of quantum mechanical models see [94].
Currently the main problem with quantum mechanical models is the number
of atoms for which an energy can be computed. This is limited to about 100
atoms, where most proteins consist of more than 1,000 atoms. In addition,
4 He

was the fold recognition assessor in CASP-3, and thus did not participate.
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solvent interactions are not suﬃciently approximated. Nor is it possible to
incorporate such factors as temperature or ionic strength [94].
In absence of the computing power and other advances required to make
quantum mechanical models appropriate for calculating the energy of proteins,
two main alternative classes of energy functions have been investigated: force
fields and knowledge-based potentials.
Force fields are empirical models that treat molecules as semi-classical systems relying on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. This states that the
energy of the molecule can be approximately calculated as a function of the
coordinates of the nuclei. Force fields contain two types of interaction terms:
bonded and non-bonded.
Bonded interactions typically include energy terms describing the deviations from bond length, bond angle and torsion angles. Others (e.g. improper
dihedral angles) may be included. Non-bonded interactions are essentially represented van der Waals and electrostatic terms. Hydrogen bond or implicit solvation terms are also sometimes included. The most widely used force fields
for proteins are AMBER [218], CHARMM [60] and GROMOS [219]. The functional forms representing the energy terms are quite similar [220], with diﬀerences mostly in parametrization [82]. For a more detailed representation refer
to Section 8.1.
Force fields are still subject of research, as testified by a number of recent review articles (e.g. [225][226][227][253]). The focus of on-going research appears
to be higher order parametrization techniques and implicit solvation models.
Force fields have become more eﬀective in recent years, partially due to the
increase in computation power. Molecular dynamics studies, where the force
field energy is used to infer trajectories of atom movements, are becoming
feasible for longer simulations of protein folding.
The current state of the art in force fields may be best expressed by the
following anecdote from the CASP-4 meeting. The final session was dedicated
to energy functions with all major experts of the field present. The recent
improvements in force field parametrization techniques were highlighted to
postulate that free-energy calculations will soon be accurate enough to fully
discriminate native structures. As one of the more pessimistic participants
commented, “it has been stated for over ten years now that tomorrow we will
have the ultimate force field, but this has yet to happen”5 .
Knowledge-based potential form an alternative approach to energy calculation. Instead of deriving a potential to capture the “local” structure of a
molecule with a force field, which mainly represents interactions with its close
5 public comment made on Dec 7 th , 2000 during the Electrostatics and Hydrophobicity discussion of the
CASP-4 meeting in Asilomar (CA), USA.
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neighbors, the “global” energy preference is inferred from solved protein structures. This “global” energy takes the form of a density function describing the
probability of an amino acid being found at a given distance from another
among the experimentally solved structures. The underlying theory, describing the relation between statistical preferences and energetics, is described
in [177][184] [221]. A review comparing knowledge-based potentials and force
fields can be found in [82].
This theory is general enough to allow application to all sorts of features that
can be extracted from protein structures. The simplicity with which a potential
can be derived has generated a large number of alternative implementations.
These range from contact potentials [178][183] [224], where amino acids are
simply described as a two-state system with a distance threshold, all the way
to very detailed potentials trying to estimate the “global” energy of the system
[78][85][176] [186].
Knowledge-based potentials have become increasingly important over the
last couple of years, due to their capacity for abstraction in fold recognition
problems. Relevant reviews are [180][201][222]. Where force fields present a
rough energy surface, making calculations subject to local variations, knowledge—
based potentials are known to present a more “stable” picture, indicating a
general trend. More details can be found in Section 8.2.

6.5 Side Chain Placement
Side chain placement has developed into a sub-field of its own due to the
relative independence from all other modeling steps. A good, albeit not overly
recent, review of methods can be found in [157]. Side chains are almost always
considered independently from the backbone, which is kept fixed. This is a
computational simplification, since backbone flexibility is sometimes necessary
to accommodate particular side chains in the native structure.
Another important approximation is given by the use of canonical structures, called rotamers. A strong preference for side chains to adopt specific
torsion angles has been established [149][234][126][130] and used to derive rotamer libraries [119][141][158]. It has been argued that 5-30% of the amino
acids, depending on type, do not conform to rotamers [235]. However, no evidence for an improved performance of continuum search methods was observed
[150]. In practice, all newer side chain placement methods use rotamer libraries
[157]. Recently, the concept of “flexible rotamers” has been proposed. In this
approximation, each fixed rotamer is replaced by an ensemble (e.g. 1,000) of
slightly diﬀerent structures [120].
Diﬀerent types of search methods for side chain optimization have been
described. These range from local energy minimization [148][172], variations
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of the Monte Carlo search [115][151][155][156] [162][169], genetic algorithms
[119][160] and self-consistent ensemble optimization [114][124][168] all the way
to systematic or combinatorial searches [118][129][147]. With the exception of
systematic or combinatorial searches, which are computationally expensive,
the other methods are not guaranteed to find the global energy minimum.
This situation was improved with the publication of the dead end elimination (DEE) theorem [141] and its subsequent extensions [140] [142][144]. A full
overview of the DEE theory can be found in [108]. The theorem essentially
reduces the combinatorial problem of finding the global energy minimum to a
series of pairwise inequalities. Solutions that do not satisfy these inequalities
can be removed from the solution space, typically reducing the search space
by several orders of magnitude [142].
Publications concerning DEE in side chain placement [87][143][174] and
its extensions [117][122][170] have proven to be very popular in recent years.
Perhaps the only remaining problem is the search method to be used after
the DEE has been performed. Larger proteins can still yield a considerable
search space, making a combinatorial search impractical. Leach [117][122] has
proposed to use the A* search [92] to fill this gap. A more detailed description
of DEE and A* search can be found in Section 9.3.
As an alternative to energy based side chain placement, a simple statistical method, called SCWRL, was developed [125]. This heuristic method uses
a backbone dependent statistical approach to place side chains in the most
probable allowed conformation. It is both fast and produces quite good results,
making it some kind of “base line” for more complex optimization algorithms
such as DEE. It will be described in more detail in Section 9.2.

Side chain placement has also gained importance in protein engineering.
Here, one is interested in designing artificial proteins that fulfill a particular role. This means asking the question “given a fold, which sequences will
adopt it?”. Energy—driven side chain optimization has proven to be eﬀective
at discriminating sequences compatible with a specific fold [161]. The general
assumption is that sequences showing low energy will likely adopt the desired
fold. This has led to the development of automated processes for sequence
prediction [45][152][153] [154] [161][171].
Rotamers are used to keep the search space tractable, in addition to allowing every amino acid type at any position. It has been argued that the DEE
theorem is the best choice for protein sequence design [121] as it is guaranteed to find the global energy minimum. A variation of the branch & bound
algorithm, called branch & terminate, has been proposed to search the conformational space remaining after the DEE step [170]. This is quite similar to
the A* search proposed for side chain placement in [117][122]. Achievements
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of this kind of approach include the de novo design of a 30-residue zinc finger
motif, composed of a ββα-structure and two connecting turns [161].

6.6 Summary
The state of the art is described mostly in terms of what has been established
in the CASP series of experiments. These blind tests for protein structure
prediction take place every two years (CASP-4 in 2000) and have become
the best way to assess methods that work consistently well. Being selected to
speak at the CASP conference has also become a major source of scientific
reputation.
Homology modeling is the type of prediction that yields the most accurate
results. It can be applied to targets having at least 20-30% sequence identity
to a known structure. The approach starts by scanning a sequence database
of known structures for homologs and aligning these to the target. This step
is fairly easy for sequences with high identity (≥ 45%) but very diﬃcult for
low identity (<= 25%). In fact, it is the primary source of errors.
Using PSI-BLAST to scan the database and align templates is the current de
facto standard for this first step. Once a suitable target to template alignment
has been defined, the 3D coordinates of structurally equivalent residues are
copied. Structurally variable loops have to be predicted and are the second
largest source of errors in homology modeling. Being a major focus of this
thesis, they will be treated in Part III.
The structure is finalized by placing the side chain atoms and assessing
model quality, with the possibility to perform small adjustments like limited energy minimization. The most successful methods (e.g. Sternberg [320]
or Blundell [315]) are briefly discussed. However, diﬀerences between several
methods tend to be less than 1.0 Å overall RMSD and may partially be due
to the luck of selecting the most suitable template.
Fold recognition is an alternative approach for sequences without significant similarity to known structures. In addition to the sequence, structural
information is used to augment the prediction. This includes predicted secondary structure and solvent accessibility. Some methods, mostly threading,
also use 3D models to estimate the energy of a possible fold. Every fold recognition method requires four essential components: fold library, scoring function,
alignment algorithm and ranking.
The fold library is typically a subset of the PDB extracted from a structural
database (e.g. SCOP). The scoring function strongly depends on the method
employed. Most combinations ranging from regular 20*20 amino acid substitution tables, extended matrices representing structural environment (e.g.
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secondary structure class), position specific scoring matrices to uni- and multipositional knowledge-based potentials have been described.
Each fold in the library is aligned to the target sequence using the scoring function. For simpler scoring functions this can be done with dynamic
programming. More complex scoring functions either require the “frozen” approximation (i.e. reduction to unipositional form) or diﬀerent, and more time
consuming, optimization methods. Ranking can be anything from sorting raw
scores, to Z-scores measuring statistical significance and neural networks yielding a probability.
The most successful methods are either very sensitive sequence profile methods (e.g. FFAS [207], BioInBgu [206], SAM-T99 [194]), combine elements
from structural profiles with threading (e.g. GenTHREADER [205]) or other
sources of information (e.g. 3D-PSSM [195]). The fold recognition program
of our group, MANIFOLD [209], uses the enzyme classification to improve
prediction rate [211]. Use of information available in the literature is very
important to explain the success of manual fold recognition methods, best
exemplified by A. Murzin.
Energy functions are important to all aspects of protein structure prediction,
as they give a measure of confidence for optimization. An ideal energy function
would also explain the process of protein folding. The most detailed way to
calculate energies are quantum mechanical methods. These are, to date, still
overly time consuming and impractical. Two alternative classes of functions
have been developed: force fields and knowledge-based potentials.
Force fields (e.g. AMBER [218]) are empirical models approximating the
energy of a protein with bonded and non-bonded interactions, attempting to
describe all contributions to the total energy. They tend to be very detailed
and are prone to yield many erroneous local minima.
An alternative are knowledge-based potentials (e.g. [78]), where the “energy” is derived from the probability of a structure being similar to interaction patterns found in the database of known structures. This approach
is very popular for fold recognition, as it produces a smoother “global” energy surface, allowing the detection of a general trend. Abstraction levels for
knowledge-based potentials vary greatly, and several functional forms have
been proposed.
Side chain placement has developed into an autonomous process, attempting to reproduce the position of side chain atoms based on statistical and/or
energetic properties. A limited number of rotamer structures is found to approximate well the conformations of side chains in experimental structures.
Global energy minimization methods are greatly enhanced by the dead end
elimination (DEE) theorem [141]. This reduces the search space several orders of magnitude by filtering out rotamers that cannot be part of the global
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optimum. The remaining search space can be explored with A* search [92]
for example. Such methods are shown to perform well, albeit requiring some
computation time. A heuristic method called SCWRL [125] forms a valid alternative based entirely on statistical preference of rotamers. It is very fast,
but lacks the calculation of a real energy of the optimized system.
Energy optimization is required for another application of side chain placement: protein design. It has been demonstrated that a combination of DEEbased side chain optimization and experiments can produce novel sequences
that fold into a particular 3D motif [161].
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7
From Sequence to Model

The path leading from an amino acid sequence to a complete structural model
can be traversed in several ways. This chapter introduces the general strategy
followed throughout this thesis. It briefly addresses the steps that will be fully
described later and highlights the main tasks at hand.

7.1 Approach: Victor
The project of this thesis was named Victor (VIrtual Construction TOol for
¯¯
¯
¯¯
pRotein design) to reflect the overall aim: to produce a state of the art method
¯
for protein structure prediction and modeling. This aim was of particular
importance for the participation in the CASP-4 experiment, which allows a
quantitative comparison with other methods.
In CASP-3 it was stated that the most serious problems in knowledge-based
protein structure prediction (i.e. fold recognition and homology modeling)
were template selection, alignment and loop modeling [2].
Template selection is of obvious importance, especially for “harder” fold
recognition targets: Selecting a wrong template invariably leads to wrong results. This problem was addressed by E. Bindewald [85], who developed our
group’s automated fold recognition method MANIFOLD [211]. As we will see
later in this section, it was supplemented by manual inspection using ad hoc
knowledge of the protein.
The alignment problem is closely coupled with template selection. Therefore, the same programs usually perform both tasks. For “easy” and “medium”
homology modeling targets this problem is adequately solved by using PSIBLAST [128]. For “hard” homology modeling and fold recognition targets no
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satisfactory solution is available yet, so again manual inspection is used to
improve the alignment. One CASP participant said: “you make or break a
good model with the alignment”1 .
Both problems described so far are too complex and not suﬃciently understood to be fully automated if one seeks the best possible performance on
single proteins. On the other hand, if the goal is to produce as many models
as possible in short time (e.g. to predict all structures of an entire genome),
there are satisfactory automated methods. Combining PSI-BLAST and a fold
recognition method, e.g. MANIFOLD [85][211], enables the user to assign the
many “easy” structures and highlight the diﬃcult ones. These can then be
modeled in more detail.
With this in mind, it was decided to focus the thesis mainly on the problems
which arise after a template has been selected and an alignment generated.
For the automated and fast prediction case, a state of the art protocol, PDBBLAST, was implemented. This will be described in the following sections,
together with the strategy followed in CASP-4 for the knowledge-based, manual template selection and alignment computation.
An outline of the general process implemented in this thesis is shown in the
flow chart in Figure 7.1. This process resembles a “classic” homology modeling
strategy: First information about the protein is collected and templates and
alignments generated. This is then evaluated (automatically generated homology modeling targets are only modeled if above the “twilight zone”) and a
template selected. The alignment may be slightly adjusted before generating
a model of the core residues, i.e. those residues that are assumed to be part
of the conserved structure. The loop modeling procedure is used to fill in the
remaining residues. Finally, the side chains are placed and the finished model
evaluated. It is worth to note that the process was mostly performed manually
during CASP-4 and automated afterwards, mainly based on the experiences
acquired during the experiment.
Loop modeling was found to be one aspect of modeling protein structures,
which is still problematic. This is in agreement with the previously cited
CASP-3 evaluation [2]. Closing the gaps in alignments can prove to be quite
diﬃcult, especially for longer insertions.
In fact, it may be argued that the emphasis generally placed on the alignment could be a false problem: If one considers the case of strongly diverged
structures it is frequently not possible to consider one part “correctly aligned”
and the other “wrongly aligned”. A “correct” alignment of structural fragments may simply be the lesser evil of two equally “wrong” structures. The
1 personal
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FIGURE 7.1. Victor flow diagram

question remains, however, how to position these fragments, since leaving them
out will produce insuﬃcient models for many fold recognition targets.
Adding flexibility to the modeling process can therefore help to solve this
problem. A good loop modeling method is certainly a step in this direction. In
particular, it is interesting to explore the possibility to perform loop modeling
to place “undefined” parts of fold recognition targets. If it is possible to fill
the gaps in these structures without increasing the overall RMSD, this would
represent an important advance in modeling diﬃcult structures. All of these
thoughts were at the base of the decision to emphasize the loop modeling
process throughout this thesis. A novel state of the art algorithm for fast ab
initio loop modeling [210] was developed and will be described in detail in
Part III.

7.2 Database Searches
Before the strategy used to select a template and corresponding alignment can
be discussed, it is worth introducing what has de facto become the standard
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method for searching sequence databases: The BLAST [131] algorithm with
its extension PSI-BLAST [128].
Since its publication in 1990 by Altschul et al. [131] the BLAST algorithm
has developed into the most widely used database search tool available. This
success derives from the speed and relative accuracy with which BLAST is
able to search even large sequence databases with hundreds of thousands of
sequences in a matter of tens of seconds. In order to be used at maximum
eﬃciency, the algorithm has to be understood. The inexperienced user may
face a couple of pitfalls. The ideas behind the algorithm and the two main
quality measures will now be described.
The BLAST algorithm consists of three main steps. These are schematically
shown in Figure 7.2. The first step consists in preparing a look-up table of
“words” (i.e. overlapping sequence fragments, typically 3 residues) that score
above a threshold T according to the chosen scoring matrix. For proteins
these “words” contain both the original sequence fragments themselves and all
closely homologous amino acid combinations (according to the scoring matrix).
This ensures maximum coverage of the look-up table for the subsequent step.
In the second step, each sequence from the database is scanned for exact matches with “words” from the look-up table. Since the look-up tables
are complete, the task is simplified to exact matches, a computationally significantly less demanding task than searching similar “words”. For sequences
matching at least one such “word”, the sequence position of the hit(s) is stored
for the third step.
In this final step, each hit is extended in both directions of the sequence,
until the score cannot be raised by adding more residues. These so-called
maximum segment pairs (MSP) are compared to a threshold S. The MSP
alignment is output for values greater than S. It is important to note that the
MSP is not guaranteed to contain all residues that can be aligned. BLAST
alignments tend to be truncated and are frequently slightly shorter than the
optimal alignment. This is important in homology modeling where a few of
N − or C−terminal residues may be missed.
BLAST defines two important measures for evaluating an alignment. The
first one is the normalized score S 0 , which is said to be expressed in bits. The
following formula is used to compute it:
λS − ln K
(7.1)
ln 2
S is the raw alignment
score, calculated as the sum of alignment score at each
P
position (S = ij sij ). λ is a normalization constant and K is obtained from
the Poisson distribution. This is obtained by considering the extreme value
distribution. The normalized score allows to compare alignments between different proteins and estimate its significance.
S0 =
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FIGURE 7.2. Schematic explanation of the BLAST algorithm.
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Another, even more frequently used, measure of confidence is the expectation value (E-value). It estimates the probability of an alignment occurring by
chance, i.e. between two non-related protein sequences. It is calculated as:
N
(7.2)
2S 0
where N is the search space (i.e. the size of the database) and S 0 is the normalized alignment score. The E-value oﬀers a convenient way to assess the
significance of an alignment. As a rule of thumb, and for searches against the
PDB database, alignments with an E-value of less than 0.001 can be considered possible templates. For other sequence databases, containing many highly
similar sequences, this value has to be lowered accordingly.
E=

In a more recent paper Altschul et al. [128] describe an extension to the basic
BLAST algorithm called PSI-BLAST (for Position Specific Iterative BLAST).
¯
¯
¯
In addition to a number of algorithmic improvements, which yield a program
that runs three times faster and is more sensitive to detect alignments with
weak similarity, an important new feature was introduced: PSSM (Position
¯
Specific Scoring Matrix). BLAST, which so far considered only information
¯
¯
¯
from pairwise alignments, was extended to sequence profiles, which de facto
simulate multiple sequence alignments. Using information from multiple alignments regarding amino acid substitution probabilities at given positions in the
sequence improves alignment quality [189].
PSI-BLAST combines the pairwise alignments obtained with the default
scoring matrix to derive a PSSM that encapsulates the observed relative substitution frequencies. This PSSM can then be used to reiterate the database
search and generally discovers additional weaker homologies. It also yields
more robust alignments. No longer are these based on statistical assumptions
about substitution probabilities, but rather on the observed values. The process can be repeated for a number of rounds until the search has converged,
i.e. no new sequences are added.
The PSI-BLAST algorithm has become the de facto standard for searching
homologies among protein sequences. It is both fast, with computation times
in the order of tens of seconds, and very sensitive. Compared to standard
BLAST its detection rate for distant homologues is significantly increased. It
has recently even been found to outperform direct multiple sequence alignment
methods such as CLUSTALW for low sequence identities [249].

7.3 Template Selection & Alignment
As has been already established (Section 7.1), two possible scenarios exist for
modeling protein structures: Either the large scale modeling of hundreds or
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thousands of structures or the single protein case, where one would like to
include as detailed knowledge as possible about the structure to model. With
this in mind, two alternative strategies have been developed throughout this
thesis.
In the large scale modeling case, accuracy has to be traded for speed, and
process automation is of paramount importance. Using a state of the art
database search tool, which, if properly used, is known to produce very few
false positives, seems an appropriate choice. This has been achieved by implementing the PDBBLAST protocol [207] for template and alignment selection.
PDBBLAST is frequently considered the “base line” for discriminating homology modeling from fold recognition targets [97]. It is a two-step protocol
that tries to collect as much information as available on a protein family in
order to improve the search of a matching homologous structure. In the first
step, PSI-BLAST is used to search for homologous sequences in the nonredundant (NR) database. The NR database contains all publicly available
protein sequences from Swiss-Prot, GenBank and TrEMBL, i.e. all known
protein sequences. The PSI-BLAST search is iterated for a number of round,
typically 4 or 5, to find a PSSM of the protein family. In the second step the
generated PSSM is used to search the PDB database for matching sequences.
Templates found by PDBBLAST having a significant E-value (e.g. E <=
0.001) are known to represent the most probable fold. The corresponding
alignment, although not always optimal, represents the best choice among a
number of automated database search methods [136].
The opposite modeling case, where one wishes to include as much information as possible about a protein, is best represented by the CASP experiments.
Automating this process is problematic, because the alignment frequently requires local adjustments to simplify modeling even for “easy” targets. For
“hard” targets the selection of a suitable template can become the dominating factor [309]. In order to improve the perceived model quality a partially
manual approach was chosen.
To this end, E. Bindewald developed the MANIFOLD [85] [211] fold recognition program, described in Section 6.3. This program searches for plausible
folds mainly based on secondary structure and functional similarity in terms of
enzyme code, where applicable. At the time of CASP-4, the program did not
contain a reliable alignment module, so templates suggested by MANIFOLD
were manually aligned using CLUSTALW [136]. The algorithm performs a
global alignment of the input, always aligning the entire sequences regardless
of domain boundaries. This has to be taken into account as we will see when
discussing the results (Chapter 11).
For diﬃcult CASP-4 targets, the templates suggested by MANIFOLD were
compared with information from the publicly available CAFASP-2 server pre-
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dictions. The SCOP classifications of MANIFOLD templates were manually
checked against the most frequent CAFASP-2 server predictions. Templates
appearing in both lists were marked as possible solutions and visually inspected. The final decision regarding template and alignment to use for modeling was based on a personal assessment by this author. It mainly included
the perceived sequence, secondary structure and function similarities. The
usefulness of this strategy will be discussed in Chapter 11.

7.4 Model Generation
The model generation step consists of transferring the information from the
structural template(s) to the new structure. Automated and rule-based modeling procedures have been developed in order to reduce manual decisions,
falling in two main classes [239]:
• use of restraints, such as interatomic distances, to construct models that
best agree with the template(s)
• assembly of rigid fragments from the template(s)
Restraint-based methods use either distance geometry [242][243] or optimization techniques [185] to satisfy spatial restraints obtained from the alignment of the target sequence with the templates. The program Modeller [185]
is the most widely used method of this category. It derives both interatomic
distances (e.g. distances between structurally equivalent residues or hydrogen
bond geometry) and torsion angle restraints (e.g. secondary structure, side
chains) from the templates. Optimization is performed with the conjugate
gradients method. The advantage of this type of approach is the flexibility of
the constructed model. This is paid for by a rather time-consuming optimization procedure.
Fragment-based methods are still the most widely used ones [84], being
faster and simpler to use than restraint-based ones. This is paid for by the
rigidity of the produced models. They involve copying the atomic coordinates
of known protein structures. These can be short fragments as demonstrated
in [48][50] [53][167]. In practice the fragments are extracted from the template
structure(s). It has been established that only the most accurate parts of the
models are copied from the template structure(s) [240][241].
The main question in fragment-based methods is the number of template
structures to include in the construction process. When using multiple templates, these have to be structurally aligned. Several methods are available for
this task, e.g. CE [247], DALI [246] or SSAP [248]. An example of a structural
alignment is shown in Figure 7.3.
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FIGURE 7.3. Sample structural alignment of dihydrofolate reductase (3dfr).

When using multiple templates it has to be decided, which residues are to be
considered as equivalent. The coordinates of these can then be averaged and
copied. Delimiting the structural core with equivalent residues can sometimes
reduce the part of the structure that can be modeled directly. It has been found
that using multiple templates slightly improves the overall model quality, but
that many cases exist where fitting to a single basis structure improves results
[244]. Alignment errors aﬀect the overall model quality much more than the
decision of the number of templates to use. Using a single template structure
therefore remains the method of choice for many applications (e.g. CASP-3
[2]).
For this thesis, it was decided to use a fragment-based approach. Moreover, only single templates were used to build the model. This was done for
two reasons. First of all, during CASP the templates and alignments undergo
manual inspection to maximize the presumed model quality. Manually edited
alignments generally refer to a single template structure.
Second, the benefit of multiple templates is limited to those cases where
the templates show suﬃcient diﬀerence to warrant the risk of disturbing the
geometry of a single template. Atomic coordinates in experimental structures
of the same protein can vary up to about 1 Å [281]. This averaging between
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templates can smear out the individual geometry, reducing overall accuracy.
On the other hand, for distant homology or fold recognition targets, having
strongly diverged, typically only a single structure acting as template can be
defined.
It was therefore decided that using single template fragment-based modeling
is suﬃcient for proof of principle in the present thesis. Extending the approach
to multiple templates is not diﬃcult, with the public availability of structural
alignment methods such as CE [247]. After calculating a structural alignment
for the template structures, the core residues can be identified using a RMSD
cutoﬀ (e.g. 3 Å).

7.5 Implementation: Biopool 2000 & Homer
The strategy outlined above has been implemented as part of this thesis. The
classes and programs necessary to represent a protein structure and guide the
process from automatic template selection to model building are divided in
two packages: Biopool2000 and Homer.
The base classes to represent a protein structure in the computer, with
all necessary methods to manipulate it, are contained in Biopool2000 (for
Biopolymer Object Oriented Library, year 2000 version). This is a complete
¯
¯
¯
¯
redesign of the classes used in [86], based on acquired experiences. It was
necessary due to new requirements of the expanded scope of the project.
In particular, it should represent the polypeptide chain in a convenient way,
including the possibility of reading a plain sequence or processing the structure
in PDB file format. The latter was not possible with the version used in [86]
due to the inherent representation of the atom coordinates.
Two alternative, somewhat contradictory, but nevertheless equally useful
representations of atom positions exist in the literature. The Cartesian coordinates describe the atom position in terms of 3-D coordinates, i.e. relative to
some arbitrary origin. Implementing this representation is trivial, in that it is
what PDB files describe. Energy calculations benefit greatly from it, as the
distances between atoms are apparent. However, it is quite diﬃcult to modify
the structure. E.g. changing a backbone torsion angle requires the immediate
re-calculation of all subsequent atom positions, which can run into thousands,
creating a substantial computational overhead.
The second alternative, internal coordinates, describes the atom position in
terms of its relationship to previously positioned atoms. Rather than indicating the (global) 3-D coordinates, the structure is described in terms of bond
length, bond angle and torsion angle. Three previous atoms are required to
derive the 3-D coordinates as shown in Figure 7.4. This representation makes
modifying the structure (e.g. changing a backbone torsion angle) very easy.
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FIGURE 7.4. How internal coordinates are computed.

Calculating the 3-D position is more time consuming, as the internal coordinates of all atoms have to be converted first.
This dilemma was solved by choosing a structured double representation of
the molecule in terms of global coordinates and local position using bonded
atoms. Each atom has the global 3-D coordinates from the Cartesian representation. In addition, every atom position has the position (expressed as
a translation and rotation) relative to a predecessor and an up-to-date flag.
As long as the global 3-D coordinates are valid, the flag is true. When the
structure is modified, this change is recursively communicated to the changed,
and all following, atoms by setting the flag to false. The relative position is
only changed for the first atom. Whenever the 3-D coordinates of an atom
that is not up-to-date are requested, the molecule is tracked back to the first
atom not being up-to-date and all atoms in-between updated. This treatment
ensures that the minimum number of operations necessary are performed and
only when needed. Since changes to the structure, e.g. torsion angles, are performed in groups, the updating process is delayed and performed only once.
The basis of the Biopool2000 package are classes representing the physical entities involved in protein structure prediction, i.e. Atom, SideChain,
AminoAcid. The latter two, being both groups of bound atoms, are derived
from the class Group containing generic operations. A collection of bound
amino acids, e.g. a protein, a domain or a fragment, is represented in the class
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FIGURE 7.5. Class diagram for Biopool2000
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Spacer. Usage of the “composite” pattern from Gamma et al. [95] ensures
that a Spacer can be composed of AminoAcid, other Spacer or both types
of objects. The only restriction is that the represented fragment be part of a
single amino acid chain, i.e. only single N- and C-terminal residues are allowed.
A number of abstract base classes are required to fill roles in the design
patterns. These are the SimpleBond and Bond classes to represent the covalent bonds between atoms and groups of atoms respectively. The Monomer
and Polymer classes serve as base for the “composite” pattern, which enables
the Spacer to contain other Spacer objects while ensuring that this cannot
happen for single AminoAcid or SideChain objects.
The “visitor” pattern [95] is used to implement loaders and savers for various
file formats. The most important ones are PdbLoader and PdbSaver to handle
the standard PDB format. The remaining formats are rarely used, but can
prove useful. In order to enable treatment of codes according to the PDB
format, two more classes were implemented. AtomCode represents the atomic
codes and can be used to intuitively query specific atoms in an amino acid
(e.g. CA or NZ). The same functionality for amino acids is implemented in
AminoAcidCode (e.g. GLY or HIS).
Last but not least, the functionality to query and modify bond lengths, bond
angles and torsion angles can be found in IntCoordConverter. This class encapsulates the code required to perform the geometric conversions involved.
It also contains methods for assembling protein fragments into larger structures and other operations requiring geometric transformations. A diagram
describing the class hierarchy is shown in Figure 7.5.
Designing and coding the Biopool2000 package occupied a fair part of the
overall time required for this thesis. The functionality of this package, while
at first glance appearing of limited use, has proven to considerably speed up
the development of subsequent packages. Its flexibility has enabled the fast
development and testing of energy functions and optimization methods.

FIGURE 7.6. Class diagram for Homer
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The functionality required to guide the model building process can be found
in the Homer package. It embraces the single parts implemented in all the other
packages described throughout this thesis. The program homer is a simple
shell script that calls the pdbblast script, which implements the homonymous
template and alignment strategy (see Section 7.3), retrieves the required PDB
files and starts the model construction.
Retrieving the PDB files is a two step process. First, the program ali2filter
is invoked to evaluate the proposed templates as produced by pdbblast. It
uses a set of simple rule based filters to discard problematic templates. E.g.
minimum sequence identity 35% and alignment length ≥ 20 residues. The allowed templates are written to filelist and parsed by the getpdb script,
which retrieves the corresponding files from the PDB database.
The model building process is implemented in the ali2model program. This
program accepts various parameters to influence model construction (e.g. disabling loop modeling or side chain placement). It loads the required information and sets up an Alignment2Model object that is used during the steps of
model construction.
Two main classes are used internally to represent the data. The Alignment
class, representing the homonymous entity, contains methods to load and save
various specific alignment file formats (e.g. FASTA and BLAST) as well as
to modify the actual sequence alignment. Alignment2Model encapsulates the
calls to methods in other packages and oﬀers a simplified interface for model
construction, taking care of interna related to the other implementations. A
class diagram is shown in Figure 7.6. The extension of the Homer package
functioning as web server will be described in Chapter 10.

7.6 Summary
The most important decisions for building a rough model of a protein are
discussed. As has been established in CASP-3 [2] for targets for which a similar
structure can be found in the database, three main problems exist. Template
selection and alignment generation are closely coupled and generally treated
in the same step. Loop modeling, being more complicated than the former
two, will be discussed in Part III.
For template selection and alignment computation, two alternative strategies were devised and implemented. The BLAST and PSI-BLAST algorithms
were introduced in order to understand PDBBLAST, which is the presently
best “base line” protocol for selecting suﬃciently clear homologs. It allows
to quickly model a large number of structures (e.g. genome-wide prediction).
This protocol enhances the detection rate for PSI-BLAST [128] by adding as
much sequence information as available.
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In the case of detailed modeling of single proteins, best represented in the
CASP-4 experiment, a combination of consensus predictions from MANIFOLD [85] and other CAFASP-2 servers and manual inspection was used.
This serves to maximize the perceived quality of the template and alignment
and is of paramount importance for diﬃcult targets.
Once a suitable template and alignment have been found, a model of the
conserved protein core is built. Two alternative techniques, fragment and restraint based, exist. Fragment-based modeling is considered better suited for
this thesis and implemented in a single template fashion, by copying the atom
coordinates of aligned residues.
The implementation of base classes to represent the physical entities (e.g.
amino acid, protein, etc.) is described, with particular focus on the pitfalls created by alternative representations of atom coordinates. The implementation
is found to allow the quick implementation of higher order functions, such as
energy potentials and optimization algorithms. Finally, the program guiding
and implementing the whole modeling strategy is also outlined.
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8
Energy Functions

Energy functions are important to all aspects of protein structure modeling,
generally serving as target functions for the optimization process. The various
energy functions that were implemented and tested as part of the thesis will be
addressed. These cover the whole range from force fields to knowledge-based
potentials. Each of them has pros and cons, which make them particularly
interesting for one application or another. A description of each of them, their
specific use and implementation follows.

8.1 Force Fields
In absence of the computing power required to calculate the energy of proteins
using quantum mechanical models, the so-called force fields have been developed. These are complex empirical models trying to approximate the actual
energy of a molecule by representing all of its major contributions.
Force fields rely on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation: The energy of
the molecule can be (approximately) written as a function of the coordinates
of the atomic nuclei, since these are more than three orders of magnitude
heavier than the electrons.
A simple force field contains the following energy terms [94]:

E(rN ) = Ebondlength + Ebondangle + Etorsionangle + Enon−bonded

(8.1)
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E(rN ) denotes the potential energy which is a function of the positions (r)
of N atoms. The various contributions are schematically represented in Figure
8.1.

FIGURE 8.1. Schematic representation of the key contributions to a force field.
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The first three terms (Ebondlength , Ebondangle , and Etorsionangle ) describe the
bonded character of atoms and the deviation from equilibrium values in bond
lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles. The equilibrium values are measured experimentally. For bond lengths and bond angles, this is modeled as
a harmonic potential with minimum at the equilibrium values li,0 and θ i,0 respectively. Torsion angles, being limited to values between −180◦ and +180◦ ,
are modeled with the cosinus function. The non-bonded term, Enon−bonded ,
is calculated for all atoms that are separated by at least three bonds. In a
simple force field, it usually contains a 12—6 Lennard-Jones potential for van
der Waals interactions and a Coulomb potential for electrostatic interactions,
schematically represented in Figures 8.2 and 8.3.

FIGURE 8.2. The Lennard/Jones potential. It is a sum of short-range attraction
between atoms and extremely short-range steric repulsion. Together, they define an
optimum distance r0 , which is the sum of the van-der-Waals radii.

The force field specific parameters are the energy contributions kib , kia , kit ,
σ ij , εij , ε0 and the partial charges qi . Often diﬀerent force fields are very similar
in functional form, but diﬀer in their parametrization. Two main approaches
have been developed for obtaining the parameters [82]. The first involves fitting
the parameters to those observed in small molecules. More recently partial
charges for electrostatic interactions been obtained from quantum mechanical
calculations on model compounds.
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FIGURE 8.3. Energy functions inversely related to the distance (r). Electrostatic
interactions typically have an n = 1 relationship. Higher powers are used to model
shorter-range interactions. E.g. steric repulsion (n = 12).

The strategy of fitting force fields parameters by fitting as many properties
of simple systems as possible has resulted in the emergence of many slightly different parametrizations and functional forms [82]. The most widely used force
fields for proteins are AMBER [218], CHARMM [60] and GROMOS [219].
A review of functional forms can be found in Hünenberger & van Gunsteren
[220]. Other reviews covering force fields are [225][226][227][253].
At the beginning of the present thesis, it was established that a C++ implementation of one of the major force fields was available for AMBER as part
of the program QMOLVIEW of S. Siebert [329]. Therefore, considering the
relatively minor diﬀerence in parametrization, it was decided to use this as
basis for implementing a force field.
It was also decided early on to use only the non-bonded energy term and to
use the rigid rod representation. This approximation keeps bond lengths and
bond angles in idealized values. The energy of diﬀerent allowed torsion angle
combinations is assumed to be constant. The underlying assumption is that
deviations from the equilibrium values are of minor importance and can be
optimized in a later step. The following two terms of the AMBER force field
are:

EAMBER,vdW

" µ ¶
µ ¶6 #
12
rm
rm
= Em −
+2
rij
rij

(8.6)
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EAMBER,estat =

C qi qj
∗
ε
rij
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(8.7)

EAMBER,vdW is a classical Lennard-Jones potential representing van der
Waals interactions between non-bonded atoms. Em is the energy minimum
reached at distance rm between atoms i and j. EAMBER,estat is an electrostatics term derived from Coulomb’s Law. C = 332.05382 is the Coulomb
constant and ε the dielectric constant. ε = 80 in water, 1 <= ε <= 5 in
proteins. AMBER sets ε = 1.
The implementation of the AMBER non-bonded potential can be used to
optimize the structure of proteins. Due to the relatively high level of detail,
it was shown to perform particularly well for side chain placement. Here, the
energy function has to be very sensitive to local changes in order to select the
best local side chain conformation. For the optimization of larger structures,
i.e. loops and whole proteins, the force field is less suited than the following
functions. The energy surface of AMBER contains a number of local optima,
making global optimization more diﬃcult than using simpler energy functions.

8.2 Knowledge-based Potentials
As with many aspects of protein structure prediction where theoretical information is insuﬃcient and/or impractical (e.g. computationally intractable),
the possibility to derive an energy function from observed (“real”) structures
was investigated. Since the first work of Sippl in 1990 [184], this approach
has developed into a field of its own, with many published articles describing
variants of the basic theme.
The term “knowledge-based potential” is frequently used for expressions
like [177]:
µ

Pobserved
energy = − ln
Pexpected

¶

(8.8)

or even
µ

Pobserved
energy = −kB T ln
Pexpected

¶

(8.9)

The factor kB T implies a connection to statistical mechanics and is used to
re-scale the energy in order to produce “realistic” values. Pobserved and Pexpected
are the observed and expected probability (or frequency) of an event, e.g. two
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atoms being at distance of k Å of each other. This formalism has been applied
to a variety of “potentials” that attempt to measure diﬀerent properties of
protein structures to allow the prediction of plausible folds. (A special class
of knowledge-based potentials will be treated within Section 8.3)
The idea behind knowledge-based potentials was introduced by Sippl in
[184] and the theory further refined in [221]. Given two positions i and j
in the structure at a given sequence separation k = j − i and a given 3D
distance s, the potentials specify the compatibility value of matching two
amino acids from the sequence into positions i and j of the structure. A set
of pairwise potentials was derived from statistical analysis of known protein
structures. It relates the probability density of specific characteristics (i.e.
atomic distances) to the energy of the system in equilibrium using statistical
physics. The interested reader may find an excellent review of the principles
of database potentials in [222].
The potentials ∆Efac,bd (s) are calculated from a database of known protein
structures. For specified atoms c and d in a pair of residues a and b the
variable s represents the distance between atom c and b, respectively, and f
is the separation of a and b along the amino acid sequence. The potential is
given by following the expression:

∆Efac,bd (s) = −kT ∗ ln

"

gfac,bd (s)
gfc,d (s)

#

(8.10)

The functions gfac,bd (s) represent the relative frequency of c and d in the
distance interval corresponding to s. The reference state gfc,d (s) represents the
relative frequency of c and d as a function of s averaged over all amino acid
pairs. k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature.
Once the potentials ∆Efac,bd (s) are compiled from the database, the energy
∆E(S, C) of a given sequence S of length L with respect to a particular
conformation C can be computed:
∆E(S, C) =

X

Efac,bd (sij )

(8.11)

ij

where a, b, c, d, and k are functions of the atom indices i and j.
This class of energy function was successfully applied to a variety of optimization problems in protein structure prediction. E.g. discrimination between
native and non-native folds [78][186], side chain placement [123], loop modeling
[15][210], ab initio [85] [322], fold recognition [192][193][205], homology modeling [123], to name just a few. In fact, many of the mot successful approaches
used in CASP-3 employed this type of energy function [2]. The relative ease
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of implementation and eﬃcacy of knowledge-based potentials has produced
a wave of diﬀerent publications on the subject, with many variations on the
basic theme (e.g. [78][85][176] [178] [183][186] [224]). Relevant reviews can be
found in [82][180][201] [222].
A commonly employed simplification of the knowledge-based potential are
the amino acid based contact potentials [178][183][224]. The scoring function
is computed using a 20 ∗ 20 contact matrix. The elements mab of the contact
matrix represent the contribution when an amino acid of type a is in contact
with that of type b. The total energy is a sum of the pairwise interactions:

Etotal =

j<i
N X
X

(8.12)

Eij

i=2 j=1

Eij =

½

mtype(i)type(j) if i and j in contact
0
otherwise

¾

(8.13)

Two amino acids are frequently considered in “contact” if the distance between at least one of their atoms (excluding hydrogens) is closer than 4.5 Å
[178][224]. Another definition sets the contact threshold for Cα atoms to 8.5
Å [183]. In general, this type of contact potential is suﬃciently detailed for
ab initio or fold recognition prediction. However, it is too coarse for applications requiring discrimination between many very similar structures, such as
homology and loop modeling.
Most simplifications of the knowledge-based potential lack the continuous
nature required for assessing local variations of a structure and are likely to be
too coarse for modeling applications. It was therefore decided to investigate
more complex implementations. The potential had to be detailed enough to
allow significant discrimination between similar structures and loops.
A potential satisfying these requirements is the residue-specific all-atom
probability discriminatory function (RAPDF) of Samudrala and Moult [78].
In their paper, it was tested against five diﬀerent decoy sets (i.e. sets of nonnative structures) covering the whole range from very close to distant structures, in terms of Cα RMSD. The results show that the RAPDF potential is
able to discriminate all correct conformations in three out of five test sets.
In addition, it was also tested against a decoy set of loop structures, being
able to discriminate a conformation within 1.0 Å of the lowest available in
10 out of 11 cases [78]. One key advantage of this potential is the possibility
to download the parameter files from the PROSTAR website [217]. Together
with the ease of implementation it constitutes a very good candidate for the
optimization required as part of this thesis.
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Samudrala and Moult [78] derive their knowledge-based potential from a
statistical analysis of 265 protein structures with an X-ray resolution of at least
3.0 Å and less than 30% pairwise sequence identity. The latter is necessary to
reduce the bias towards proteins with many representatives in the PDB.
Instead of using the mean force potential approach described above, the
RAPDF potential is derived from the equivalent statistical formula. According
to the authors this avoids the less clear assumptions made in the physics-based
approach. Seeking the conformation with the lowest energy is formally equivalent to seeking the conformation with the one with the largest probability in
terms of Bayesian statistics [78]. The following formula is thus introduced to
calculate the conditional probability1 (i.e. “energy”):

S(dij
ab )

=−

X
ij

P (dij
ab |C)
ln
P (dij
ab )

(8.14)

dij
ab is the distance between atoms i and j of type a and b, respectively.
ij
ij
P (dij
ab |C) is the probability of observing dab in a correct structure. P (dab ) is
the probability of observing such a distance in any structure, correct or incorrect. In order to calculate the conditional probability S(dij
ab ), the distributions
ij
ij
P (dab |C) and P (dab ) for all combinations of atom types at all observed distances are required. The former can be extracted from an analysis of the PDB
structures:
N (dab )
P (dab |C) = f (dab ) = P
d N (dab )

(8.15)

With N(dab ) being the number of observations of atom types a and b in a
particular distance interval d. The frequencies f (dab ) obtained from the PDB
are used as an approximation for the probabilities.
The distribution P (dab ) is a prior distribution in terms of Bayesian statistics.
It represents the probability of seeing a separation d between atom types a
and b in any possible structure, correct or incorrect. Many choices for this are
possible. The authors approximate the probability of finding atom types a and
b in a distance bin d in any compact conformation as the probability of seeing
any two atom types in a distance bin d:
P
ab N(dab )
P (dab ) = P P
d
ab N(dab )

(8.16)

1 Strictly speaking this is not a “probability” but a “likelihood”. The term “probability” is used, because
Samudrala and Moult [78] use it in their publication.
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With the formulas to calculate the conditional probability (i.e. “energy”)
defined, the decision remains which atom types to include and how to partition the possible distances into intervals. Samudrala and Moult show that
diﬀerentiating between all heavy atoms (i.e. non-hydrogens) of all amino acid
types yields the best results. They divide the distances in 18 bins of 1 Å, with
the first covering 0.0-2.0 Å. Considering distances up to 20.0 Å is shown to
improve overall discrimination. For a more detailed description of the assumptions underlying the conditional probability formalism and other implementation details refer to [78].
The implementation of the RAPDF potential as part of this thesis was found
to work well for optimizing whole proteins and especially in loop modeling.
The correlation between RAPDF “energies” and constructed loop segments
allows a good discrimination of the most plausible prediction. The potential
was observed to diﬀerentiate well between alternatives, yet at the same time
does not have such a rugged energy landscape as force fields, which would limit
its ability to select the best solution among a set of non-native structures.

8.3 Solvation Potentials
Both classical force fields and knowledge-based potentials disregard an important eﬀect contributing to the stability of protein structures: solvation.
Proteins do not exist in vacuum but are immersed in aqueous solution. Interactions between amino acids on the protein surface and the solvent are known
to aﬀect the conformation of the residues. It has also been argued that solvent
interactions strongly discriminate between native and misfolded structures
[197]. Nevertheless, solvation eﬀects are still considered a major challenge in
molecular modeling [94].
Exact calculations of the solvation energy are not yet solved and few papers describing applications of such complex calculations for protein structure
prediction have been published. One such application of a complex energy
function for loop modeling was published by Rapp and Friesner [29]. However,
the authors pointed out that results were so far only anecdotal and cannot yet
be generalized [29].
To date, estimation of solvent interactions is to date mostly limited to simple
models centered around the calculation of the solvent-accessible surface of the
protein structure, which consists of the parts of the protein in contact with
water molecules. The exact definition was formulated by Lee & Richards in
1971 [216]. Figure 8.4 shows an example for a solvent-accessible surface.
An empirical solvation model was proposed by Eisenberg & McLachlan in
1986 [203]. They assume that the solvation energy ∆Gs can be calculated as
the sum of single atom contributions, with the latter being a function of solvent
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FIGURE 8.4. Sample solvent accessible surface of 3dfr, colored by electrostatics.

accessible surface. Five classes of atoms (C, neutral N and O, O− , N + , and
S) are defined and the solvation parameters ∆σ derived from experimental
protein structures. The solvation energy can then be calculated as:
∆Gs =
i=

X

C,N/O,O− ,N + ,S

∆σ (i) ∗

P
(Ai − Ari )

(8.17)

∇i

Ai is the solvent-accessible surface area of an atom in the current (i.e. folded)
structure and Ari is that in the reference state. In the usual way in which the
equation is used the reference state does not matter, as energies are only
compared among each other.
The model is still too detailed and time consuming to calculate for many
applications where a large number of energy calculations have to be performed
in little time. This is definitely the case for fold recognition and threading,
and so Jones et al. introduced a further simplification in 1995 [187]. Instead
of calculating the contribution of single atoms, whole residues are treated as
a single entity. The solvent-accessibility is calculated using DSSP [223] and
a knowledge-based approach is used to derive a statistical solvation energy
a
∆Esolv
from the observed frequencies:
a
∆Esolv
(r)

µ a ¶
f (r)
= −RT ln
f (r)

(8.18)
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r is the percent residue accessibility (relative to the fully extended GGXGG
pentapeptide), f a (r) is the frequency of occurrence of residue a with accessibility r, and f (r) is the frequency of occurrence of all residues with accessibility
r. After statistical analysis, five classes of relative accessibility were defined
(r < 12%, 12% <= r < 36%, 36% <= r < 44%, 44% <= r < 87%, and
r ≥ 87%). RT is taken to be 0.582 kcal/mol [187].
In 1999 Jones reports a further simplification of the solvation potential
a
∆Esolv
[205]. Instead of calculating the more time-consuming solvent-accessibility,
the number of Cβ atoms falling within 10 Å of a residue’s Cβ atom is counted.
This value replaces the previous one as frequency of occurrence in the above
formula. Jones reports this new parameter to correlate well (correlation coefficient >0.85) with the relative solvent-accessibility of a residue [205].
a
Due to the simplicity of Jones’ solvation potential ∆Esolv
, it was decided
to implement it as part of this thesis to overcome some of the drawbacks
of previous energy functions. It was observed that force fields and especially
knowledge-based potentials are less sensitive when considering errors and shifts
in alignment. For example let us consider an alignment shifted by a single
residue. All energy functions will detect an increased energy. The eﬀect on force
fields and knowledge-based potentials, both averaging over a large number of
contributions, may be quite modest and unspecific. However, the solvation
potential will invert the energy contribution, clearly indicating an error. This
eﬀect of the solvation potential is particularly interesting for improving the
alignment in homology modeling.

8.4 Implementation: Energy
The energy functions presented in this chapter are fundamental for all optimization procedures performed as part of this thesis. The main requirement
was flexibility and a general applicability in the context of the protein classes
implemented in the Biopool2000 package. It should be possible to invoke the
energy calculation with any structure from all programs. At the same time
the parameters of the energy models had to be stored externally to allow their
rapid modification.
With this considerations in mind, the package Energy was designed to collect the classes and programs dealing with energy calculation. The main design
decision was to use the “strategy” design pattern from Gamma et al. [95]. The
abstract class Potential was defined to provide a common interface for energy
calculation. It contains the necessary methods to load the energy parameters
during initialization of an object. Computing the energy value for objects of
the Atom and Spacer classes as well as a combination of both is allowed.
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FIGURE 8.5. Class diageram for Energy

Three classes inherit the functionality of the base class: AmberPotential,
RapdfPotential and SolvationPotential. The corresponding class diagram
is shown in Figure 8.5.
The AMBER force field described in Section 8.1 is implemented in the class
AmberPotential. This class was ported from the QMOLVIEW program of S.
Siebert [329]. It uses the same parameter file as in the other program, called
AMBER.prm. The actual energy calculation is limited to summing over the contribution of pairwise atom interactions. A maximum distance cutoﬀ can be set
with setMaxDistance(double); default is 10.0 Å. The electrostatics term can
be switched on or oﬀ by invoking the method withElectrostatics(bool).
The knowledge-based potential of Samudrala and Moult [78], as described
in Section 8.2, is implemented as RapdfPotential. The calculation is limited
to adding the pairwise interactions defined in the parameter file ram.par for
the protein(s) of interest. It was downloaded from the Prostar web site [217]
and contains the original values used by Samudrala and Moult [78].
The Jones solvation potential (Section 8.3) is contained in SolvationPotential.
The same definition described in [205] is implemented. Since the frequency of
occurrence for the twenty amino acids is not publicly available, this had to be
re-calculated. The proteins from the PDBSELECT-95 list [75] were examined
and the relative frequencies extracted. The corresponding parameter file is
solv.dat. Since the solvation energy is only defined for structures containing
multiple residues, it is only possible to calculate the energy for a Spacer or
interaction between AminoAcid and Spacer.
In order to test the energy functions and to allow a quick examination of
PDB structures, a program called pdb2energy was implemented. It calculates
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the energy according to all three functions. The results returned can be readily
parsed with Perl scripts to process large numbers of structures.

8.5 Summary
Energy functions serve as target functions for all kinds of optimizations related
to protein structures. In order to produce good results, three diﬀerent energy
models were implemented during the thesis. All having their particular pros
and cons. The two main alternative classes of energy functions for proteins,
force fields and knowledge-based potentials, are introduced. This serves to
motivate the choice of the implemented functions.
The non-bonded terms of AMBER [218], consisting of van der Waals and
electrostatic interactions, were implemented in order to have an empirical force
field. This is well-suited to local optimizations, such as side chain placement. It
is, however, not equally well-suited to select conformations of larger fragments,
such as loops or alternative templates. To overcome these limitations, especially for loop modeling, a knowledge-based potential was implemented. The
knowledge-based RAPDF potential of Samudrala and Moult [78], whose parameters are publicly available, is able to predict good loop conformations and
discriminate near-native structures. Selection of good alignments has benefitted from the implementation of a simple knowledge-based solvation potential,
following the indications of Jones [205]. All three energy models were derived
from a common interface, allowing the quick implementation and testing of
more functions.
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9
Side Chain Placement

Side chains are usually the last part of the protein structure to be modeled,
because they are of minor importance for the backbone position. While the
backbone may displace to accommodate diﬀerent side chains, this process
is not well understood and too computationally expensive to be included.
Side chains are therefore considered detached from the backbone and need to
be placed all at the same time. Even if the structure is well conserved, the
side chain conformations tend to rearrange, forming a diﬀerent pattern in the
protein core. The arrangement of the side chains is, however, important to
infer the function of a protein.
As has been established in Section 6.5, several diﬀerent approaches for side
chain placement have been described in the literature. These can be broadly
classified in heuristic and deterministic optimization methods. One of the best
performing approaches of both classes has been implemented as part of this
thesis.

9.1 Rotamers
One of the first studies regarding the conformation of amino acid side chains
was performed by Janin et al. in 1978 [234]. Plotting the distribution of observed side chain conformations from the PDB depending on χ torsion angles
revealed the preference for certain χ angle combinations. This was confirmed,
and the ranges tightened, by a similar study from Ponder and Richards in 1987
[149]. This limited number of canonical shapes is usually called rotamers.
Rotamers tend to correspond to low-energy structures in single-residue models [234]. Their conformation can be explained by the conformational analy-
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FIGURE 9.1. Position of the three canonical rotamers relative to the backbone, as
seen from the Cα -Cβ axis.

sis of hydrocarbons [130]. In tetrahedral carbon atoms, the atoms indirectly
bonded to both sides of the central atom have a lower free energy if they are
as distant as possible from each other. This is shown in Figure 9.1. This eﬀect
is also modeled in force fields by the torsion angle term and yields three preferred torsion angle states: t (χ = 180◦ ), g + (χ = +60◦ ) and g − (χ = +60◦ ).
Using related arguments, it is further possible to describe diﬀerent preferences
for subsequent χ torsion angles depending on each other [130].

FIGURE 9.2. Rotamer probabilities. Four diﬀerent distributions and the associated
probability of the residue to be in the most probable rotamer are shown.

These idealized rotamer states are strained in actual protein structures. Real
conformations are found to diﬀer slightly depending on amino acid type and
torsion angle combinations. An analysis of the real preferences was performed
by Dunbrack [126][130][158]. The results are used to derive two diﬀerent defi-
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nitions of rotamer libraries (i.e. collections of densely populated states). The
backbone independent rotamer library averages over all possible backbone ϕ, ψ
torsion angle combinations and considers only χ1 , χ2 interactions to derive
probabilities for the single rotamer states. The backbone dependant library
also considers ϕ, ψ torsion angles in steps of 20◦ to deliver a more detailed picture of rotamer probabilities. Both rotamer libraries developed by Dunbrack
are freely available on the web and are used as part of this thesis. Other,
more limited, rotamer libraries were developed for example in [119][141][149].
A sample probability distribution is shown in Figure 9.2.
The validity of the rotamer approximation has been examined in some detail. A considerable portion of side chain conformations, as observed in well
resolved protein crystal structures, clearly does not conform to canonical rotamer structures [151][235]. This non-conforming fraction varies from 5-30%,
depending on the amino acid type [235]. In practice, it has been diﬃcult to
observe a definite improvement in actual calculations of structure when comparing rotamer-based to continuum search methods [150]. When making correlations between packing energies and stability, however, these oﬀ-rotamer
eﬀects do become important [168][236]. More recently, it has been argued
that a highly detailed rotamer library can improve speed [145] and accuracy
[120][145] of side chain calculations.

9.2 Heuristic Optimization
A very fast and eﬃcient heuristic optimization method is SCWRL (Side Chains
¯
¯
With Rotamer Library) developed by R. Dunbrack [125]. Due to the simplic¯
¯
¯
ity behind its assumptions, it can be considered something of a base line for
eﬃcient side chain placement.

FIGURE 9.3. SCWRL van-der-Waals term.
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SCWRL uses the backbone-dependant rotamer library described in [158].
Being a statistical method, it is shown that adapting the rotamer probabilities
to the backbone torsion angles improves the results. The energy function is
a simple repulsive van-der-Waals term for all heavy atoms described by the
following formula (also schematically shown in Figure 9.3):


R > R0
 0.0

R
(−57.273) ∗ ( R0 ) + 57.273 R0 ≥ R ≥ 0.83R0
E=


10.0
R < 0.83R0

(9.1)

R is the distance between two atoms and R0 is the sum of their van der
Waals radii. The radii are reduced by 15% to values which approximate the
point where the Lennard-Jones potential becomes repulsive. The linear portion
of the function approximates the repulsive curve of a Lennard-Jones potential.
The energy is cut at 10.0 to allow optimization in presence of multiple clashes
where a “true” Lennard-Jones potential produces exponential energy negating
any optimization eﬀort. In addition, the entropy of a rotamer is considered as
the negative log likelihood, i.e. all things being equal making more probable
rotamers have a lower energy.
The search strategy consists of three steps. In the first step all side chains are
placed in the most probable rotamer position. Clashes (i.e. atomic collisions)
with the backbone are relieved by iteratively replacing the oﬀending rotamer
with the next most probable one until no clashes are left. This produces a first
solution where only side chain to side chain clashes may remain.
These are checked in the second step, where each pair of clashing residues is
placed in a cluster. The cluster is enlarged by iteratively testing all rotamers
for residues already in the cluster for clashes with new residues. Maximizing
the size of the clusters is required to ensure that as few potentially optimal
solutions as possible are discarded. In fact, side chains in the protein core can
give rise to a form of “domino eﬀect”, where one misplaced side chain can
aﬀect all others interacting with it.
In the third step, the clusters are resolved by combinatorial optimization,
i.e. testing all combinations and selecting the one with the lowest energy. Since
the energy also considers the probability of each rotamer it is the statistical
“optimum”. If a cluster becomes too large to be eﬃciently searched (e.g. in less
than 1 second), it is divided in two sub-clusters selecting the rotamer position
with the fewest interactions. This criterium is schematically represented in
Figure 9.4.
SCWRL adopts a heuristic that can be easily termed “common sense” strategy for placing side chains based on their relative probability. It is both eﬃcient
and fast, although it does not guarantee the global optimum. These characteristics have prompted its implementation as part of this thesis. Since the ap-
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FIGURE 9.4. SCWRL cluster resolution strategy

proach is purely statistical it holds no statement about the true energy of the
solution, making integration in energy-based optimization of whole proteins
diﬃcult. This lack of a “true” energy minimization procedure has prompted
the investigation of another category of side chain placement algorithms, based
on the dead end elimination theorem. Combining the first two steps of SCWRL
with a subsequent energy minimization was also investigated.

9.3 Deterministic Optimization
The dead end elimination (DEE) theorem for side chain placement was first
introduced by Desmet in 1992 [141]. Since then it has generated a number of
publications ranging from theoretical improvements [108][140][142][144], implementations [87][116][143][174] and extensions [117][122][170].
The basic assumption behind the theorem is that the global energy Eglobal
of a protein system can be written as:
Eglobal = Etemplate +

X
i

E(ir ) +

XX
i

E(ir js )

(9.2)

j6=i

Etemplate is the template (i.e. the backbone atoms) self energy, E(ir ) the
potential energy of the side chain atoms in rotamer r at position i in the force
field of the template and E(ir js ) the non-bonded pairwise interaction energy
between rotamers r at position i and s at position j.
The brute force method to determine the global minimum energy conformation (GMEC) for such an energy function would require to calculate all
possible rotamer combinations. This is unfeasible for all practical purposes,
due to the combinatorial explosion. The DEE theorem states that a rotamer
r at position i that does not fulfill the following inequality can be excluded in
favor of rotamer t if [141]:
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Ã

Etemplate (ir ) +

X
i6=j

!

min E(ir js )
s

−

Ã

Etemplate (it ) +

X
i6=j

!

max E(it js )
s

>0
(9.3)

Etemplate (ir ) is the interaction energy with the template and E(ir js ) is, again,
the interaction between rotamers ir and js .
In simple words: If at position i rotamer r always (i.e. regardless of all other
rotamer combinations) has a higher energy than rotamer t it cannot be part
of the GMEC. This is achieved if the minimum interaction energy (i.e. best
case) of r has a higher energy than the maximum interaction energy (i.e. worst
case) of t.
The above inequality turns out to be too loose and unduly limiting the
number of eliminated rotamers. This prompted Goldstein [142] to formulate
a sharper inequality in the following form:
Etemplate (ir ) − Etemplate (it ) +

X
i6=j

min (E(ir js ) − E(it js )) > 0
s

(9.4)

This states that ir will not contribute to a local minimum if the energy of
a conformation with ir can always be lowered by solely exchanging ir with
it , keeping all other non-i residues frozen. The large diﬀerence in eﬀectiveness
between both inequalities is illustrated in Figure 9.5.

FIGURE 9.5. Advantages of a stricter inequality. The conformation of residue α is
held fixed at rotamer gα or some other point. gα would be identified as dead ending
relative to hα by both Eq. 9.3 and Eq. 9.4. h0α would be identified as dead ending
by Eq. 9.4 but not by Eq. 9.3, because H 0 is higher than G.

The Goldstein DEE theorem is iteratively applied to all residues until no
further rotamers can be eliminated. In theory, the DEE theorem has also been
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postulated for pairs, triplets and higher orders of rotamer positions [141]. Its
application is expensive and not always recommended [142]. Further improvements to the DEE theorem are limited to optimizing certain aspects, e.g. the
speed at which the solution space is reduced, and go beyond the scope of the
description in this thesis. The interested reader may find a very detailed and
updated explanation of the theory behind the DEE theorem and its extensions
in [108].
After the DEE has been performed, the solution space is reduced to a list of
possible conformations, which is typically several orders of magnitude smaller
than before. However, the problem remains how to search the GMEC. For
larger proteins, this reduced space is still too large to allow an eﬃcient solution
by combinatorial optimization.
Leach [117][122] describes an elegant way to explore the reduced solution
space using the A* search algorithm [92]. The A* algorithm is a variant of
the best-first branch & bound search, belonging to the class of “informed”
searches. Selection of the next state to be searched is guided by inclusion of
an optimistic heuristic function h∗ that underestimates the cost of reaching a
solution. This underestimation of the true cost in h∗ defines its “admissibility”.
For “admissible” heuristics h∗ the following has been demonstrated [237]:
The first solution found by the A* algorithm is the global optimum. The
algorithm is also optimally eﬃcient. Any algorithm using the same knowledge,
which expands fewer nodes, sacrifices the optimality. The solution is no longer
guaranteed to be the global optimum [237].
The choice of a good heuristic h∗ is what makes the A* algorithm eﬃcient
[238]. Using the trivial h∗ ≡ 0 heuristic turns the search into a simple breadthfirst search. Thus the heuristic should contain as much information about the
solution as available at the time it is used to estimate the remaining cost.
For exploring the solution space in rotamer based side chain placement
Leach [122] has proposed the following heuristic h∗ for all remaining positions
j to be optimized:

∗

h = Etemplate (js ) +

n
X
i=1

E(ir js ) +

N
X

k=n+1

min E(kt js )
t

(9.5)

The remaining cost is estimated as the sum of the template interactions,
the interactions with the already optimized rotamer positions (i = 1, ..., n)
and the minimum possible interaction with the remaining rotamer positions
(k = n+1, ..., N). The A* algorithm may be used for side chain placement with
this obviously admissible heuristic. However, it was established that eﬃciency
depends on the choice of the next rotamer position to be searched. Here, the
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following term v(js ) is calculated for all positions j and rotamers s that still
need to be optimized:
v(js ) = Etemplate (js ) +

X

min E(kt js )

(9.6)

k6=j

The position j is expanded first, where the diﬀerence between the two lowest
values v(js ) is greatest. This means that residues for which it is likely that
there will be a single rotamer preferred to all others will be searched first,
typically reducing the remaining search space considerably [87][122].
Despite this search method being the best-suited to explore large solution
spaces [122], for large proteins it may reach the point where the available
computer memory is no longer suﬃcient [87][122]. To still produce a solution
in this case the diploma thesis of A. Kindler [87] studied a way to split the
solution space in two or more parts, sacrificing the optimality of the global
solution for applicability to larger protein structures.
Alternatively, the so-called “memory bounded” A* search [92] was implemented. In this version of the A* algorithm, memory is saved by modifying the
memory structure such that only part of the nodes is expanded. This trades
memory usage for speed, allowing larger problems to be solved.
The methods described in this section, SCWRL (steps 1 and 2), DEE and
A* search, were implemented as part of this thesis. The advantage of using
SCWRL is the speed at which a part of the side chain positions can be placed.
This is paid for in the lack of a “true” energy minimization. The combination
of DEE and A* search is slower, but allows a more detailed optimization
of the rotamer positions. It is especially interesting for combining side chain
placement with limited backbone flexibility, something usually disregarded
which nevertheless is quite significant [157].

9.4 Implementation: Peso
A first prototype of the side chain placement methods was implemented as part
of A. Kindler’s diploma thesis [87]. It covered the non-iterative DEE theorem
and A* search algorithms. Later it was necessary to re-write the code in order
to make the DEE method iterative and improve the overall eﬃciency. The
first two steps of the SCWRL algorithm were also included at this stage. This
implementation was mainly done by J. Maydt1 .
The program classes concerning side chain optimization are collected into a
single package called Peso (for ProtEin Side chain Optimizer). It requires the
¯ ¯ ¯
¯
1 Who

worked as a ”studentische Hilfskraft” at that time.
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packages Biopool2000 and Energy. The side chain placement was split into a
number of classes in order to separate the functionality of the rotamer library,
the problem space, the DEE and SCWRL algorithms, the A* search and the
energy calculation. A class diagram of Peso is shown in Figure 9.6.

FIGURE 9.6. Class diagram for Peso

The rotamer library is represented in the class RotamerLibrary, which allows operations required to set the rotameric state of the amino acids. It also
allows the input/output operations of the rotamer data like converting the
rotamer library of Dunbrack [158] into the present format. The class uses
AllRotamersOfAminoAcid, EmpiricalRotamer and Rotamer to represent the
homonymous functionality.
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The class ProblemSpace serves to unite the information from RotamerLibrary,
the backbone template in Spacer, and the information about the remaining
problem space. RotamerSet is used in ProblemSpace to control the rotamers
available at a specific Spacer position.
Goldstein’s DEE algorithm is implemented in GoldsteinDEE. For eﬃciency
reasons, two initialization steps were implemented separately: EliminateSulfidBonds
and EnergyCutDEE. The former tries to fix, where possible, cysteine residues in
a disulfide bridge. EnergyCutDEE eliminates rotamers with unfavorable template interactions. An analogous class, EnergyCutDEE_scwrl, performs the
same step for the SCWRL algorithm in SCWRLStep1.
A generic A* search algorithm is implemented in AStarSearch, which can
be re-used for other applications. To control the A* search, the following two
classes are required: AStarNodeTemplate and EnergyHeuristicNode. In order
to split a problem space into smaller subspaces, whenever solving the original
space would exceed a given time frame, uses ProblemSubSpace.
A set of specific energy calculations required to perform the DEE and
SCWRL algorithms is implemented in PairwiseEnergyNoPrecalc (interactions rotamer to template), PairwiseEnergySCWRLNoPrecalc (same for SCWRL),
PairwiseEnergy (interactions rotamer to template and rotamer), PairwiseEnergySCWRL
(same for SCWRL), PairwiseEnergyMin (minimum interactions rotamer to
rotamer), .
In addition to using the algorithms as part of Homer, a number of programs
was written to test and benchmark the functionality. dee is the program to
start a side chain placement procedure with DEE and A* search and scwrl
imitates the SCWRL algorithm. bestfit determines the best rotamer combination regardless of energy (i.e. lowest possible RMSD). compare serves to
benchmark the RMSD diﬀerence between two PDB files diﬀering only in side
chain position. convert_lib is used to import a new version of Dunbrack’s
rotamer libraries.

9.5 Summary
Side chains are typically the last and an autonomous part of the protein construction process, after the backbone position has been fixed. They need to be
placed simultaneously and rearrangements are more common than changes in
backbone conformation.
The common main approximation in side chain placement is the usage of
a rotamer library. This is a set of preferred torsion angle combinations. Two
optimization methods of the state of the art for side chain placement are
introduced and implemented.
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SCWRL [125] is a heuristic based on the statistical occurrence of side chain
rotamers. Placing each residue in its most favored rotamer, it checks for collisions and removes them by using less probable rotamers. This results in a fast
method, which forms the base line for side chain placement. Due to its statistical character, it makes energetic optimization diﬃcult and was complemented
with a second method.
Combining the dead end elimination (DEE) algorithm [141] for reducing the
solution space with the A* search [122] yields a slower, yet eﬃcient, energy
optimization procedure to find the global optimum in large conformational
spaces. The DEE theorem allows to reduce the conformational space quickly
by several orders of magnitude when discarding unfavorable conformations.
The A* search is guaranteed to find the global optimum and to be optimally
eﬃcient for the utilized prior knowledge [237].
Much care was taken during implementation of both methods to separate
the rotamer library and problem space description from the utilized energy
functions and optimization strategies. This allows the fast implementation of
new variants or additional algorithms.
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10
Homology Modeling Server

The best methods for protein structure prediction are only as useful as they are
employed by the user community1 . With a community as wide as that studying
proteins, availability is of key concern. Disseminating the advanced methods
is best achieved by oﬀering a web-based service, as will now be described.

10.1 Motivation
Due to the huge interest in biotechnology, it can be estimated that for every
group developing structure prediction software there are at least two or three
orders of mangnitude more potential users. Construction of models for proteins
with unknown structure can yield good results for homologous sequences with
medium or high sequence identity. Its eﬀective usage to construct reliable
models still requires knowledge about the process.
Interest in protein structures is growing as the number of sequenced genomes
increases. [300] Tools capable of processing large amounts of data in little
time are required to handle this vast amount of information. Automating the
process of homology modeling is therefore desirable to improve the widespread
use of structural models.
Over the last couple of years there has been a growing trend in bioinformatics to use the web as a way to spread knowledge among researchers. Web
services, or servers as they are mostly called, are becoming the most practical
1 In secondary structure prediction for example there have been significant advances over the last 10
years. With modern methods reaching a Q3 value around 77%. Yet, there appear to be a consistent number
of biologists who still employ the outdated GOR algorithm, averaging a Q3 of 60%. (G. Pollastri, personal
communication)
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way to fulfill this task. An automated homology modeling server is a natural
way to complete the goals of this thesis.
In addition to the CASP and CAFASP experiments, a continuous evaluation and benchmarking experiment for secondary structure prediction and
homology modeling servers, called EVA, has been introduced by B. Rost [331].
Participating in this continuous evaluation is planned for the near future.

10.2 Available Servers
At present, and in contrast to an ever-growing number of fold recognition
servers, only few web-based servers for homology modeling exist. The three
most important ones are: Swiss-Model [317], CPH Models [179] and 3D-Jigsaw
[319]. The common input consists of a sequence, title and e-mail address which
are required for the server to run and return the results. Coordinates for
the constructed model are returned by e-mail. The diﬀerent implemented approaches used by the servers will be now explained.
Swiss-Model [317] is the oldest and best advertised existing web-based homology modeling server. It uses an internal database of structurally superimposed protein structures as possible templates. BLAST is used to generate a
sequence alignment between query sequence and this internal database. This
is used to select the templates to be used for model-building. The model
framework is built from those residues in the alignment which occupy a similar portion of space in the structural alignment. The 3D coordinates of the
framework are averaged between the templates and non-conserved side chain
conformations removed. The framework is completed by building the lacking
loop regions. The geometry of the anchor region is compared to a database of
loop fragments extracted from the PDB. Missing side chains are built from a
rotamer library with a statistical approach. The final model is evaluated for
local errors considering the 3D environment of each residue and its packing
density.
CPH Models [179] uses a radically diﬀerent approach to homology modeling. It implements a restraint-based modeling method based on predicted
inter-residue distances. An alignment is built from the query sequence. The
information contained in the alignment is used as input for a neural network
based predictor. The output consists in a number of inter-residue distances.
Since the query sequence is a homology modeling target, the predicted information is accurate enough to use a restraint-based method to derive the Cα
atom coordinates of the model. Compared to fragment based methods, CPH
Models produces models that capture the overall topology at least as well, but
which may contain deformed backbone segments requiring further refinement.
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The only web-based server to perform consistently well at the CAFASP-2
and CASP-4 meetings was 3D-Jigsaw by P.A. Bates [319]. PSI-BLAST is used
to search both the non-redundant (NR) sequence database and the PDB for
possible templates. Up to five templates are selected based on a mixture of
sequence similarity and data quality (e.g. resolution and number of missing
atoms) and structurally superimposed. The resulting structural alignment is
aligned to the previously built sequence profile. For targets with less than
40% sequence identity, a secondary structure prediction is further considered
in order to improve the alignment. Coordinates from residues in the framework
are copied from the templates. Non-conserved loops are built from a database
of PDB fragments and optimized using a modified mean field approach to gap
closure [124]. Side chains are constructed as close as possible to the template
and a second mean field calculation is used where necessary. The final model
was refined using 100 steps of steepest descent optimization in the CHARMM
force field [60].
As has been stated before, this server performed consistently well in CAFASP2 and CASP-4, outperforming several expert groups. It would therefore appear
to be the best currently available automated method. Unfortunately, it is not
(yet) attached to the continuous server evaluation EVA. Detailed results for
EVA still have to be released.

10.3 Implementation
The HOMER server implements the classic fragment based homology modeling approach described in Chapter 7 as a web-based service. It shares with
existing servers the concept of submitting a sequence, title and e-mail address
via web form. The results containing the finished model are returned by e-mail.
The web interface is shown in Figure 10.1.
Two diﬀerent modes of operation are implemented. In the ’automatic’ alignment mode it searches for suitable template structures and generates an alignment. This is performed with the PDBBLAST protocol [207] already described
in Chapter 7. PSI-BLAST [128] is first used to search for homologous sequences
in the non-redundant (NR) database of protein sequences. Typically, a total
of four iterations is performed in order to generate a profile comprising as
much information as possible on the protein family. This profile is then used
to search against the PDB database of protein structures. Targets that have
less than 30% sequence identity or less than 20 residues aligned to a template PDB structure are not modeled as it would be uncertain whether the
predicted structure would be correct [202]. Thresholds for template selection
may be submitted by the user.
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FIGURE 10.1. Web interface of the HOMER server.

In the alternative ’manual’ alignment mode the user can submit an alignment in FASTA format between the query sequence and a template structure.
The PDB file corresponding to the template sequence also has to be submitted. This mode can be useful for the experienced user who wishes to manually
edit an alignment to improve the constructed model. It is not present in other
homology modeling servers.
Once a suitable template is found, the corresponding PDB entry is retrieved.
The raw model is computed from a single template structure, by substituting
the amino acids and copying the 3D coordinates of the protein core. Insertions
and deletions are optionally modeled using the fast ab initio loop modeling
algorithm based on the divide-and-conquer approach described in Chapter
12.5. The 3D coordinates of side chains conserved between target and template
are copied from the template structure. The model can optionally be finalized
by optimizing the position of non-conserved side chains with a rotamer based
dead-end elimination theorem method as described in Chapter 9.
The results are sent back to the user in an e-mail which contains information
about the model building process. The final model is sent in standard PDB
format as an attachment and can be read with Rasmol or the Chime plug-in
for web browsers. Figure 10.2 contains a sample model constructed with the
HOMER server and returned by e-mail.
The web server uses the standard Apache web server software [318], requiring little specific adjustments. The HTML page accessible to the user con-
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FIGURE 10.2. Sample results for the HOMER server. The e-mail contains information about the model construction process (right) as well as the constructed model
(left).

tains a standard web form transmitting the submitted data to the CGI script
homer.cgi. This script parses the input and checks for obvious mistakes which
would invalidate the request (e.g. forbidden characters in the e-mail address
field). If the input is valid a standard HTML page is generated thanking the
user and explaining that results will be returned by e-mail. The data is passed
on to the Perl script homerrunemail.pl which writes a log entry, coordinates
the data processing and activates the e-mail response. The actual calculations
are initiated in homerrun.pl and take the form of two program calls. The first,
only required in ’automatic’ mode, calls the PDBBLAST script and collects
the admissible template structures via the ali2filter program. The second
program call, which is always executed, goes to the ali2model program. This
implements all the functionality of the Homer package and is described in
Chapter 7. The created model is temporarily stored before handing back the
control to the homerrun.pl script. The mymailto.pl script is used to dispatch the e-mail describing the optimization process, including the model as
a MIME attachment. Finally, another log entry is written and all temporary
files deleted. A flow chart of the server process is shown in Figure 10.3.
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homer.cgi

homerrunemail.pl
PDBBLAST

homerrun.pl

ali2filter

ali2model
mymailto.pl

FIGURE 10.3. HOMER server flow diagram.

10.4 Summary
Homology modeling has a large number of potential users and a growing interest, but still requires expert knowledge. An automated homology modeling
server facilitates the usage of structural models by non-experts. Currently only
three homology modeling servers, implementing diﬀerent approaches, are available. Implementing such a server was considered as a natural way to complete
the goals of this thesis.
The HOMER server oﬀers the possibility to construct models of protein
structures with automatic or manual alignment generation. It bundles the
previously described technology, ranging from template selection to side chain
placement, in a web interface and returns the constructed models as e-mail
attachments. Internally, the server uses a number of simple Perl scripts to
coordinate data processing and uses the previously described Homer package.

11
Results

With all methods and protocols for knowledge-based protein structure predicion having been described, it is now possible to focus on the results of the
work. To this end, the performance of the methods will be judged by the
results of our participation in the CASP-4 competition in 2000.

11.1 CASP-4
This section describes the results presented by the three independent assessors
at the CASP-4 conference held in Asilomar, California, in December 2000. At
the time of writing the special issue of Proteins containing the CASP-4 assessment papers had not been published yet. Only the papers of the fold recognition (M. Sippl) [309] and ab initio (A. Lesk) [310] assessors are available as
preprints. A preprint from the homology modeling assessor (A. Tramontano)
is not available.
In CASP-4 the overall results were similar to those in CASP-3, but with
more diﬃcult targets. Over a dozen sequences were multi-domain proteins. The
average length increased, with several ranging between 300 and 400 residues
and the largest one being 811 residues long. It is fair to say that predictions are
becoming useful for such larger proteins. The first true blind test of structure
prediction servers (CAFASP-2) was also held in parallel to CASP-4 [99][332].
The servers performed as well as most manual submissions for easy targets.
For hard targets the results still indicate manual intervention to be of prime
importance to filter out wrong predictions and improve the results. The servers
as a group identified roughly double the number of correct folds than the best
of the servers.
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Results for the homology modeling category were not conclusive. A. Tramontano used the algorithms provided by the prediction center to analyze
the submitted models. Her main comment was that most models were equally
valuable, with only minor diﬀerences partially caused by chance. She therefore
chose to bypass the traditional presentation of six groups performing consistently well and only presented two methods. Sternberg’s 3D-JIGSAW server
was selected because it performed at least as well as most manual submissions,
strengthening the impression that homology modeling has become tractable
by automated methods. Venclovas was selected because, in addition to perform consistently well, he had been able to pinpoint segments of the protein in
two models which, according to the assessor, were best left unpredicted. For
the remaining groups no direct ranking was established. Tramontano stated
that the diﬀerences were of minor importance. Our group was nevertheless
ranked in this group of more or less equally well-performing methods1 .
The fold recognition assessor, M. Sippl, produced a detailed ranking of the
predictions. For each target domain a number of points was awarded for correct
fold (up to 2.0 points) and correct alignment (up to 4.0 points). Two overall
scores were derived. Ti is the total score of group i over all Nsub submitted
models. Qi is the average score per submission (i.e. Qi = Tni ). The three topranking groups of each measure were invited to present their results. Among
these, Sternberg and Karplus have “classic” fold recognition approaches based
on sequence profiles. Baker used a mixture of homology modeling and ab initio predictions with manual intervention. Perhaps the most remarkable performance is that of A. Murzin who reached the highest Qi score by using his
vast knowledge of protein structures2 and essentially assembled the models by
hand.
During the subsequent discussion it became clear that the Ti ranking is
generally considered more significant. Table 11.1 shows the top 20 ranking
according to Ti . As can be seen from the table, our group ranks 15th out
of 125 participants in the fold recognition category [309]. Almost half of the
groups, 56 out of 125, had a Ti score of 5.0 or less. An interesting case is given
by the second domain of T0115, where our group was the only one to have a
score > 0.0.
Assessment of the ab initio predictions was carried out by A. Lesk in a
similar fashion to that of fold recognition, in that scores were also used to
quantify the success of a prediction. The Baker group had an outstanding
result compared to all other ab initio groups, having by far the best total score.
31 points compared to 10 for the second best group (Friesner). Despite not
1 A.

Tramontano, personal communication.
Murzin, author of the SCOP structural classification of proteins, is said to be able to classify any
structure by simply looking at its model.
2 A.
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Rank
Group Name
code Nsub
1
Baker
354
34
2
Murzin
384
15
3
Karplus
94
28
4
Sternberg
126
23
5
Rychlewski
31
29
6
ORNL-Prospect
88
32
7
CAFASP Consensus
359
29
8
Friesner
414
30
9
Rost
77
23
10
Godzik
197
26
11
Walts-Wondrous-Wizards 44
30
12
Sternberg-3DPSSM
132
29
13
Honig-Barry
42
22
14
SBfold
381
16
15
BinToHes
255
33
16
Blundell-tl
95
9
17
Lomize-Andrei
2
20
18
Fischer-Daniel
357
30
19
Jones
23
29
20
bioinbgu-seqprf
106
32

Ti
41
37
34
33.5
33
30.5
27
26.5
25.5
25.5
25.5
24.5
23
23
22
22
21.5
21
21
17.5
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Qi
1.24
2.47
1.21
1.46
1.14
0.95
0.93
0.88
1.11
0.98
0.85
0.84
1.05
1.44
0.67
2.44
1.07
0.7
0.72
0.55

TABLE 11.1. CASP-4 fold recognition ranking. This is the oﬃcial top 20 ranking
(from [309]), sorted by total score (Ti ). For a definition of the scores see text.

having submitted “true” ab initio predictions, our group nevertheless appears
in the ranking because we submitted predictions for the most diﬃcult targets
of the fold recognition and novel fold categories. In the overall ab initio ranking
our group scores 3 points and is ranked 21st. Counting only novel folds, we
are ranked 9th with 1 point. In this category the best two groups had 9 points
(Baker) and 3 points (Friesner) [310].
Having described the general trend in CASP-4, results for some of the more
representative targets will now be discussed in more detail (in ascending order
of diﬃculty).
T0111: Enolase, E. coli
One of the easier homology modeling targets was the 431 residue-long Enolase from E. coli. This protein, annotated in Swiss-Prot, is responsible for the
processing and degradation of RNA. Forming a homodimer, it was solved with
X-ray crystallography at a resolution of 2.5 Å using molecular replacement.
Running PSI-BLAST it was easily established that the target sequence is
over 50% identical to four template structures: 1pdz, 1pdy, 5enl, 7enl. Comparing the secondary structure predicted from SSpro to the templates revealed
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the structural core to be well conserved. Using FSSP it was possible to identify
very limited structural diﬀerences, mainly concentrated in the loop regions.
The choice of a template structure was therefore based on considerations of
X-ray resolution of the PDB structures and possible error sources, such as
ligand-induced conformational changes. Structure 1pdy was selected as the
most probable template. A multiple alignment between the four template sequences and the target was performed with CLUSTALW, resulting in the
following alignment:
1pdy
1pdz
5enl
7enl
t111

-SITKVFARTIFDSRGNPTVEVDLYTSKGLF-RAAVPSGASTGVHEALEMRDGDKSKYHG
-SITKVFARTIFDSRGNPTVEVDLYTSKGLF-RAAVPSGASTGVHEALEMRDGDKSKYHG
-AVSKVYARSVYDSRGNPTVEVELTTEKGVF-RSIVPSGASTGVHEALEMRDGDKSKWMG
-AVSKVYARSVYDSRGNPTVEVELTTEKGVF-RSIVPSGASTGVHEALEMRDGDKSKWMG
SKIVKIIGREIIDSRGNPTVEAEVHLEGGFVGMAAAPSGASTGSREALELRDGDKSRFLG
: *: .* : *********.:: . *.. : .******* :****:******:: *

1pdy
1pdz
5enl
7enl
t111

KSVFNAVKNVNDVIVPEIIKSGLKVTQQKECDEFMCKLDGTENKSSLGANAILGVSLAIC
KSVFNAVKNVNDVIVPEIIKSGLKVTQQKECDEFMCKLDGTENKSSLGANAILGVSLAIC
KGVLHAVKNVNDVIAPAFVKANIDVSDQKAVDDFLISLDGTANKSKLGANAILGVSLAAS
KGVLHAVKNVNDVIAPAFVKANIDVSDQKAVDDFLISLDGTANKSKLGANAILGVSLAAS
KGVTKAVAAVNGPIAQALIGK--DAKDQAGIDKIMIDLDGTENKSKFGANAILAVSLANA
*.* :** **. *. ::
...:*
*.:: .**** ***.:******.**** .

1pdy
1pdz
5enl
7enl
t111

KAGAAELGIPLYRHIANLAN--YDEVILPVPAFNVINGGSHAGNKLAMQEFMILPTGATS
KAGAAELGIPLYRHIANLAN--YDEVILPVPAFNVINGGSHAGNKLAMQEFMILPTGATS
RAAAAEKNVPLYKHLADLSKSKTSPYVLPVPFLNVLNGGSHAGGALALQEFMIAPTGAKT
RAAAAEKNVPLYKHLADLSKSKTSPYVLPVPFLNVLNGGSHAGGALALQEFMIAPTGAKT
KAAAAAKGMPLYEHIAELNG-TPGKYSMPVPMMNIINGGEHADNNVDIQEFMIQPVGAKT
:*.** .:***.*:*:*
.
:*** :*::***.**.. : :***** *.**.:

1pdy
1pdz
5enl
7enl
t111

FTEAMRMGTEVYHHLKAVIKARFGLDATAVGDEGGFAPNILNNKDALDLIQEAIKKAGYT
FTEAMRMGTEVYHHLKAVIKARFGLDATAVGDEGGFAPNILNNKDALDLIQEAIKKAGYT
FAEALRIGSEVYHNLKSLTKKRYGASAGNVGDEGGVAPNIQTAEEALDLIVDAIKAAGHD
FAEALRIGSEVYHNLKSLTKKRYGASAGNVGDEGGVAPNIQTAEEALDLIVDAIKAAGHD
VKEAIRMGSEVFHHLAKVLKAKG--MNTAVGDEGGYAPNLGSNAEALAVIAEAVKAAGYE
. **:*:*:**:*:* : * :
****** ***: . :** :* :*:* **:

1pdy
1pdz
5enl
7enl
t111

G--KIEIGMDVAASEFYKQNNIYDLDFKTANNDGSQKISGDQLRDMYMEFCKDFPIVSIE
G--KIEIGMDVAASEFYKQNNIYDLDFKTANNDGSQKISGDQLRDMYMEFCKDFPIVSIE
G--KVKIGLDCASSEFFK-DGKYDLDFKNPNSDKSKWLTGPQLADLYHSLMKRYPIVSIE
G--KVKIGLDCASSEFFK-DGKYDLDFKNPNSDKSKWLTGPQLADLYHSLMKRYPIVSIE
LGKDITLAMDCAASEFYK-DGKYVLAG-----EGNKAFTSEEFTHFLEELTKQYPIVSIE
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.: * :******

1pdy
1pdz
5enl
7enl
t111

DPFDQDDWETWSKMTSGTT--IQIVGDDLTVTNPKRITTAVEKKACKCLLLKVNQIGSVT
DPFDQDDWETWSKMTSGTT--IQIVGDDLTVTNPKRITTAVEKKACKCLLLKVNQIGSVT
DPFAEDDWEAWSHFFKTAG--IQIVADDLTVTNPKRIATAIEKKAADALLLKVNQIGTLS
DPFAEDDWEAWSHFFKTAG--IQIVADDLTVTNPKRIATAIEKKAADALLLKVNQIGTLS
DGLDESDWDGFAYQTKVLGDKIQLVGDDLFVTNTKILKEGIEKGIANSILIKFNQIGSLT
* : :.**: ::
.
**:*.*** ***.* : .:** ...:*:*.****:::

1pdy
1pdz
5enl
7enl
t111

ESIDAHLLAKKNGWGTMVSHRSGETEDCFIADLVVGLCTGQIKTGAPCRSERLAKYNQIL
ESIDAHLLAKKNGWGTMVSHRSGETEDCFIADLVVGLCTGQIKTGAPCRSERLAKYNQIL
ESIKAAQDSFAAGWGVMVSHRSGETEDTFIADLVVGLRTGQIKTGAPARSERLAKLNQLL
ESIKAAQDSFAAGWGVMVSHRSGETEDTFIADLVVGLRTGQIKTGAPARSERLAKLNQLL
ETLAAIKMAKDAGYTAVISHRSGETEDATIADLAVGTAAGQIKTGSMSRSDRVAKYNQLI
*:: *
:
*: .::********* ****.** :******: .**:*:** **::

1pdy
1pdz
5enl
7enl
t111

RIEEELGSGAKFAGKNFRAPS-RIEEELGSGAKFAGKNFRAPS-RIEEELGDNAVFAGENFHHGDKL
RIEEELGDNAVFAGENFHHGDKL
RIEEALGEKAPYNGRKEIKGQA**** **. * : *.:
.

433
433
436
436
431

Adjustments in the alignment were done to optimize the distance between
anchor residues for insertions and deletions. Model construction was straightforward with no significant manual intervention.
Analysis by the assessors established that roughly 95% of the X-ray target
structure was superimposable to the closest PDB structure with 0.87 Å Cα
RMSD. The model submitted by our group was among the best performing,
with a global Cα RMSD of just 1.89 Å over the entire structure. The core,
about 94% of the submitted model, superimposes with 1.2 Å, while the loops
(6%) have a global Cα RMSD of 6.07 Å. For comparison, Venclovas had an
overall Cα RMSD of 1.85 Å, with the core at 0.97 Å and loops at 6.46 Å. For
Sternberg’s group the values are 3.04 Å, 2.37 Å and 8.13 Å respectively, but
with only 96.3% of the total structure modeled. The superimposition between
our model and the target is shown in Figure 11.1.
T0122: Tryptophan Synthase α-subunit, Pyrococcus Furiosus
A more demanding homology modeling target was the 248 residue-long
Tryptophan Synthase α-subunit, from Pyrococcus Furiosus. The structure of
a homologous protein domain had been previously solved in complex with the
β-subunit for a diﬀerent organism. The protein, which is not directly anno-
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FIGURE 11.1. Structural superposition between prediction (green to red) and real
structure (grey) for T0111.

tated in a database, contributes to synthesizing Tryptophan. It was solved
with X-ray crystallography at a resolution of 2.0 Å. Molecular replacement
using PDB structure 1bks had failed and heavy metal atoms were instead
being used to solve the phase problem.
In addition to the inherent diﬃculty of the modeling process, the publication
of this target sequence only weeks before the CASP deadline imposed severe
time limitations on the modeling process. A PSI-BLAST search identified two
possible template structures in PDB with about 32% sequence identity: 1bks
and 2tys. With the knowledge about the failed molecular replacement using
1bks (X-ray resolution 2.2 Å) it was quickly decided to use 2tys (resolution
1.9 Å) as template structure. The CLUSTALW alignment between target and
template was not further edited manually due to the limited time available
before the deadline. Anchor regions for loop modeling of insertions and deletions were not optimized, instead relying on the ranking procedure in loop
modeling to select good candidates.
The CASP analysis established that despite the lower sequence identity, as
much as 87% of the X-ray target structure were superimposable to the closest
PDB structure with 1.23 Å Cα RMSD.
The model submitted by our group performed well, with a global Cα RMSD
of 3.04 Å over the entire structure. The core, comprising 87% of the residues,
superimposes with 2.15 Å, while the loops (13%) have a global Cα RMSD
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of 6.28 Å. In comparison, Venclovas had an overall RMSD of 2.42 Å, with
the core at 1.85 Å and loops at 4.77 Å Cα RMSD. However, only 98.8% of
the overall structure and 93.8% of the loop residues were predicted. For the
Sternberg group these values are 3.00 Å, 2.23 Å and 5.93 Å respectively. The
superimposition between our model and the target is shown in Figure 11.2.

FIGURE 11.2. Structural superposition between prediction (green to red) and real
structure (grey) for T0122.

T0107: Family 9 Carbohydrate Binding Module, T. maritima
A diﬃcult fold recognition target without detectable homology to any known
structure was the Family 9 Carbohydrate Binding Module from T. maritima.
With no database entry provided by the crystallographer, it was unknown
during the CASP-4 prediction whether this 188 residue protein belonged to a
known fold class at all.
The prediction process therefore started with a secondary structure prediction using SSpro. Using MANIFOLD gave a ranking of about ten diﬀerent template structures. The top ranking solution 1axi_B had a significantly higher
score than the following solutions (pareto score 8.0 vs. 6.0). Comparison with
the solutions generated by the CAFASP servers did not yield further hints,
as the results from single servers were disagreeing strongly. Manual analysis
of the secondary structure pattern and cross-referencing available information
about target and template supported the choice of 1axi_B as template. The
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alignment was derived from a manual correction of the CLUSTALW pairwise
global alignment. Despite the possibility that only part of the structure would
be predictable, we decided to model the entire structure, including loops.
The CASP analysis established T0107 to have a strong structural similarity to an existing fold but only weak sequence similarity in the structural
alignment. It was therefore classified as analogous to a PDB structure. The
maximum score awarded by Sippl to any group was 2.0 points.
The model submitted by our group received 2.0 points for having 78 out
of 188 equivalent residues in a sequence independent superposition. The best
submission had 84 equivalent residues, and only a total of four groups had
more than our number of equivalent residues. Sequence dependent superposition is not as good, with an average shift of 31.4 residues for our model
compared to about 10-12 residues for other models of the same quality. This
is a direct consequence of using CLUSTALW to align the two structures. Of
the overall best-performing fold recognition groups only Rychlewski, SBFOLD
and Friesner had a similar score, the others performing significantly worse. The
superimposition between our model and the target is shown in Figure 11.3.

FIGURE 11.3. Structural superposition between prediction (red) and real structure
(grey) for T0107.

T0116: MutS, Thermus aquaticus
Perhaps the most challenging protein to model during CASP-4 was the DNA
mismatch repair protein MutS from Thermus aquaticus. Information from the
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crystallographer suggested this 811-residue protein to contain a domain of the
ABC ATPase superfamily near the C-terminus. Database information from
Swiss-Prot supported this, indicating a potential ATP binding site at residues
583 to 590. Not much was known about the rest of the sequence.
The prediction process was started by predicting the secondary structure
with SSpro and using PSI-BLAST to find homologous sequence fragments.
The secondary structure prediction contained an extremely long α—helix in
the central part of the protein. Due to its unique nature, we submitted the
sequence to Psi-Pred to confirm this. Both servers agreed. This unusual feature
can only be explained with the size of the protein and was assumed to form an
autonomous domain stabilizing the remaining structure. It was later modeled
as a single idealized α—helix. Of the remaining two sequence fragments no clear
homology was established by PSI-BLAST to the presumed ATPase domain
in the C-terminus. Instead, PSI-BLAST produced a confident prediction for
1d9x_A, matching the predicted secondary structure, for part of the sequence
prior to the N-terminus of the central α—helix. This domain was modeled
directly from a CLUSTALW alignment with 1d9x_A.
Two sequence fragments of over 200 residues each remained to model at the
N- and C-terminus of the protein. MANIFOLD was used to produce possible
templates. Due to a low confidence level, these predictions were compared with
those of the CAFASP servers to find recurrent predictions. For the N-terminal
domain this was the rank 4 structure 1a5t and for the C-terminal domain
5tmp_A, ranked 9th. Again, CLUSTALW was used to produce the alignments.
The last, and most problematic, step consisted in assembling the four independent domains into a single model. To the best of this author’s knowledge,
no automated tools exist. We therefore assembled multi-domain proteins manually, by changing the torsion angles at the junction between two domains until
the composed structure appeared more or less “compact”. Due to the extreme
work-load during the final CASP-4 days, the assembly had to be performed
less than 45 minutes before the submission deadline on August 31st. In this
case the resulting assembled structure is therefore not compact as shown in
Figure 11.4.
The CASP assessors decided to base the evaluation of this target on single
domains. Based on the experimental structure four separate domains were
defined. These match the division from our own prediction quite well. Only
7 out of 77 groups submitting structures for T0116 attempted to predict the
entire structure, with the lowest Cα RMSD being 32.7 Å and the highest 79.4
Å. Our submitted model had a Cα RMSD of 45.4 Å.
The third domain, containing the long α—helix, was classified as a novel fold.
Our prediction was correct insofar as it contained the single α—helix but did
not cope with the curved nature in the experimental structure. Our model for
domain three is nevertheless ranked first based on the GDT measure and was
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FIGURE 11.4. Comparison between predicted (left) and real (right) structure of
T0116. The bound DNA fragment (right) in the experimental structure is displayed
in “ball-and-stick” mode.

one of only four models receiving a positive score from the ab initio assessor.
The first domain was classified as a non-homologous fold recognition target.
Only two groups received a positive score from the fold recognition assessor: Baker and our group, with a marginally better RMSD for the equivalent
residues in our model.
The second domain was also classified as analogous, while the fourth domain
was a distantly homologous fold recognition target. The performance of our
group was not as extraordinary for these two domains, ranking in the top 10 for
domain two and obtaining 1.0 points compared to a maximum of 2.5 awarded
for domain four. Overall, it is fair to say that our model of this diﬃcult fourdomain protein was among the best produced by any CASP-4 participant and
is possibly only second to Baker’s group. None of the other top-ranking fold
recognition groups predicted all four domains except Friesner, who performed
less well than our group.

11.2 Overall Performance
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In addition to the thorough evaluation provided by the CASP-4 results, two
more aspects of the thesis are worth describing in this section: side chain
placement and performance of the automated modeling process. Both are not
part of the main CASP-4 evaluation process and will now be addressed.
Side chain placement is not properly evaluated in CASP because it depends
strongly on the alignment. Side chains placed from diﬀerent alignments cannot
be compared directly. To benchmark the placement algorithm, a representative
test set of 22 proteins was used. This set covers a wide range of structures,
ranging from small to large and mainly α to mainly β. Table 11.2 shows the
test set composition and computation time. In addition to all-atom RMSD
two side chain specific measures are used to evaluate the results: χ1 and χ12 .
The former measures the percentage of χ1 torsion angles placed within ±40◦ of
the native structure. Such torsion angles are considered to be “correct” within
the rotamer approximation. χ12 measures the percentage of side chains having
both χ1 and χ2 within ±40◦ of the native structure. This value is obviously
lower than χ1 , since placement errors are cumulative.
Table 11.3 shows the results for the test set. Two values are given for each
measure: start and opt. The first refers to the first, unoptimized, placement
derived by adding side chains in their most probable conformation to the backbone, disregarding atomic collisions. It takes less than 2 seconds to compute
and forms the baseline for further optimization. opt refers to the optimized
conformation after using the algorithm from Chapter 9. It requires variable
computation times, and only rarely containing atomic collisions.
From looking at the results it can be seen that the optimization significantly
improves the RMSD in all but two cases. In most cases the optimized χ1 and
χ12 measures are significantly better than the starting conformation. With χ1
on average around 75% and χ12 on average around 55% the results are in line
with current methods (e.g. [308]).
The other aspect worth elucidating is the automated modeling process. The
most significant CASP-4 homology modeling targets were submitted to the
HOMER server (see Chapter 10) for benchmarking. Table 11.4 uses the program CE [247] to compare the results of the automated process with the
models submitted to CASP-4.
The automatic results are quite similar to the manually edited ones, supporting the quality of the automated model building process. For T0122 the
program CE divides the structural superposition in two fragments. When averaging the RMSD of both fragments the diﬀerence in RMSD becomes less
significant (i.e. 1.59 vs. 1.74 Å). An interesting case is T0128 where the model
submitted to CASP-4 obviously contained some easily corrected alignment
error, supporting the validity of automating the model generation process.
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PDB Code Time Nresidues
2end
29:28
118

Nrotamers
2722

1amm

33:51

158

3145

2ihl
2erl
1ptx
1plc
5rxn
1igd
1whi
1xnb
2hbg

12:28
0:21
2:32
4:15
1:14
1:59
18:09
13:28
10:02

106
34
54
82
48
50
101
151
97

2074
418
981
1156
724
926
2587
1938
2034

1arb

23:50

202

2744

1ctj
1cex
1crn
2cro
1ctf
4fxn
1lz1

3:08
22:07
0:19
4:54
3:36
13:25
18:04

61
146
37
56
47
118
105

1021
2556
355
1435
1301
2193
2302

3app

31:26

259

2412

3rn3

12:37

109

1958

3tln

62:23

252

3562

Class
½α¾
β,
β
α
α
α/β
β
β
α/β
β
β
½α¾
β,
β
α
α/β
α/β
α
α/β
α/β
½α¾
β,
β
α/β
½
¾
α/β,
α

TABLE 11.2. Side chain placement benchmark, part I. The PDB code and time
(min:sec) required to optimize the side chains is reported. Nresidues is the number
of residues and Nrotamers is the number of rotamers to optimize in the structure.
Note that Gly and Ala residues are not counted. Class is the CATH classification
(α, β or α/β). Two-domain structures have their two classes indicated in brackets.
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PDB Code RM SDstart
2end
3.22
1amm
2.91
2ihl
2.70
2erl
3.51
1ptx
3.68
1plc
2.98
5rxn
3.51
1igd
2.81
1whi
2.51
1xnb
3.78
2hbg
2.43
1arb
3.05
1ctj
3.12
1cex
3.05
1crn
3.30
2cro
3.19
1ctf
1.89
4fxn
3.44
1lz1
2.79
3app
3.22
3rn3
3.03
3tln
3.20

RMSDopt
2.44
2.74
2.25
2.92
2.64
1.93
2.00
1.60
3.22
2.27
2.45
2.07
2.64
2.26
0.88
2.52
1.95
2.18
2.06
1.46
2.00
1.97

χ1start
58.5
58.9
61.3
58.8
53.7
50.0
52.1
50.0
61.4
51.0
63.9
58.9
65.6
58.2
67.6
55.4
68.1
48.3
61.0
58.7
53.2
53.6

χ1opt
73.7
79.1
84.0
70.6
72.2
80.5
75.0
78.0
70.3
76.8
78.4
78.2
75.4
81.5
97.3
75.0
74.5
69.5
81.0
79.5
76.1
75.0

χ12start
41.5
44.9
45.3
44.1
42.6
36.6
33.3
36.0
49.5
39.1
50.5
47.5
47.5
45.9
56.8
37.5
55.3
28.8
46.7
47.1
41.3
37.3
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χ12opt
49.2
53.2
66.0
52.9
50.0
53.7
50.0
64.0
51.5
54.3
53.6
58.4
47.5
61.6
86.5
55.4
55.3
44.1
58.1
57.9
58.7
49.6

TABLE 11.3. Side chain placement benchmark, part II. The starting and optimized
structures are benchmarked in terms of RMSD, χ1 and χ12 correct. See text for a
description of the measures.
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Target
Id
T0099
T0111
T0113
T0122∗

SId
34
52
28
32

FSup
84
96
92
95

T0123
T0125
T0128

68
18
59

85
81
97

Manual
RMSD Nali
4.22
53
1.58
430
2.18
241
1.53
160
1.74
63
2.97
151
2.87
124
2.20
188

Homer
Z-score RMSD Nali
2.6
4.61
55
8.0
1.46
418
7.2
2.08
234
6.8
1.46
158
4.6
2.47
62
6.2
2.78
143
6.1
2.86
122
7.1
1.46
190

Z-score
2.8
8.0
7.0
6.7
3.9
6.3
5.9
7.1

TABLE 11.4. Benchmark for the automatic model generation. The models submitted to CASP-4 are compared to the automatic prediction made by the HOMER
server. Both are superposed to the experimental structure of the target with CE
[247]. The RMSD and Z-score (i.e. “similarity”) are reported. Sid is the percentage
sequence identity between the best template and the target. Fsup is the percentage
of the target that is structurally equivalent to the best template. Nali is the number
of residues aligned by CE. ∗ Due to a missing loop in the experimental structure
CE treats T0122 as two separate fragments.

Typical times for server generated models returned by E-mail are about
1-5 minutes for alignment generation and raw model generation. These rise
to about 5-15 minutes including loop modeling and 10-45 minutes in total for
models including side chain optimization.

11.3 Discussion
Structure prediction methods in CASP-4 have reached a point at which reasonable models for proteins can be found on a routine basis, particularly if a
homologous fold can be detected. For all but the easier targets the best predictions are achieved when there is the opportunity for manual intervention
to incorporate expert knowledge concerning structure and function. This is
diﬃcult to encapsulate in algorithms at the moment. Building a consensus
from the predictions of several methods therefore yields a significantly higher
success rate for diﬃcult targets.
The performance of the methods developed in this thesis has been presented
based on the CASP-4 results. This comparison is the most thorough and realistic determination of the state of the art possible, since all leading protein
structure prediction groups participate. Some groups, such as Baker or Sternberg, have well over ten years of experience in structure prediction. They have
been among the top-ranking groups for several CASP experiments in a row.
Measuring up with them for a new group participating in CASP for the first
time can be considered an extraordinary success. The methods developed in
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this thesis have proven to be state of the art in a very competitive field, performing better than some of the most successful groups from CASP-3 (e.g.
Jones, Fischer or Levitt) [2].
Despite these good results, it is important to ask which were the most relevant problems in the CASP-4 approach and how to avoid them in the future.
Comparing the results of our group to those of others it become apparent that
the quality of our alignments was inferior. This class of errors can be divided
in at least two categories.
The first category of errors are mistakes introduced by manual model construction. E.g. in our T0121 model, an otherwise accurate prediction was
spoiled by shifting the alignment by two residues. This happened because
the model generation process involved calling a program with parameters for
alignment start and end. These were counted manually from the alignment
file. The increasing pressure at the end of CASP, where more than one model
had to be finished in the middle of the night to meet an imminent submission deadline, led to some miscounts. Such an erroneous model for a relatively
“easy” target automatically causes a major loss in terms of ranking. This category of errors is easy to avoid by automating those parts of the modeling
process where human intervention can only cause additional errors. This has
been achieved as part of this thesis.
The second, and more insidious, problem concerns the program used to
align two sequences. During CASP-4 we used CLUSTALW [136] to compute
pairwise alignments. This approach was warrantable as our fold recognition
software lacked a dedicated alignment module. According to Sauder et al. [249]
this alignment strategy is inherently inferior to others for low sequence similarity cases. CLUSTALW calculates a global alignment, i.e. it will always align
the entire sequences no matter if they are related or not. For multi-domain proteins we avoided aligning unrelated fragments by cutting the sequence along its
probable domain boundaries. This strategy solved some part of the problem,
but did not improve alignment on the remaining sequence fragment.
The situation is even more complex for fold recognition targets where no
homology is detectable. CLUSTALW will align parts of the structure that
cannot be aligned because they are unrelated, e.g. helices or strands outside
the structural core. All the information derived from sequence profiles and/or
secondary structure prediction is ignored and reduced to a mere sequence similarity measure. This explains why in fold recognition, our group in comparison
to others scored better on the harder targets, i.e. in a hit or miss situation, than
on easier targets, i.e. where most points are awarded for alignment accuracy.
The problem could be alleviated by using PSI-BLAST profiles or HMMs as
seed alignments for manual improvement. Simultaneous alignment of sequence
and secondary structure would have been an option for targets without de-
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tectable homology to the template. In the long run it is desirable to develop a
dedicated alignment module that takes into account the alternatives sketched
above and automatically decides how to select the most probable alignment.
The initial errors presented above derived from a lack of experience with
certain aspects of structure prediction. Having learned to avoid such errors was
the one of the “achievements” of the best-performing groups between CASP-1
and CASP-2. With the experience gained during the CASP-4 experiment, it
should be possible to perform better in the next CASP-5 experiment.

11.4 Summary
The results are presented largely in terms of what our group has achieved
during the CASP-4 experiment, since the protocols used by our group were
developed by this author. With predictions for all 43 targets submitted to the
assessors, the results have been evaluated in all three categories: homology
modeling, fold recognition and ab initio. Only the fold recognition [309] and
ab initio [310] assessment papers were available as preprints at the time of
writing.
Results for homology modeling were described as inconclusive by the assessor, with our group ranked in an unspecified place among the better predictions. In fold recognition our group ranked 15th with 22.0 points out of
125 participants. Almost half of these (56 groups) had a score ≤ 5.0. Despite not having submitted ab initio predictions, our group ranked 21st in the
overall ab initio ranking and 9th when considering only novel folds. Both the
fold recognition and ab initio categories were dominated by the Baker group’s
outstanding predictions.
Results for four selected targets are described in more detail. Two of these
(T0111, T0122) were homology modeling targets. Of the remaining two targets, one was a diﬃcult fold recognition case (T0107) where our group had the
highest score. The other (T0116) is perhaps the most diﬃcult CASP-4 target. This 811-residue protein contained four diﬀerent domains, ranging from
homology modeling to diﬃcult fold recognition and ab initio. Our group was
one of the very few submitting an assembled prediction of all four domains.
The quality of this model is perhaps only second to that of the Baker group.
In order to evaluate the side chain placement algorithm and the performance
of the automated modeling protocol, which was not available during CASP4, further tests are described. These support the idea that both parts of the
approach can be considered state of the art.
The two problems encountered in CASP-4, process automation to avoid human errors and alignment accuracy are discussed. Putting the results achieved
by our group into the context of starting from scratch and participating for
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the first time in the CASP experiment and nevertheless ranking higher than
very experienced groups, it is fair to say that this thesis has achieved all that
could be realistically expected.
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Part III
Loop Modeling
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12
State of the Art

Loops, the structurally most variable regions parts of the protein backbone
cannot be modeled from a template structure. Their prediction remains one
of the main problems in comparative protein modeling [2]. As was described
in Section 7.1, loop modeling is a major focus of the present thesis. Before the
novel algorithm developed in this thesis can be introduced, the problem has
to be defined accurately and the state of the art described.

12.1 Loops
Loops can be defined as the parts of the protein outside regular secondary
structure. A typical globular protein contains approximately two-thirds of its
residues in helices and strands and one-third in loops [110]. Loops serve to connect secondary structures, but may additionally have functional and structural
roles. In some proteins, loop residues are part of the active site and interact
with ligands and cofactors.
Loops often show the greatest flexibility in amino acid sequence and are usually less restrained in conformation than the core regions. Most insertions and
deletions between homologous proteins are located in loops. For protein structure prediction this means that they cannot easily be taken from the parent
structure during model building. Unless the loops are structurally conserved
across related proteins, their conformation has to be predicted.
This problem occurs for both homology modeling and fold recognition targets. In homology modeling one is especially interested in modeling loops to
complete the information about the active site. Generation of a set of solutions
within minutes is acceptable and allows the user to include information that
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FIGURE 12.1. The problem setting of loop modeling.

cannot be expressed algorithmically. Modeling experts prefer to have a set of
rapidly generated alternatives rather than relying on a slow method producing
a single answer.
Due to the complexity of predicting a loop, and lack of a fast and eﬃcient
method, loops are to date not modeled in fold recognition. With many more
fragments of the protein that cannot be modeled from the template, prediction
would greatly benefit from a fast and robust loop modeling method. With the
more coarse modeling in fold recognition, the loop prediction would have to
be fast rather than accurate. It should also be able to produce solutions for a
broad range of more or less deformed local geometries.
The following definition can be given for loop modeling: Given the position
of two anchor regions, consisting of at least one residue flanking the loop on
the N- and C-terminus, and a fixed number of residues of specific type (i.e. the
loop). How is it possible to construct conformations that fit the geometry of
the anchors and ideally have the native conformation? This is shown in Figure
12.1.
The main problem is the generation of a good set of alternative structures
which have to be evaluated with a scoring or energy function. A number
of diﬀerent approaches have been investigated in the literature to tackle this
problem, which can be divided in at least two categories: ab initio and database
methods. Evaluation of the candidates can be considered a problem of its own.
Before the methods described in the literature can be introduced, it is important to define the criteria for evaluation. The accuracy of a loop prediction is
evaluated by comparing it with the native conformation, taken from an experimental structure. Due to the inherent flexibility of loops, the conformations
of loops determined with X-ray crystallography show a resolution-dependent
behavior. It is well known that the errors in loops from PDB files rise quickly
above 2.5 Å X-ray resolution [77]. This has to be taken into account when
comparing loop predictions with PDB structures.
A variety of reasonable criteria for comparing loop conformations exist,
with a variation of the RMSD being the most common. It is further possible
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to distinguish between “local” and “global” RMSD. The former considers
a superposition of the two loops to calculate the relative internal deviation,
whereas the latter superimposes the whole structure to calculate the overall
displacement of the two loops. It is apparent that “local” RMSD will be lower
than “global” RMSD, as it excludes the possibility that the loop conformation may be correctly predicted, but poorly oriented to the rest of the protein.
As has been argued by Fiser et.al. [46] the two measures are correlated, with
“global” RMSD on average being equivalent to at least 1.5 times “local”
RMSD. In the present thesis we have based our observations on “global”
RMS, as it is the stricter measure and also solves the optimization problem
of defining the correct orientation of the loop towards the protein framework.
Results measured with “global” RMSD are immediately applicable for comparative modeling.
The actual RMSD is calculated on the backbone atoms. Unfortunately different definitions exist in the literature. The N, Cα and C´ atoms are always
included. Cβ is generally not included, but inclusion of the O atom depends
on the respective publication. Recognizing this frequently unspecified detail
is important, since it significantly alters a comparison: The same results vary
around 0.2-0.4 Å depending on the inclusion of the O atom. Whenever RMSD
values are described in the following, inclusion or exclusion of the O atom will
be stated in parentheses.

12.2 Ab Initio Methods
Ab initio methods aim to predict the conformation of loops using only knowledge about the geometry and energy of the loop, without reference to experimentally solved structures. They can be further divided into at least three
subcategories: analytical, combinatorial, and energy minimizing.
Analytical methods try to solve the loop modeling problem by geometrical
transformations, solving a set of equations. They date back to the pioneering
work of Go and Scheraga [3], who found that it is possible to determine the
conformation of fragments with up to six rotable torsion angles using rigid
geometry (i.e. idealized bond lengths and bond angles).
They define a local coordinate system i with respect to some arbitrary
origin. Bond lengths di , bond angles θi and torsion angles ω i are shown in
Figure 12.2 (left). In this coordinate system, the positions of atoms i − 1, i
and i + 1 are (0, 0, 0), (di , 0, 0) and ([di + di+1 cosθ], di+1 sinθi , 0) respectively.
A given point in space can be expressed by position vectors ri and ri−1 with
respect to the ith and (i − 1)th coordinate system by the following relation
[3]:
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FIGURE 12.2. Analytical loop closure. Definitions of bond length d, bond angle θ
and torsion angle ω for loop closure.

ri−1 = Ti−1 Ri ri + pi−1

(12.1)

where

Ti−1




cos θi−1 − sin θi−1 0
=  sin θi−1 cos θ i−1 0 
0
0
1

Ri−1




1
0
0
=  0 cos ω i − sin ω i 
0 sin ω i cos ω i

(12.2)

(12.3)

The vector pi−1 = (di−1 , 0, 0) describes the translation between the two
coordinate systems. In case of a protein, the peptide torsion angle (i.e. along
the C − N bond) is assumed to be planar and does not require a coordinate
system. This rigid structure is shown in Figure 12.2 (right).
Knowing the position of two amino acids to connect with a chain of fixed
length is equivalent to finding a series of coordinate transformations that transform one endpoint coordinate system into the other. This requires six degrees
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of freedom, three for translation of the origin and three for the rotations necessary to superimpose the axes [3]. Since there is one free torsion for each
transformation, six free torsions are necessary to solve the problem. With
each residue having two free torsions, three amino acids can be predicted.
A number of publications have further addressed this problem [4][5] [6][7],
but the results show that no generalized analytical solution beyond six torsion
angles is possible [3][7]. Bruccoleri and Karplus [8] have extended the approach,
solving small fragments analytically and enumerating the solutions of larger
ones.
Combinatorial approaches for loop modeling have been studied by several
groups [9][10][11][12][13][14][15]. The allowed positions of loop residues are enumerated. Discretization of solution space is required to limit the combinatorial
explosion. A restricted set of (ϕ, ψ) torsion angles is used to approximate all
possible conformations. This ranges from uniform conformational sampling,
where each torsion angle is sampled in fixed intervals (e.g. in steps of 60◦ ),
to distributions biased towards more populated regions of the (ϕ, ψ) map. In
addition, techniques to limit the combinatorial explosion have been described,
e.g. pruning parts of the search tree which are too far apart in 3D space to be
spanned. The search algorithm can either generate the conformations on the
fly or separately from modeling. For example, Sudarsanam et al. [58] use a previously compiled database of all possible dimers (i.e. two-residue fragments)
to construct loops in a similar way to enumerative methods.
Number ϕ angle ψ angle
1
−63
−40
2
−125
135
3
−85
75
4
−78
149
5
−95
−5
6
55
40
7
85
5
8
−85
175
TABLE 12.1. Eight torsion angle pairs selected by Deane and Blundell [15] for loop
modeling.

Recently Deane and Blundell [15] have presented an interesting combinatorial method to predict loop conformations up to eight residues in length.
Analyzing loop segments found in the PDB, they derive a set of eight carefully chosen (ϕ, ψ) torsion angles, shown in Table 12.1. It represents over 96%
of all possible five residue fragments with less than 1 Å RMSD. A database
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enumerating all combinations of these eight (ϕ, ψ) torsion angles up to twelve
residues in length is generated and stored, requiring over 3 GB of disk space1 .
The search algorithm uses a two residue overlap on each side of the loop
to scans the database and select fitting fragments, according to the distances
between Cα atoms of the overlapping residues. Loops up to eight residues long
can be predicted. The average global backbone RMSD (including O atom)
ranges between 1.4 Å for three residue loops and 3.9 Å for eight residue loops.
The computation for one loop requires up to 20 minutes [15].
Many energy minimization methods have been proposed, ranging from incorporating geometrical considerations to more or less pure minimization of
an energy function. Methods relying on local optimization of the geometrical
structure are the minimum perturbation “random tweak” [16] [17][18] or “local moves” [19]. Both try to minimize the diﬀerence in torsion angle positions
at the anchor regions of the loop with an iteration of small adjustments.
A diﬀerent approach is taken by the “scaling relaxation and multiple copy
sampling” series of papers [38][39][40][41][42] [43][44]. Model construction is
initiated by placing the atoms very close together (scaling). An iterative energy
minimization procedure guides the gradual increase of bond lengths and bond
angles (relaxation) to standard values. Less geometrical information is used
in the “importance sampling by local minimization of randomly generated
conformations” [20][21][22] and “global energy minimization by mapping a
trajectory of local minima” [23][24] approaches.
Methods relating to the optimization of an energy function include molecular dynamics simulations [25][26][27][28], Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics [29], biased probability Monte Carlo search [169][31][32], Monte Carlo with
simulated annealing [33][34][35][36][37] and self-consistent mean field optimization [124]. The resulting loop conformations constructed with any of the energy
minimization methods may cover only a subset of the solution space and are
not necessarily close to the native structure.
Perhaps one of the most typical energy minimization approaches was recently published by Fiser et al. [46]. They initialize the modeling process by
placing all atoms on a straight line between the anchor residues and displacing
them randomly with some predefined maximum distance. Conjugate gradient
optimization and Monte Carlo simulated annealing or molecular dynamics are
iteratively applied to “guide” the random start conformation into an energetically favorable one. They modify CHARMM [60] as energy function to
allow atoms to pass “through” each other during the early simulation stages.
The method is typically applied to 500 independent simulations to generate
a ranking. Each modeled loop requires up to 30 hours CPU time and the av1 C.

Deane, personal communication.
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erage local backbone RMSD (including O atom) varies between 0.59 Å for 4
residue loops, 1.16 Å for 8 residue loops and 2.61 Å for 12 residue loops [46].
While this method appears to be very accurate it is generally not suitable for
to comparative modeling or fold recognition: Considering a typical modeling
target with up to a dozen or more loops would require weeks of computation
for a single model. This is beyond the scope for typical modeling applications.
Rather it should be considered a good benchmark for quantifying what is
possible to predict.

12.3 Database Methods
Database methods aim to predict the conformation of loops using knowledge
from experimentally solved structures. The underlying assumption is that the
possible conformations can be reduced into a representative subset, which can
be extracted from the PDB. These methods can be further divided into at
least two subcategories: fragment-based and taxonomy-based.
The idea of fragment-based methods was developed by Jones and Thirup
[48], who selected fragments from the PDB for electron density fitting in Xray crystallography based on geometric criteria. Similar approaches have been
used in loop modeling [49][50][51][52][167][54][55][56][57]. Fragments are selected from a database of many known structures based on overlap with the
framework on both ends and sorted according to geometric criteria or sequence
similarity. Diﬀerent definitions of anchor regions, i.e. overlap between loop and
framework, ranging from one to three residues were used in the literature. Using more than one residue for overlap was shown to improve discrimination of
good candidates, but reduces the number of available loops. Coverage of conformational space for fragment databases is known to deteriorate quickly for
lengths above 5-6 residues, making prediction of longer loops diﬃcult [14]. The
overlap between fragment and framework alone is unlikely to yield satisfactory
results [52].
An algorithm combining database and combinatorial search has been proposed by Martin et al. [30]. Short loops are predicted by the mixture of combinatorial search and analytical method presented by Bruccoleri and Karplus
[4]. Long loops, where a combinatorial search would be ineﬀective, are first
approximated by selection of good candidates from a database of backbone
conformations. The central part of the loop is again predicted with the method
of Bruccoleri and Karplus [4]. Since the central part of a loop shows the greatest flexibility, this approach tends to reduce the limitations of an incomplete
fragment database.
Van Vlijmen and Karplus [59] have tested ways to improve the performance of database methods by means of energy optimization. They use the
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CHARMM energy function [60] to minimize a set of candidate loops extracted
from the PDB. They report a global RMSD (excluding O atom) better than
1.07 Å for 8 out of 18 target loops. These figures refer to optimization of the
50 candidate loops closest to the target loop (i.e. lowest RMSD) and may
therefore be overly optimistic [59]. Since the method also requires up to about
30 hours computation time, the same restrictions pointed out for Fiser et al.
[46] apply (see Section 12.2).
As with tertiary structure, loops have been subject of study for the development of taxonomies. Certain conformational classes have been identified.
An example of clearly classifiable loops are the β-hairpins [68], short 3- or
4-residues loops connecting two β-strands.
Since database methods are able to approximate most of the antibody hypervariable loops quite closely, this suggested that these proteins form a specific sub-space of folding based on certain key residues allowing easy classification [61][49]. The concept of key residues states that the entire loop conformation is dominated by a particular residue, e.g. a proline, which drastically
limits the available conformational space. Antibody loops form similar structures, allowing a strict classification based on key residues [49][56][66][67]. This
concept has been generalized to determine the conformation of other loops,
but only with limited success [62][63][64][65].
Many groups have developed classification methods for loops [57][63][64][68]
[69][70][71][72][282]. The most common criteria for classification include sequence, loop length, torsion angle conformation and type of adjacent secondary structure. The SLoop database [282] for example divides loops into
560 well-populated classes. In addition to the usual classification criteria, hydrogen bonding patterns and solvent accessibility are analyzed. Also, rather
than using sequence information alone, environmentally constrained substitution tables are employed: Probabilities, depending on residue type and (ϕ, ψ)
angle, are derived from a database of homologous proteins to quantify the similarity of loops in terms of homology. The correct structural class is predicted
in 35% of cases, rising to 65% considering the top three answers. These results
correspond to an average global RMSD (including O atom) of 2.6 Å for five
residue loops.
Perhaps one of the most representative loop classifications applicable to
comparative modeling is the one described by Wojcik et al. [65]. Using a
database of 13,563 loops extracted from PDB structures with less than 95%
sequence identity, they derive a clustering of loop families connecting secondary structures. This is analyzed for sequence conservation, conformations
and endpoint Cα distances. They find significant preferences for sequence patterns to adopt certain loop conformations. Depending on similarity at the
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FIGURE 12.3. Loop modeling using a database classification.

anchor regions (i.e. RMSD), they assign each database loop to a tree of hierarchical similarity levels: families (F), sub-superfamilies (SSF), superfamilies
(SF) and all (T).
A query loop is assigned one representative structure from each of the four
levels (F,SSF,SF,T) depending on sequence and anchor region compatibility.
These four candidates are fitted to the framework and ranked according to an
energy criterion, as shown in Figure 12.3. The method has been benchmarked
against the loop database using a Jackknife test (i.e. prohibiting the method
to select the query loop). The average global backbone RMSD (excluding O
atom) ranges between 1.1 Å for three residue loops and 3.8 Å for eight residue
loops. Computation for a single loop requires around 1 minute [65] and is
therefore well-suited for comparative modeling.
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12.4 Ranking
A problem common to all loop modeling methods is how to rank the candidate
loops and select the presumably best one. Whether the candidate loops are
taken from existing structures or artificially generated, two easily measurable
characteristics exist: geometry and energy.
Geometry refers to the deviation of the modeled loop compared to the anchor regions. Except for analytical methods, which guarantee a perfect match,
all other methods will produce candidate loops with diﬀerent deviations from
the framework. The conformation of short loops is strongly determined by the
necessity to match the framework [9], so it is possible to infer a correct conformation from a good geometric fit. This signal becomes weaker for longer
loops and is not suﬃcient to discriminate loops longer than 5-6 residues [9].
A sample geometric fit is shown in Figure 12.4.

FIGURE 12.4. Sample anchor fragment distance definition. Two Cα atoms on each
side of the loop are used to derive a total of four distances.

Calculating the energy of a candidate loop is also a common way to assess the quality of solutions. Since the native loop structure should give a low
energy under many energy functions, it is reasonable to select the candidate
with the lowest energy score as the most probable solution. Diﬀerent energy
functions have been employed for loop modeling. These range from force fields
such as CHARMM (e.g. [46][59]) to knowledge-based potentials. Deane and
Blundell have found the RAPDF potential [78] to discriminate well among
candidate loops. This is in agreement with the original publication of Samudrala and Moult [78], which showed the potential to correctly discriminate 10
out of 11 loop structures within 1 Å of the best solution in a decoy set.
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Amino acids are known to have diﬀerent preferences for areas of the Ramachandran map, sometimes known as propensities. Measuring the (ϕ, ψ)
torsion angles of candidate loops is a way to estimate the quality of a solution. Some methods use this information to guide the minimization process
(e.g. [59]) or to select good database fragments (e.g. [65]), but it can also be
used for ranking [15]. Wojcik et al. [65] even define special propensities for the
first and last residue in a loop, since these have a diﬀerent distribution than
central residues.
Other less frequent characteristics are hydrogen bonds and solvent accessibility (e.g. [282]). Topham et al. [54] use a combination of hydrogen bonding
possibilities, solvent accessibility, and (ϕ, ψ) torsion angles to derive a set of environmentally constrained substitution tables. These tables calculated from a
database of homologous proteins express the probability of a particular residue
being mutated from type A to type B in two structures. It can also be used
as a measure for database methods.
Whenever using several measures, the question of how to combine them
into a single ranking arises. For loop modeling, this is usually limited to a
combination of two approaches: filters and linear scoring functions.
Prior to ranking, some solutions may be eliminated, because they do not
fulfill a strict criterion. For example, Deane and Blundell [15] use propensities to sieve out very improbable conformations for a sequence (e.g. a proline
residue in a disallowed region of the Ramachandran map).
The raw scores are computed by multiplying the single measures with a
scaling factor and adding them. The ranking is made by sorting according to
raw scores. More complex classification schemes, such as the Z-scores used in
fold recognition are generally not employed for loop modeling.

12.5 Summary
Loops are the structurally variable regions outside regular secondary structure.
They usually cannot be copied from the template structure during modeling
and have to be predicted. Loop modeling is important for both homology modeling and fold recognition. It is not yet used for the latter due to insuﬃcient
robustness and speed.
The problem can be stated as finding a way how to connect two anchor
regions using the chain corresponding to the loop sequence. Two main classes
of approaches for loop modeling exist: ab initio and database methods. When
comparing the predicted loop with its experimental structure, it is important
to distinguish between diﬀerent definitions of RMSD in the literature: global
or local superimposition, with or without the main chain O atom.
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Many alternative ab initio methods have been described. For up to three
residues, it is possible to deduce the loop conformation by solving a series
of geometric transformations. Conformational space for longer loops can be
enumerated with some simplifications or a global optimization used. A good
enumerative method using a set of eight torsion angle pairs was recently published by Deane and Blundell [15]. It computes accurate solutions in minutes.
For global optimization, Fiser et al. [46] have developed a method finding
very accurate solutions in 30 hours, which is currently out of scope for typical
modeling applications.
It is possible to distinguish among database methods between fragmentbased methods and taxonomies. The former concentrate on finding a set of
representative loop fragments in the PDB to use for loop modeling. A method
combining such loop fragments with global optimization was described by van
Vlijmen and Karplus [59]. It produces accurate solutions in a similar time
frame to Fiser et al. [46], but the same time limitations apply. Taxonomies
instead concentrate on classifying structural families of loops in a similar way
to tertiary structure classifications. A recent catalogue of loop structures is the
SLoop database of Burke and Deane [282]. Direct application to loop modeling
of an exhaustive loop classification has been described by Wojcik et al. [65].
Their method is able to produce accurate solutions in a matter of minutes.
Ranking of the candidate loops is usually restricted to a combination of geometric fit of the anchor regions and an energy function. Another less frequent
criterion is the sequence-dependent propensity for areas of the Ramachandran
map. The ranking is generally computed as a linear combination of single
criteria, with the possibility to filter out impossible solutions beforehand.

13
Approach

The novel loop prediction method developed in this thesis is based on the
so-called divide & conquer approach. The basic algorithm will be introduced
and the underlying assumptions discussed in the following. A special representation of the loop conformation based on vectors is given together with the
necessary operations for the divide & conquer algorithm. The details of its
implementation will be presented in the next chapter.

13.1 Divide & Conquer
As has been established in the previous chapter, current database methods
using solely experimentally determined loop fragments do not cover all possible
loop conformations, especially for longer fragments. On the other hand it is not
feasible to use a combinatorial search of all possible torsion angle combinations.
For an algorithm to be eﬃcient, a compromise has to be found.
One improvement in ab initio loop modeling is the use of look-up tables
(LUT) to avoid the repetitive calculation of loop fragments. LUTs can be
generated once and stored, only requiring loading during loop modeling. Using
a set of LUTs reduces the computational time significantly.
The next problem is how to best explore the conformational space. Especially for longer loops, it is useful to generate a set of diﬀerent candidate loops
to exclude improbable ones by ranking. The method should therefore be able
to select diﬀerent loops by global exploration of the conformational space independently of starting conditions. Methods building the loop stepwise from
one anchor residue to the other bias the solutions depending on choices made
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in conformation of the first few residues. Rather a global approach to the
optimization is required.
This criterion is fulfilled by the divide & conquer algorithm, which is recursively described by the following steps [289]:
1. if start = end, compute result;
2. else use algorithm for:
(a) start to end/2
(b) end/2 to end
3. combine the partial solutions into the full result.

center

start

end

FIGURE 13.1. Loop selection through divide & conquer.

Applied to loop modeling, the basic idea of a divide & conquer approach
is to divide the loop into two segments of half the original length choosing a
good central position, as shown in Figure 13.1. The segments can be recursively divided and transformed, until the problem is small enough to be solved
analytically (conquered). The positions of main-chain atoms for segments of a
single amino acid can be calculated analytically, using the vector representation described below. Longer loop segments can be stored in LUTs and their
coordinates extracted by geometrically transforming the coordinates for single
amino acids back into the context of the initial problem. To this end we need
to define an unambiguous way to represent the conformation of any given
residue along the chain and a set of operations to concatenate and decompose
loop segments.

13.2 Vector Representation
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13.2 Vector Representation
Using rigid geometry, i.e. idealized values for both bond length and bond
angles, the conformation of an amino acid backbone is fully described by the
positions of its three backbone atoms, N, Cα and C´. This corresponds to three
vectors, one for each atom. The absolute position of any atom in Cartesian
space can also be expressed in relation to a neighboring atom. It was decided
to represent the conformation relative to the C´ atom. Its absolute position
forms the end point (EP ). The vector from C´to the N atom of the following
residue (N+) is called end direction (ED), whereas the end normal (EN ) is
the normal vector of the plane defined by Cα , C´ and N, as shown in Figure
13.2. Additional vectors are required to include the conformation of amino
acids in the context of the backbone.

C

EP
EN

FP

Ca

ED

N

SN

SP

N

FIGURE 13.2. Generic loop representation relative to some arbitrary origin.

Let us first consider a single residue. The position can be expressed in a
local coordinate system that the N atom, the start point (SP ), is located in
the origin and the Cα atom, the first point (F P ), is along the y—axis. The start
normal (SN ) to the reference plane formed between N , Cα and C´would point
in the z—axis for ϕ = 0◦ . The (ϕ, ψ) torsion angles can be derived directly.
Let EP0 , ED0 and EN0 be the vector representation for ϕ = 0◦ , ψ = 0◦ .
According to the given definition, EP0 and ED0 are in the (x, y) plane. The
ϕ angle is shown in Figure 13.3 and can be expressed as:
µ

EP ∗ EP0
ϕ = arccos
k EP k · k EP0 k

¶

(13.1)
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EP'
EP

y

SP

x

z

FIGURE 13.3. The ϕ torsion angle in vector representation.

Let EP 0 , ED0 and EN 0 be the vectors corresponding to rotating the original
vectors back into the (x, y) plane, i.e. applying −ϕ. The ψ angle is shown in
Figure 13.4 and can be expressed as:
µ

ED0 ∗ ED0
ψ = arccos
k ED0 k · k ED0 k

¶

(13.2)

Longer fragments of a polypeptide backbone can be represented as a fixed
structure with the same set of six vectors. Three for the first residue (SP, F P, SN )
and three for the last residue (EP, ED, EN) in the segment.
This representation allows the definition of the operations to concatenate
and decompose loop fragments, by transforming their relative orientation,
which is necessary for the divide and conquer method.

13.3 Vector Operations
To introduce the vector operations, it is first necessary to describe the relationship between two connected structures V and W . This is given by the
following relationship:
1. SPW = EPV + EDV
2. F PW = SPW + BN→Cα , where BN→Cα is the fixed bond length N → Cα
transformed into the context of ENV

13.3 Vector Operations
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ED'
EP

y

ED

x
z

FIGURE 13.4. The ψ torsion angle in vector representation.

3. SNW = −ENV , because of ω = 180◦
This relationship is also shown in Figure 13.5. Given this relationship, the
geometric transformations for concatenating two loop segments and decomposing them are defined as follows.
The algorithm for concatenating two segments S (“source”) and D (“destination”) consists of the following three major steps:
1. Rotate D to be parallel with S:
(a) Rotate SND to superimpose with ENS .
(b) Establish the virtual position of the Cα atom of EDS . This corresponds to the “should be” position of F PD .
(c) Calculate the angle between F PD and the virtual position of the
Cα atom. Rotate D around this angle.
2. If the position of D in the chain is even, rotate D by 180◦ around EDS
to compensate the ω—angle.
3. Translate EPD by EPS + EDS .
To concatenate the two segments, the first step consists in orienting the
plane at the start of D, given by SND , parallel to the end of S, given by ENS .
This can be done by rotating D by angle δ 1 along the axis A1 as shown in
Figure 13.6. The rotation angle and axis are defined as:
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FIGURE 13.5. Generic representation of two concatenated segments.

δ 1 = SND ∗ ENS
A1 = SND × ENS
The position of the virtual Cα atom following S, termed RPS , has to be
established. This is done by rotating −EDS by the bond angle β N→Cα along
the axis ENS , as shown in Figure 13.7. D has to be made parallel to RPS
by rotating it by the angle δ 2 along the axis A2 as shown in Figure 13.8. The
rotation angle and axis are defined as:

δ 2 = F PD ∗ RPS
A2 = F PD × RPS
Once D is correctly superimposed it remains to consider the ω—angle before
the translation of the length of S, that is EPS + EDS , can be applied. Let
us consider the case of ϕ = 0◦ , ψ = 0◦ , ∀ϕ, ψ. Since ω ≡ 180◦ , the orientation
of the first residue is identical to the orientation of the third and every odd
residue as shown in Figure 13.9. The concatenated segment is shown in Figure
13.10.

13.3 Vector Operations

ENS

d1

SND

y

A1
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z
FIGURE 13.6. Step 1a of the concatenation
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ENS
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y

EDS

RPS
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FIGURE 13.7. Step 1b of the concatenation
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FPD
d2
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RPS
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z
FIGURE 13.8. Step 1c of the concatenation

ENS
FPD
EDS
EPS

w

y

SPD

SND
x
z
FIGURE 13.9. Step 2 of the concatenation
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FIGURE 13.10. Step 3 of the concatenation

The decomposition of two connected segments S and D works by reversing
the operations done during concatenation. This is described by the following
three major steps:
1. Translate EPD by −(EPS + EDS ).
2. If the position of D in the chain is even, rotate D by 180◦ around EDS
to compensate the ω angle.
3. Calculate the virtual position of S with ϕ = 0◦ , ψ = 0◦ and rotate D to
match this virtual position:
(a) Rotate ENS to superimpose with (0, 0, 1).
(b) Establish the virtual position of the Cα atom of EDS . This corresponds to the “should be” position of F PD .
(c) Calculate the angle between F PD and the virtual position of the
Cα atom. Rotate D around the negative angle.
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These operations are suﬃcient to apply the divide & conquer approach to
loop modeling. Its application is the subject of the next chapter.

13.4 Summary
The concept of a novel divide & conquer algorithm for loop modeling is presented. It uses pre-calculated look-up tables (LUTs) that represent loop fragments of various sizes to speed up the calculation. Conformations are produced
by recursively dividing the segment until the backbone coordinates can be derived analytically.
A particular vector representation is required for the algorithm to work.
The loop fragments are defined using two sets of three vectors representing
the start and end of the segment. The end of the segment is encoded from the
position of the backbone atoms by end position (EP ), the end direction (ED)
and end normal (EN ). The start conformation is encoded in an analogous
way.
The two operations required for the algorithm to work are described in
detail. During generation of the LUTs, it is necessary to concatenate two
segments. This is done by three major geometrical transformations. The dual
operation of decomposing a segment into two halves is done by reversing the
geometric transformations in the decomposition.

14
Realization

With the underlying concepts of the divide & conquer algorithm for loop
modeling described in the previous chapter, it is now possible to deal with the
issues related to its implementation. The specific details of look-up table generation and search algorithm will be covered on the data generation side. The
screening of generated solution for the best-fitting one will also be described
in depth.

14.1 Look-up Tables
The construction of the look-up tables (LUTs) is separated from modeling and
has to be executed only once. A number of LUTs, covering the conformational
space for loop segments of lengths 2, ..., n, are generated and used to improve
the performance in terms of both computing time and accuracy of the loop
construction.
The actual database generation requires a list of (ϕ, ψ) angle pairs from a
Ramachandran plot [73] distribution to be compiled. The Feb 2001 version of
PDBSELECT 90 [74][75] list, containing PDB identifiers with less than 90%
sequence identity, was processed to extract the (ϕ, ψ) angles of loop regions.
The rationale behind this high sequence cutoﬀ was to retain as much variation
in the loops with near identical sequence as possible, in order to better sample
the weaker represented areas of the Ramachandran plot.
In addition, only high-resolution X-ray structures solved at 2.5 Å or better
were used, as lower resolution structures tend to contain more errors in the
loops. This statement was verified by comparing the prediction quality on three
diﬀerent Ramachandran plots. An artificial plot modeled with three Gaussian
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FIGURE 14.1. Ramachandran plot of the over 600,000 (ϕ, ψ) angles used to construct the look-up tables.

distributions for the major areas taken from [294] was compared with two
“natural” Ramachandran maps, one with 2.5 Å resolution cutoﬀ and the other
without resolution cutoﬀ. The resolution cutoﬀ improved prediction accuracy
by allowing tighter screening thresholds to be used for ranking.
The (ϕ, ψ) angles were computed using the DSSP [223] software and segments of regular secondary structure discarded. This reduces redundancy
caused by widely populated regions of the Ramachandran plot associated
with α-helices and β-sheets. The (ϕ, ψ) angles of over 600,000 residues were
extracted and stored in a single table, in random order. The resulting distribution is shown in Figure 14.1. Whenever a new residue is considered during the
subsequent database generation, diﬀerent conformations are generated from
these (ϕ, ψ) angles.
The database generation is initiated by concatenating diﬀerent conformations of two single-residue fragments in rigid geometry, i.e. with fixed bond
lengths and bond angles. Alternatively, it is possible to simulate “flexible”
structures by allowing the bond lengths and bond angles to variate slightly
around their mean values. The variation is expressed in terms of number of
standard deviations and modeled as a Gaussian distribution centered on the
mean value. The performance of both approaches will be discussed in Section
15.1. The mean values and standard deviations were taken from PROCHECK
[76][77] and are summarized in Table 14.1.

14.2 Search Algorithm

0

bond length

bond angle

Cα → C
C0 → N
N → Cα
N → Cα → C 0
Cα → C 0 → N
C 0 → N → Cα

µ
1.52
1.33
1.458
111.6◦
116.4◦
121.7◦
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σ
0.02
0.015
0.016
2.5◦
2.0◦
1.7◦

TABLE 14.1. Mean value (µ) and standard deviation (σ) for bond lengths and
angles in proteins, as esteblished by PROCHECK [76] [77].

Between 10,000 and 1,000,000 diﬀerent conformations are generated using
Monte Carlo sampling. This sampling scheme means that the (ϕ, ψ) angles are
randomly selected from the Ramachandran distribution. Due to the random
character of the process, the resulting conformations approximate the true
distribution of conformations observed in protein structures. The sampling
error decreases with increasing number of samples [288] as will be seen in
Section 15.1.
Both the end location of each segment and its central point are stored in
the LUT using the vector representation. The central point is the overlapping
residue (i.e. Ei and Sj ) between the two segments from which the table entry
was concatenated. It contains information for dividing the segment during
database searches. The location of the starting residue (Si ) needs not to be
stored, as it is assumed to lie in the origin of Cartesian space. During database
searches the query will thus have to be re-oriented to match this implicit
starting conformation.
Tables with higher order than two residue segments are then created, starting with three residues, then four, etc. This process relies on the ability to concatenate the conformations stored in lower order tables to extrapolate longer
loop segments. It is made possible by using the previously defined vector operations. Monte Carlo sampling is again used to cover conformation space in
randomly selecting segments for concatenation. The process is repeated until
all tables up to a chosen length have been completed. The database generation
is not limited to any specific loop length, although it can be expected that the
coverage of solution space decreases for longer loops.

14.2 Search Algorithm
The search algorithm requires the position of the two anchor regions and the
number of residues spanning them. The anchor regions are defined as the single
amino acids preceding and following the loop structure (transformed in vector
representation).
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Using the divide & conquer approach, a loop of length n with an orientation
O will be first matched against the LUT for that length. After loading, the
LUT entries, each containing information about a central and end position,
are randomly oriented and have to be rotated into the x, y—plane to allow
comparison. The angle δ 0 needed to rotate an entry i into the x, y—plane is
given by the following equation, also shown in Figure 14.2:
µ

xEPi
δ 0 = arccos
k EPi k

¶

(14.1)

EPi is the end position of i. xEPi is the x—component of EPi and k EPi k
the vector length. The rotation axis is obviously ey = (0, 1, 0). This step
cannot be performed during LUT construction, as it was observed to cause
the accumulation of errors if performed during concatenation.
z

EP

w0
cos(w0 )* ||EP||

EPneu
x

FIGURE 14.2. Rotating a LUT entry into the x, y—plane.

The loop orientation O will be re-oriented to allow comparison with the
database entries. The LUT is searched for a list of matching candidates, each
with its central residue conformation. The candidate loop is divided into two
loop segments of length n/2 (or n/2 + 1 and n/2 if n is an odd number).
Using its central point information, the loop is re-oriented and compared with
a table of length n/2 in the following step. The process is repeated until the
query conformation has reached a single residue. At this point the coordinates
of the three backbone atoms can be calculated, by transforming them back
into the original orientation O.
The search algorithm was designed to produce a list of possible solutions
within seconds. The look-up table content is stored in a hash container [289]
sorted by the Euclidean distance D between the two anchor regions:

14.3 Filters & Ranking

D=

sX

(EPi )2
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(14.2)

i=1,2,3

The hash container can be divided into any number of bins. More bins mean
a faster search of matching loop segments, but require more time to fill when
the LUT is loaded. E.g. when using over about 500 bins, the total computation
time for a typical single loop modeling increases. Some tests were performed to
find a good trade-oﬀ. The container currently divides the look-up table in 64
bins. Instead of searching all entries, it is possible to search only a fraction of
each table, typically between 5% and 20%, to retrieve all entries with distances
below a given cutoﬀ.
The search criterium SC for selecting a bin in the tables is given by the distance between the target anchor region, transformed in vector representation,
and each table entry:
SC = λEP ∗

X

(EP 1i − EP 2i )2

(14.3)

i=1,2,3

+λED ∗
+λEN ∗

X

(ED1i − ED2i )2

i=1,2,3

X

(EN 1i − EN2i )2

i=1,2,3

To save computing time the square-root was omitted from the formula.
λEP , λED and λEN are scaling factors used to adjust the relative weight of the
three vectors. λED and λEN are generally set to 1. Increasing λEP above 1 will
reduce the impact of chain orientation towards the anchor fragment, whereas
reducing it will increase the propensity to select conformations with better
orientation to the anchor fragment. Optimization of λEP will be described in
Section 15.1.

14.3 Filters & Ranking
The search algorithm on average produces less than five hundred conformations or any number the user chooses. These are subjected to a number of
filters and a ranking is computed. Diﬀerent criteria will now be introduced,
before the ranking strategy can be explained.
Two simple filters are immediately applicable to significantly reduce the
number of possible solutions. A van-der-Waals filter (V DW ) checks for interatomic collisions between non-bonded atoms, eliminating those conformations
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showing distances between two loop backbone atoms or loop and framework
atoms of less than 2.0 Å. The geometry of the residue preceding the C—terminal
anchor region can also be measured.
Due to the loop being constructed from the N— to C—terminus, any deviation
from the idealized rigid geometry will deform the residue preceding the C—
terminal anchor region. Let n be the C—terminal residue and n − 1 the one
preceding it. The chain continuity filter CC checks the following conditions:
1. bond length C´n−1 to Nn is 1.4 ± 0.5 Å
2. bond angle Cαn−1 , C´n−1 to Nn is 121◦ ± 15◦
3. wn−1 torsion angle is 180◦ ± 20◦
No allowance is made for cis prolines in the present implementation, as
these constitute less than 5% of all proline residues and less than 0.04% of all
peptide bonds [293]. The high tolerance for variations in bond length is due
to technical reasons: Since the algorithm tends to accumulate deviations from
standard geometry on the last C—N bond length, using this high tolerance was
empirically shown to preserve potentially favorable solutions. Conformations
passing this filter are assumed to be close enough in rigid geometry that a
constrained local optimization will be suﬃcient to close the gap in backbone
continuity.
The following criteria can be used both for screening out improbable solutions and for ranking. The first one is based on the preference of amino acids
for areas of the Ramachandran plot. The propensity P is calculated for all conformations based on the method described by Deane and Blundell [15]. The
Ramachandran plot is divided into regions of 10◦ × 10◦ . Pi,A , the propensity
of amino acid A for area i, is calculated as follows:

Pi,A =

ni,A
ntot,A
ni
ntot

(14.4)

ni,A is the number of amino acids of type A in region i and ntot,A the total
number of amino acids of that type. ni is the number of all amino acids found in
region i and ntot the total number of all amino acid types in the Ramachandran
plot. The overall propensity for a fragment of length n is then given as:

V =

Q

Pi,a

i=1,...,n

n

(14.5)
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α
0.38
0.388
0.268
0.484
0.340
0.559
0.414

L1
α Ln−1
Ln
L1
β Ln−1
Ln
Lavg

β
0.294
0.533
0.633
0.362
0.541
0.203
0.420
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coil
0.327
0.089
0.098
0.155
0.119
0.238
0.156

TABLE 14.2. Loop propensities depending on flanking regions. The propensity of
a specific residue (L1 , Ln−1 , Ln ) with a given flanking region (first column) in the
loop to adopt a specific conformation (top row) is given. For a description of the
residue types see text.

All conformations below a given cutoﬀ for V are removed. The propensity
serves to exclude conformations for amino acids that are in a particularly
unfavorable region of the Ramachandran plot.
Another kind of propensity was observed by Wojcik et al. [65] when analyzing PDB structures. The loop residues close to the anchor regions show distinct
statistical (ϕ, ψ) preferences depending on the flanking secondary structure.
Such preferences were observed for the first (L1 ) and the last two residues of
the loop (Ln−1 ,Ln ) compared to the average distribution (Lavg ) as shown in
Table 14.2. The flanking propensity F L is calculated as follows:

FL =

Ln−1
Ln
L1
∗
∗
Lavg Lavg Lavg

(14.6)

Since the filters may be unable to discriminate surface loops pointing away
from the protein core, a further filter was implemented as an attempt to select
conformations showing a compact structure. The compactness criterion CD
is calculated as the sum of the minimal distances between the Cα atoms of
every residue in the loop and the protein framework Cα atoms. In order to
limit bias around the anchor regions, three residues before and after the loop
are not considered.

CD =

X

i=1,...,k

q
min
(Cαi − Cαj )2

j=1,...,k

(14.7)

A similar criterion is the Ooi number or packing index P I [333]. This measure counts the number of contacts between Cα atoms of the loop with those
of the framework. Two Cα atoms are considered in contact if the distance is
below 8 Å. P I gives an estimate of how the loop packs against the framework.
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Another index HB counts the backbone hydrogen bonds between the loop
and framework and in the loop itself. A hydrogen bond is counted whenever
donor and acceptor atoms are inside an allowed range, regardless of their
orientation. This crude approximation is faster to calculate and less sensitive
to distortions in the backbone geometry created by the loop modeling process.
The energy Epot of each fragment was calculated using the residue-specific
all-atom distance-dependent probability function (RAPDF) of Samudrala and
Moult [78], described in Section 8.2. Epot is calculated only on the main chain
and Cβ atoms. Inclusion of Jones’ [205] simplified solvation energy Esolv , described in Section 8.3, was also investigated.
For all fragments, the geometric fit to the anchor regions Erms , is calculated.
This takes the form of the RMSD to the C—terminal anchor region, since the
N —terminal is fixed. It can expressed as:

Erms =

X

atom=N,Cα,C 0

q

(atomloop − atomanchor )2

(14.8)

With all the diﬀerent criteria described, how can these be used to produce
a good estimate of the quality of the candidate loops? Any single criterion
is unlikely to yield satisfactory results. Energy functions do not always discriminate the correct solution and all other criteria only consider a specific
aspect of the structure. It is therefore necessary to combine the information.
The process used to select good fragments is based on two steps.
First, screening is performed to remove the most improbable solutions. This
is based on the observation that a single criterion, while unable to discriminate
all solutions, is still able to indicate some particularly improbable ones. The
best example are the V DW and CC filters, which are always applied before
the remaining criteria are used on the screened solutions. Candidates having
severe atomic clashes or lacking basic chain continuity can never be the best
solution because the stereochemistry of proteins does not allow it. In the second step, the remaining solutions are ranked according to a combination of
several criteria. The ranking term is a linear combination, with scaling factors
adjusting the relative weight of each criterion. Linear ranking was chosen as
it is simple to implement and robust [287]. The latter is very important as
biological data tends to contain many local errors and apparent contradictions. Using a complex ranking scheme makes it subject to the selection and
coverage of parametrization data, something very diﬃcult to estimate.
The main contributions to the “correct” ranking are easily identifiable as
coming from Epot and Erms . This is in line with published results (e.g. [15][46]
[59][65]). In order to establish good thresholds for screening and the correct
relationship in ranking, the following parametrization scheme was used. All
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loops in a parametrization set were modeled and values for the single criteria
recorded. Z-scores and correlation coeﬃcients were calculated for this data
depending on loop length. Z-score thresholds for eliminating improbable conformations were calculated by enumerating possible values and selecting one
that guarantees to maintain the best solutions. This was repeated for all criteria until a limited subset remains. The ranking was optimized on this subset
by selecting only criteria that contribute to the discrimination, as established
by the correlation with loop RMSD. The scaling factors were again chosen
by enumerating possible values and selecting the combination yielding the
lowest average RMSD. This was achieved by maximizing the correlation between RMSD and score, a method recommended by Baldi et al. [295] in their
overview of evaluation methods. The results of this optimization are described
in Section 15.1.
After the ranking has been computed, a number of optional adjustments
can be performed. The simplest one is to cluster the most similar fragments
in the ranking to get a less redundant set of loops. The clustering process
removes lower ranked fragments which fall below a fixed similarity threshold
to a higher ranked one. It ensures to keep the presumably best solutions, while
weeding out less favored ones.
Since any deviation from the idealized rigid loop geometry will deform the
residue preceding the C—terminal anchor region, expressed by Erms , it is possible to refine the loop fragments by reducing this deformation. Displacing
the whole loop slightly serves to distribute the error. The diﬀerence between
the backbone atom coordinates of the C—terminal anchor region and the last
residue in the loop gives three distance vectors. This distance can be reduced
(e.g. halved) by displacing the loop atoms accordingly.
The final optional step consists in the local optimization of the loop fragments. A simple Monte Carlo method was implemented to test the eﬀects of
simple local optimization. It is used to randomly displace the backbone atoms
slightly. The displacement is calculated from a random sample in a Gaussian
distribution with maximum displacement typically below 0.2 Å. The target
function for the optimization is the knowledge-based Epot energy. This is the
most time consuming and not necessarily the most successful optional step.

14.4 Implementation: Nazgûl
The algorithms and data structures required for the loop modeling process are
implemented in the Nazgûl 1 package. The main requirements for the classes
1 The name Nazgûl comes from J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings [286]. It indicates the evil ring wraiths
which are controlled by the One Ring. An alternative name for the loop modeling problem, sometimes
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were extensibility (e.g. to implement new ranking schemes) and simplicity of
interfaces. Since the algorithm is centered on the LUTs, its design largely
revolves around this particular data structure. The class diagram is shown in
Figure 14.3.

FIGURE 14.3. Class diagram for Nazgûl.

A LoopTableEntry object stores a single loop fragment in vector representation for a LUT. It contains all methods to perform the vector transformations
that are necessary during LUT construction and evaluation. The data from
a Ramachandran distribution as well as methods to load and query it are
encapsulated in RamachandranData, which is a static member shared by all
LoopTableEntry objects.
LoopTable is the central class representing a single autonomous LUT for a
loop fragment of fixed size. It contains methods to construct LUTs by concatenation of smaller fragments, or to start the construction from a single
residue using RamachandranData. In addition, methods to load and save the
LUT data are implemented. These compress the single vector components of
the LUT from double to short int, thereby reducing disk space usage. The
hash container and a method to search for the best matching entry completes
the repertoire of this class.
found in the literature (e.g. [3]), is ring closure. The diﬃculties in implementing the algorithm make for an
interesting parallel between both.
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The functionality to search for good LUT solutions to a given loop modeling
problem is encoded in the LoopModel class. This includes the actual divide &
conquer algorithm as well as methods to build the loop candidates on the original framework and calculate the RMSD. More importantly, it also includes
the methods that filter the solutions and calculate a ranking. The criteria for
ranking are implemented as individual functions. In order to make the algorithm more flexible, a number of status variables can be switched through the
interface. Otherwise the interface is fairly simple, allowing the easy inclusion
in homology modeling for instance.
Several main programs were written to use the classes described above.
These range from LoopTableTest to construct the LUTs and LoopTablePlot
to plot their content to more complex programs to perform loop modeling.
Depending on the loop modeling task at hand, one of several programs can be
used.
LoopModelTest is developed for the simplest case where one wishes to model
a single loop from a given protein. It gives the user full flexibility concerning
the setting of parameters for ranking and modeling. It is the standard program
to use for applying loop modeling, unless using the automated approach coded
in Homer.
FullModelTest and LoopIteration are tools to test the performance of
the method on sets of proteins. FullModelTest divides a protein in overlapping fragments of fixed length covering all types of secondary structure and
calculates the average RMSD and standard deviation for reconstructing them
with loop modeling. LoopIteration instead reads a batch of protein files and
automatically selects all existing loops for modeling. The results of each run
are logged and a global statistic computed.
All loop modeling programs have been extended to optionally produce scatter plots of the ranking. These show the correspondence between each criterion
and the RMSD of the solution. scatEdit can be used to generate files for plotting programs (e.g. gnuplot) and to analyze them. This analysis is at the base
of the optimized parameter setting used for ranking. It can be used to calculate
correlation factors and estimate filter cutoﬀs.

14.5 Summary
The main issues concerning implementation of the previously introduced divide & conquer method for loop modeling are addressed in this chapter. The
look-up tables (LUTs) are constructed once prior to the actual loop modeling
process from a Ramachandran distribution of (ϕ, ψ) torsion angles extracted
from PDB structures. The LUTs may either be constructed with rigid geome-
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try or allowing bond length and bond angle variations according to a Gaussian
distribution around their mean values.
The search algorithm uses the LUTs to find matching loop candidates. It
employs a hash container which finds solutions searching only between 5% and
20% of the LUT. The similarity measure is based on the weighted RMSD of
the three vectors (EP , ED, EN ). The weight λEP is found to aﬀect prediction
quality.
The candidate loops are subjected to a number of criteria ranging from
van der Waals and chain continuity filters, sequence or structural features to
knowledge-based potentials and geometric fit on the framework. The resulting
data is used to first filter out improbable solutions and then rank the remaining
ones according to a mixture of criteria. An optimization was performed by
maximizing the correlation between RMSD and score, as recommended by
Baldi et al. [295].
The algorithms are implemented in the package Nazgûl. The LUT is represented by LoopTable, which contains single LoopTableEntry conformations.
The divide & conquer algorithm and ranking criteria are implemented in
LoopModel, with a minimal interface for simple inclusion in other packages. A
range of main programs, ranging from single loop prediction to benchmarking
of whole sets of proteins complements the package.

15
Results

The results for the divide & conquer loop modeling algorithm will be presented
in this chapter. In order to demonstrate its state of the art performance, it
will be compared to some of the newest and best performing methods from
the literature. Before this can be done, the main parameter choices and overall
performance of the algorithm will be introduced.

15.1 Overall Performance
To evaluate a method systematically, it is first necessary to define a test set.
Because the accuracy of the predictions for diﬀerent loops may vary considerably, it is desirable to parametrize and test the method on many diﬀerent
loops. A list including all loops from 400 non-homologous proteins (less than
25% sequence identity with each other) was extracted from the PDB, using
random selection from the Feb 2001 version of the PDBSELECT25 list [74][75].
As in loop construction, only structures solved at a resolution of 2.5 Å or better were used. The regions outside regular secondary structures, as identified
from evaluating the selected proteins with DSSP [223], were defined as loops
for this test. Loop segments between 3 and 12 residues in length were selected
according to the following criteria:
• no overlap between any two loops,
• B factors for all backbone atoms are <= 25 Å2 and
• the N— and C—termini are not used as test loops.
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This list was divided into independent parametrization and test sets. The
parametrization set is composed of 200 protein structures with 777 loops in
total. The test set consists of 637 loops from the remaining 200 proteins. Table
15.1 shows the distribution per loop length.

Loop length
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Number of Loops
Parametrisation
Set
175
149
114
88
81
64
48
23
25
10

Test
Set
156
144
102
80
50
35
26
20
12
12

TABLE 15.1. Distribution of loops in the parametrization and test sets.

The quality of the divide & conquer algorithm was evaluated using the test
set, which is composed of 637 loops of length between 3 and 12 residues. It
was first investigated how well the algorithm was able to cover the solution
space, i.e. how accurate in terms of global RMSD the best solution is. Since
the look-up tables are built from a large number of (ϕ, ψ) angles, coverage is
supposed to be high. However, the sampling is performed with a fixed number
of entries per table, so it was interesting to determine how the accuracy scales
with the number of entries per LUT. The results for various table sizes are
shown in Table 15.2. The method performs better with larger LUTs, due to the
greater number of alternative loop conformations. LUTs with 100,000 entries
even perform better than LUTs with 1,000,000 for a number of cases. Fewer
solutions can be generated from 100,000 entries, making the ranking more
diﬃcult. The performance after ranking was found to be slightly inferior. The
following tests are therefore performed on the largest look-up table size, i.e.
1,000,000 entries.
The theoretical complexity for the algorithm is given by the following considerations. Generating s solutions for loop length l and LUTs with n entries
implies the following considerations:
• For each of the s solutions, the LUTs have to be scanned, i.e. O(s).
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Large
Length
µd
3
0.60
4
1.00
5
1.30
6
1.67
7
2.13
8
2.22
9
2.92
10
3.87
11
3.86
12
3.50

σd
0.40
0.97
0.90
1.43
1.24
0.83
0.87
3.17
1.47
0.54

Medium
µd
0.62
1.09
1.39
1.73
1.90
2.05
2.54
3.90
3.40
3.48

σd
0.26
0.94
0.93
1.39
0.64
0.64
0.63
3.25
1.02
0.34

Small
µd
0.75
1.19
1.45
1.78
2.16
2.11
2.48
3.95
3.61
3.91
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σd
0.42
0.91
0.83
1.39
0.73
0.67
0.53
3.13
0.40
1.59

TABLE 15.2. Lowest RMSD of the loop modeling method based on size. The lowest
average (µd ) and standard deviation (σd ) is given for 10,000 entries (small), 100,000
entries (medium) and 1,000,000 entries (large) LUTs.

• Generating one solution of size l requires scanning the LUTs of size
l, 2l , ..., 2 a total of 1, 2, ..., 2l times, i.e. O(l).
• Scanning a LUT depends on the number of entries n, but is optimized
to search only a fraction of the data, i.e. O(log n).
The complexity is therefore O(s ∗ t ∗ log n), i.e. it scales linearly with loop
length, number of evaluated solutions and logarithmic with number of entries
per LUT. Execution times range between roughly 20 seconds (2 residue loop)
and 120 seconds (12 residue loop) for sixty solutions generated from LUTs
with one million entries on a 500 MHz PC. For tables with 100,000 and 10,000
entries these values are respectively one and two orders of magnitude smaller.
Storage of the look-up tables on hard-disk requires 36 bytes per table entry:
6 vectors with 3 components each of the type short int (2 bytes) have to
be stored. Adding the overhead results in less than 37 MB per table for one
million entries. A database to predict loops up to twelve residues in length
therefore requires less than 450 MB disk space. Main memory scales linearly
with the number of entries per look-up table. Keeping all necessary tables in
memory for a given loop requires roughly 300 MB for loops of length twelve
residues and look-up tables with one million entries. Smaller tables require
about 30 MB (100,000 entries) and less than 5 MB (10,000 entries). Memory
requirements can be traded for computation speed by reading the tables from
hard-disk during the database search.
Diﬀerent Ramachandran plot distributions were investigated to create the
look-up tables. Alternatives included diﬀerent sets of loops extracted from the
PDB and an artificial distribution with Gaussian distributions approximizing
main areas of (ϕ, ψ) angle space. No significant diﬀerence was encountered.
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Given the possibility to find reasonable solutions in the conformations produced by the algorithm, the candidate selection and ranking process had
to be parametrized. Parameters were fitted using the previously described
parametrization set of 777 loops.
The first step consisted in the optimization of the selection criterium SC.
This has three interdependent parameters, λEP , λED and λEN , one for each of
the three vectors. λEP diﬀers from the other two insofar as the endpoint EP
can vary the most. Variations of λEP , ranging from fixed values to linear and
quadratic length-dependent functions, to search the parametrization set were
tested. Using a fixed λEP = 0.5 yielded marginally better overall results as
shown in Figure 15.1. Changing λED and λEN produced very similar results
with no clear trend (data not shown).

5,0

4,5
4,0

3,5

RMSD

3,0

2,5

2,0
1,5
0.5

1,0

0.1 * length^2
0.5 * length^2

0,5

0.25 * length

0,0
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

loop length

FIGURE 15.1. Influence of λEP on the solutions. The lowest RMSD of a solution is
plotted against loop length for four diﬀerent functions of λEP .

In order to reduce the number of candidate loops to evaluate with a more
time-consuming scoring function, a set of computationally inexpensive filters
was fitted on the parametrization set. Due to the way the algorithm builds
the loop backbone from the fixed N—terminal anchor residue to the C—terminal
anchor residue, the CC filter was first introduced, which eliminates conformations lacking elementary chain continuity. The V DW filter was also chosen
to discard conformations invalidated by strong steric clashes. In general both
filters eliminate roughly 40% of the candidates.
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The surviving solutions are viable backbone conformations, but they still do
not reflect the specific nature of the amino acid sequence. E.g. a single Proline
residue may be in a prohibited area of the Ramachandran plot. To eliminate
such invalid solutions, the propensity filter V is used with a threshold of
<= 0.001. Such conformations are virtually impossible in the native structure.
In order not to eliminate the best solution, the threshold cannot be raised. The
propensity V was not found to be a positive ranking indicator, i.e. a higher
propensity does not imply a better solution. V was therefore excluded from the
subsequent analysis and optimization of the ranking. This is in agreement with
the results found by Deane and Blundell [15]. Usage of the V filter eliminates
another 10-20% of the solutions.
The remaining criteria described in Section 14.3 do not exclude “wrong”
conformations. They merely indicate a tendency for some conformations to be
“better” than others and cannot be used as filters. To decide which criteria
to use for the ranking, the raw data from the test sets was collected and
analyzed in terms of correlation between RMSD to each single criterion. This
process follows the recommendations of Baldi et al. [295] for eﬀective design
of classification schemes. The resulting correlation coeﬃcients, for each loop
length, are shown in Table 15.3.
Score
overall 0.708
3
0.690
4
0.775
5
0.723
6
0.675
7
0.541
8
0.359
9
0.442
10
0.376
11
0.520
12
0.313

Erms
0.609
0.742
0.761
0.683
0.597
0.516
0.354
0.425
0.416
0.445
0.282

Epot
0.554
0.269
0.380
0.458
0.455
0.261
0.173
0.169
0.126
0.257
0.220

Esolv
0.286
0.255
0.071
0.305
0.279
0.090
0.046
0.097
−0.266
0.063
0.158

PI
0.041
−0.045
0.141
−0.079
−0.157
−0.057
−0.042
0.030
0.142
−0.084
−0.264

HB
−0.611
−0.042
0.087
−0.020
−0.058
−0.001
−0.078
−0.158
0.091
−0.029
−0.142

CD
−0.112
−0.096
−0.033
0.071
0.075
−0.019
−0.082
−0.056
0.091
−0.146
−0.108

FL
0.072
0.064
0.085
−0.070
0.172
0.043
0.133
−0.119
−0.019
0.075
−0.005

TABLE 15.3. Correlation coeﬃcients RMSD to single criteria. The correlation coeﬃcients between the single criteria (for a description see Section 14.3) and the
RMSD based on loop length and overall is given.

The geometric fit on the anchor fragment Erms correlates best with the loop
RMSD. This is not unexpected, as “good” solutions have to fit well on the
loop anchors. The knowledge-based potential Epot also correlates well with the
RMSD. Indeed from another experiment on the test set, it is known that Epot
would be able to rank the native loop first in over 99.5% of all cases, should
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FIGURE 15.2. Correlation of the criteria with RMSD. Some correlation coeﬃcients
are shown per loop length. The optimized score almost always outperforms the best
criterion, i.e. Erms .
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FIGURE 15.3. Variation of the correlation coeﬃcient depending on the choice of
the scaling factor for Erms . A plateau is reached for values between 400 and 600.
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this be among the candidates. Since the remaining criteria have a correlation
coeﬃcient close to zero they were not considered for ranking. Preliminary
experiments confirmed that including them would reduce the robustness of
the ranking.
For the final ranking, diﬀerent combinations of Erms and Epot were studied.
A complete search was performed for linear combinations. The linear classification is found to be suﬃcient with an optimal scaling factor for Erms of 554.0.
Its correlation factor is also shown in Table 15.3. Using a length-dependent
scaling factor did only add sparsity to the data without significant improvements. Since, as shown in Figure 15.3, variations to the scaling factor do not
significantly alter the overall accuracy, the ranking is indeed very robust.
The knowledge-based potential Epot seems to be largely redundant in the final ranking, only marginally improving the combined correlation coeﬃcient beyond the value for Erms alone. This can only be explained with the V DW filter
and propensity V eliminating most unfavorable solutions.
The optimized ranking is found to be on average a good indicator for a
probable loop conformation, albeit with some variations. In some cases it is
possible to have several conformations with high RMSDs obscuring the best
solution. Table 15.4 shows the top X results (X = 1, 3, 5, 10, 20) for the test
set with the final set of filters and cutoﬀs, as published in [210]. Figure 15.4
shows the superposition between predicted and real loops from the test set.

Loop
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
µd
1.06
1.62
2.22
2.89
3.62
3.72
4.95
6.92
5.88
6.73

σd
0.60
1.15
1.47
1.86
1.91
1.58
1.84
3.69
2.45
2.75

3
µd
0.89
1.37
1.74
2.38
2.84
3.05
4.17
5.31
5.40
5.18

σd
0.57
1.07
1.18
1.67
1.45
1.20
1.65
3.31
2.21
1.79

5
µd
0.80
1.27
1.62
2.21
2.72
2.79
3.82
4.69
5.30
4.93

σd
0.49
1.03
1.12
1.63
1.41
1.05
1.72
3.11
2.16
1.52

10
µd
0.74
1.21
1.50
1.99
2.58
2.60
3.32
4.60
4.49
4.39

σd
0.46
1.01
1.02
1.52
1.35
1.05
0.97
3.12
1.47
1.22

20
µd
0.70
1.15
1.44
1.86
2.44
2.52
3.19
4.41
4.44
4.19

σd
0.44
0.99
1.00
1.45
1.29
0.92
0.94
3.13
1.44
0.90

TABLE 15.4. Performance of the loop modeling method using fixed LUTs. The
average (µd ) and standard deviation (σ d ) of the global RMSD (including O atoms)
among the X top ranking predictions (X = 1, 3, 5, 10, 20) is given.
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FIGURE 15.4. Sample loops from 1ohk. The global superposition between real structure (dark grey) and prediction (light grey) is shown for three cases. (A) residues
172 to 175 (RMSD 0.35 Å). (B) residues 124 to 130 (RMSD 1.83 Å). (C) residues
77 to 87 (RMSD 3.37 Å).

15.2 Extension to Flexible Geometry
An extension to the basic algorithm outlined above, and published in [210],
is the inclusion of limited backbone “flexibility” during LUT construction.
Instead of using fixed bond lengths and angles, these are allowed to vary
around their mean values, as described in Section 14.1.
The free parameter for this “flexible” approach is the number of standard
deviations nσ each value is allowed to vary around its average in a Gaussian
function. The parameter was optimized by constructing diﬀerent LUT sets
and testing their performance, with previously optimal search parameters, on
the parametrization and test sets measured. Representative results are shown
in Table 15.5.
The best nσ was found to be 2. The eﬀects of this limited flexibility on the
LUTs are shown in Figures 15.5 to 15.8. The largest diﬀerence can be encountered for small LUTs, where even limited shifts in atom position make the
previously sharply defined area become quite fuzzy. For longer loop fragments
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nσ =
Length
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0
µd
0.60
1.00
1.30
1.67
2.13
2.22
2.92
3.87
3.86
3.50

σd
0.40
0.97
0.90
1.43
1.24
0.83
0.87
3.17
1.47
0.54

1
µd
0.56
0.96
1.15
1.57
1.94
2.20
2.82
4.15
3.32
3.51

σd
0.42
0.92
0.81
1.42
0.68
0.72
1.57
3.16
0.84
0.54

2
µd
0.52
0.93
1.23
1.59
1.97
2.10
2.60
3.71
3.44
3.66

σd
0.28
0.90
0.81
1.37
0.66
0.65
0.75
3.26
1.08
0.58

4
µd
0.58
0.98
1.28
1.74
2.06
2.19
2.73
3.99
3.31
3.85
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σd
0.35
0.87
0.76
1.39
1.15
0.61
0.53
3.20
0.71
1.02

TABLE 15.5. Lowest global RMSD (including O atoms) of the flexible loop modeling
method based on the flexibility parameter nσ (see text). The lowest average (µd )
and standard deviation (σd ) is given.

the variations appear to cancel out and merely distribute the end positions
more equally.
Optimization of the scoring function along the lines described in the previous section produced only marginally diﬀerent parameters. From a comparison
with results for the previous parameters these oﬀer no improvement and are
instead less robust. It was therefore decided to use the previous set of parameters. The final results are shown in Table 15.6.
1
Loop µd
3
0.97
4
1.56
5
2.10
6
2.94
7
3.26
8
3.96
9
4.47
10
5.86
11
6.38
12
6.27

σd
0.58
1.14
1.50
1.74
1.49
1.89
1.92
3.42
2.26
1.90

3
µd
0.78
1.28
1.67
2.42
2.56
3.21
3.72
4.83
5.37
4.43

σd
0.47
1.05
1.21
1.63
0.99
1.29
1.41
3.46
1.94
0.92

5
µd
0.67
1.19
1.52
2.11
2.43
2.92
3.55
4.70
4.74
4.38

σd
0.38
1.01
1.01
1.54
0.96
0.93
1.31
3.48
1.51
0.96

10
µd
0.60
1.09
1.37
1.90
2.25
2.62
3.22
4.49
4.09
4.32

σd
0.34
0.95
0.91
1.43
0.82
0.88
0.93
3.50
1.27
0.95

20
µd
0.57
1.02
1.32
1.79
2.10
2.36
2.94
4.31
3.87
4.03

σd
0.32
0.93
0.89
1.39
0.74
0.85
0.76
3.45
1.08
0.57

TABLE 15.6. Performance of the loop modeling method using flexible LUTs. The
average (µd ) and standard deviation (σ d ) of the global RMSD (including O atoms)
among the X top ranking predictions (X = 1, 3, 5, 10, 20) is given.
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FIGURE 15.5. End points for a LUT spanning two residues constructed with fixed
geometry.

FIGURE 15.6. End points for a LUT spanning two residues constructed with flexible
geometry.
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FIGURE 15.7. End points for a LUT spanning five residues constructed with fixed
geometry.

FIGURE 15.8. End points for a LUT spanning five residues constructed with flexible
geometry.
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15.3 Comparison with Other Methods
While there are a number of existing loop modeling methods, comparison is
made diﬃcult because of several reasons. Diﬀerent methods used for calculating the RMSD give rise to divergent results. It was therefore decided to
compare the results with two state of the art methods operating in a similar
time frame: Deane and Blundell [15] and Wojcik et al. [65].
Top
Loop length µd
3
1.3
4
1.9
5
2.5
6
2.9
7
3.6
8
3.9

σd
1.1
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.6
1.5

Best
µd
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.3

σd
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

TABLE 15.7. Performance of the Deane and Blundell method [15]. The average (µd )
and standard deviation (σd ) of the global RMSD (including O atom) are shown.

Loop length
3
4
5
6
7
8

µd
1.1
1.7
2.2
2.7
3.4
3.8

σd
0.5
0.9
1.2
1.4
1.8
2.1

TABLE 15.8. Performance of the Wojcik et al. method [65]. The average (µd ) and
standard deviation (σd ) of the global RMSD (excluding O atom) are shown.

The ab initio method published by Deane and Blundell [15] shares several similar ideas with the present work. It is also based on an algorithm for
searching and ranking a database of pre-calculated loop conformations. Their
strategy is to compute a complete enumeration of a simplified set of eight torsion angle combinations. They report an upper limit of loop length eight due
to the combinatorial explosion. The present approach works with arbitrary
loop lengths. Both methods make use of the same knowledge-based contact
potential [78] to improve the ranking. Their method computes a set of loop
conformations in the order of up to twenty minutes [15], whereas the present
work takes about two minutes on a 500 MHz PC. They use a test set of 400
high-resolution loops to validate their method. The main results taken from
[15] are summarized in Table 15.7.
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The database method of Wojcik et al. [65] is a loop classification based on
the analysis of sequence patterns. It defines a collection of loop families with
sequence patterns and anchor fragment distances. This can be queried for loop
modeling. The ranking is based on the minimization of a candidate selected
among four diﬀerent classes. Computation time is vaguely described to be in
the order of minutes. Their method is tested on a large set of loops taken from
the PDB. The main results are summarized in Table 15.8. Before comparing
the results with other methods, it is important to note that Wojcik et al. did
not include the backbone O atom in the RMSD calculation. This omission
lowers the RMSD on average by 0.2-0.3 Å compared to the other methods.
The test set used in this paper diﬀers from that used by the other two methods, because the other test sets are not publicly available. We will nevertheless
attempt to draw some conclusions. As can be seen in Table 15.6, the present
method performs significantly better for loops up to five residues in length. For
loops six and eight residues long it performs more or less as well as the method
of Deane and Blundell, and again better for length seven. Taking into account
increase in RMSD of about 0.2-0.3 Å necessary for a fair comparison with
Wojcik et al., the present method performs better on all loop lengths except
length six, where it performs equally well. Longer loops cannot be compared
due length restrictions on the other methods. The diminishing improvement
for longer loops can be explained considering the fixed size of the look-up tables. For long loops it becomes increasingly probable that some conformations
are missed out altogether. This is supported by the performance on loops of
more than ten residues, where the average RMSD can become prohibitive.
To evaluate the prediction accuracy of the method on any fragment in a
protein, the prediction of all overlapping five residue segments in 1igd (immunoglobin binding protein), a small 61 residue protein containing both α—
helices and β—strands has been repeated. It has been already argued that
this test is of particular interest to comparative modeling, where secondary
structure elements are not well defined [15]. The results are shown in Table
15.9.
As can be seen, the present method has a significantly lower RMSD than
the Deane and Blundell method in all types of segments for the test protein.
The most significant improvement being for α—helical and mixed segments,
i.e. loops. This supports the results from the previous test for loops of length
five.
Having presented a comparison with other methods operating in a similar
time frame, it is worth asking what the lowest achievable RMSD for a set of
test loops disregarding time limitations could be. The method of Fiser et al.
[46] and that of van Vlijmen and Karplus [59] both require in the order of
thirty hours CPU time to compute a single loop. Both use a common test
set of eleven loops. These methods combine a very slow optimization protocol
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T op1
Type of Structue
µd
α − helix
0.57
β − strand
0.93
M ixture
1.51
Overall
1.22

σd
0.23
0.28
0.93
0.83

DB
µd
1.9
1.2
2.6
2.2

σd
1.0
0.6
1.5
1.4

TABLE 15.9. Performance on entire structures. The average (µd ) and standard
deviation (σd ) of the global RMSD (including O atom) for all overlapping length
5 segments of 1igd is given. Top 1 denotes the top ranking result for the present
method. DB denotes the results from Deane and Blundell [15].

with a complex energy function. The focus of the present method on the
other hand was the fast generation of good solutions. Using a more complex
energy function, like the other methods do, will improve the ranking but was
out of scope for the work presented here. It is nevertheless straightforward
to implement. The two methods are therefore best compared with the top
10 result of the present algorithm as shown in Table 15.10. Compared to van
Vlijmen and Karplus, out of eleven cases a better solution is found in six and a
comparable solution in another two cases. Compared with Fiser et al. a better
solution is found in three and a comparable solution in another two cases. It
should be emphasized that a diﬀerence in computation time of three orders of
magnitude cannot yield a fair comparison. Moreover, due to the limited size
of the test set the evidence should not be considered representative.
PDB
Loop
Length Nazgûl
2apr
76-83
8
2.52
8abp
203-208
6
3.58
2act
198-205
8
0.91
3grs
83-89
7
1.52
5cpa
231-237
7
1.91
2fb4
H26-H32
7
1.85
2fbj H100-H106
7
2.66
3dfr
20-23
4
0.67
3dfr
89-93
5
1.11
3dfr
120-124
5
0.83
3blm
164-168
5
1.55

RMSD
VK
5.16
0.28
1.58
4.55
2.14
1.62
0.49
2.64
1.62
0.47
0.82

FS
1.31
0.38
2.04
0.42
0.95
4.20
0.84
1.15
1.02
0.26
0.16

TABLE 15.10. Performance on the van Vlijmen & Karplus [59] and Fiser et al.
[46] test set. The global RMSD (excluding O atoms) of the best prediction for the
present method (Nazgûl) is compared to the top ranking solution of van Vlijmen &
Karplus [59] (VK) and Fiser et al. [46] (FS).
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FIGURE 15.9. Graphical representation of the prediction accuracy. The top 1 solution and best prediction are plotted per loop length. Two linear functions are also
fitted to the data, showing very good agreement (correlation better than 0.96).

15.4 Discussion
The novel divide & conquer algorithm for fast loop modeling developed in the
present thesis has been shown to produce state of the art results. As shown in
Figure 15.9, the results indicate that the RMSD increases as a linear function
of loop length. This is not unexpected considering the fixed size of the LUTs.
Compared to other state of the art methods requiring up to one order of
magnitude more CPU time, it was shown to significantly improve prediction
accuracy for loops up to five residues. Longer loops are predicted equally
well as in said methods. The resources required to run this algorithm, both
in terms of hard disk space and main memory, are lower than those of the
other algorithms. E.g. the Deane and Blundell method [15] requires 4 GB
disk space, compared to about 0.3 GB for the present method under identical
conditions. Computing time is also lower by a factor of ten. More importantly,
the requirements for the present algorithm are linear in computation time,
main memory and hard disk space.
Comparison with time-intensive methods requiring three orders of magnitude more CPU time, reveals the potential for future improvement. Such
methods rely on extensive energy minimization using the CHARMM potential.
They use crude methods for generating starting conformations which require
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much CPU time to produce valid solutions. E.g. Fiser et al. [46] randomly
displace the loop atoms along a straight line between the anchor fragments to
start the energy minimization. In contrast, the present method requires only
seconds to generate many valid alternative conformations. However the subsequent CHARMM energy minimization brings the solution of Fiser et al. closer
to the native structure than the fast ranking used in the divide & conquer
algorithm. Extending the algorithm to perform a similar energy minimization
of the solutions generated from the LUTs will close the gap in prediction accuracy. The divide & conquer algorithm could then serve as a starting point
for complex simulations, such as molecular dynamics. Implementing it was
however out of scope for the present thesis.
The present scoring function used to rank the candidate loops appears to
make good use of the information available in the various ranking criteria.
Since the accuracy of the best structure among the top ranking 20 is nevertheless significantly better than that of the highest ranking one, there seems to
be potential for further improvement. Using a more complex non-linear scheme
seems unlikely to improve the top 1 accuracy. Further changes to the data on
which the LUTs are constructed are also unlikely to yield improvements.
An interesting new approach to rank the candidate loops would be to create
a consensus from two or more predictions. Since the divide & conquer algorithm uses artificially constructed loop segments, it may be possible to extract
more information from combining its ranking with a method using database
loops from the PDB. The idea is that loop conformations appearing in both
rankings are more probable to correspond to the native structure. A simple
way to achieve such an alternative ranking would be to modify the LUT construction to generate a set of tables containing only loops entirely present in
the database. Combining this modified prediction with the regular one is likely
to yield an improvement in accuracy.
In its present form, the divide & conquer algorithm is a valid contribution
to the knowledge-based protein modeling protocol developed in Part II of
this thesis. Available data, e.g. the 1igd test from the previous section (see
Table 15.9), support the idea that the divide & conquer method is robust in
producing predictions for any type of fragment to be modeled, whether it is a
loop or not. This is perhaps its most interesting feature, since it opens up new
possibilities. Due to its speed, it is possible to model those missing fragments
of fold recognition targets that cannot be copied from the template structure.
To date this is not done for fold recognition targets. Indeed, during CASP-4
our group was, to the best of this author’s knowledge, the only one to model
variable regions of fold recognition targets1 . One direction of further research
1 Other groups predicting entire structures, e.g. Baker or Friesner, used ab initio methods for the entire
structure.
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will be to benchmark the contribution of modeling missing fragments for fold
recognition targets.
In conclusion, it is fair to say that the previously described divide & conquer
method for fast loop modeling is a valid contribution to the current state of
the art in loop modeling. It improves results both in terms of accuracy and
eﬃciency and opens up new possibilities for making more extensive use of loop
modeling in new situations.

15.5 Summary
In order to evaluate the results for the divide & conquer algorithm, two independent data sets containing loops from 200 proteins each were derived.
These were used to establish the performance of the method. The complexity
is found to be O(s ∗ t ∗ n), for generating s solutions of loop length l using
LUTs with n entries. Typical execution times range from 20 to 120 seconds
on a 500 MHz PC. Hard disk and main memory requirements are also linear.
The parametrization set was used to derive simple filter cutoﬀs that eliminate at least 50% of the candidate loops. Parameters for the linear ranking
scheme were derived by optimizing the correlation coeﬃcient between RMSD
and the scoring function. The final ranking is found to be very robust and a
good indicator of the most probable solution, albeit with some variations.
An extension of the basic algorithm is the inclusion of limited backbone
“flexibility” during LUT construction. This is achieved by modeling bond
lengths and angle with a Gaussian function around their mean values. This
flexibility was optimized to improve the overall results of the basic algorithm.
Results for the algorithm were compared with two state of the art algorithm
operating in a similar time frame. These represent the main alternatives of ab
initio and database methods. The divide & conquer algorithm is found to significantly improve the accuracy for loops up to five residues in length. Results
for loops of length six to eight are roughly equivalent. Longer loops cannot
be modeled by the other methods. In all cases the present algorithm makes
more eﬃcient use of available computer resources. Testing the algorithm on
all overlapping fragments of a protein demonstrates that its ability to predict
fragments is not limited to loops.
Comparison with methods requiring three orders of magnitude more computation time, which are too slow to be used for homology modeling, demonstrate
the potential for future improvement. Two alternatives are shown for future
research. The first one involves using the divide & conquer method to generate
starting conformations for slower energy minimization methods. The second
is to form a consensus of results from the present method with other predictions, such as those using loops extracted from the database. Both approaches
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are likely to improve the overall results. In conclusion, the divide & conquer
method is found to be a state of the art extension of the knowledge-based
protein modeling protocol described in Part II. Due to its speed it opens up
new possibilities for application of loop modeling in diﬀerent situations.

16
Outlook

With the work done in this thesis already described, it is now worth asking
which parts could be improved and the direction further research should take.
Once again, this is divided into the two main objects of the thesis, knowledgebased modeling of entire structures and ab initio loop modeling.
The knowledge-based protein modeling protocol developed in this thesis
has performed very well in the recent CASP-4 experiment. In particular, it
was able to select the most suitable template for very weakly homologous
targets, as shown in the fold recognition results. Its complete automation
will avoid further errors caused by manual intervention in building the model
core. On the downside, like all modeling approaches participating in the CASP
experiments, the sequence to structure alignment still needs to be improved.
The best way to improve alignment generation is to augment programs such
as PSI-BLAST or CLUSTALW with additional restraints. These can be deduced by scanning the literature on the protein in question for biochemical
or structural information. E.g. for metal-binding proteins the residues forming the active site may be known. This can be stated as a distance restraint
between some residues, thereby greatly reducing the number of plausible alignments.
A similar, but more uncertain, extension would be to use contact predictions
to generate additional spacial restraints. The problem here is the relative inaccuracy, with false positives being up to 80% of all predicted pairwise long-range
contacts. Using only two-state contact number or accessibility predictions produces fewer false positives but yields less overall information. Elucidating the
contribution of contact predictions to alignment accuracy is nevertheless an
interesting research field.
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A straight-forward extension of the approach to construct the conserved core
is the inclusion of multiple templates. Structural superimposition of alternative template structures reveals the conserved structural motifs. Averaging
these is the standard technique to construct the core, which is only slightly
more accurate than using a single template. The problem in using the multiple structural alignment consists in assessing the eﬀect of shifts and rotations
to the relative orientation of template fragments. This requires both a new
target function and a diﬀerent kind of search algorithm to those present in
the literature. As target function it would be intuitive to use a combination of
energy, secondary structure, sequence similarity and torsion angle propensity.
To combine single fragments it would be possible to use a modified form of
the divide & conquer algorithm. Single fragments could be recursively selected
and assembled into “optimal” structures, shifting the base alignment where
necessary. The advantage of such an approach consists in its scalability and
the possibility to use the additional spacial restraints mentioned above. Implementing such a new alignment and model construction method would be a
promising new research project.
Coupled with “flexible” loop modeling and side chain placement algorithms,
an improved model building procedure may serve as a basis for designing
artificially stable protein structures. To this end it would be necessary to
improve the results of the side chain placement method. For energy-based
placement, it is probably useful to elucidate alternative and more complex
energy functions, taking into account more diverse eﬀects. Development of
an alternative energy-based heuristic for quickly estimating the validity of a
set of conformations may also be warranted. Such an estimate could serve
to improve the loop modeling and model construction steps, by eliminating
impossible structures early on.

The divide & conquer algorithm developed in this thesis has been shown to
work very well in practice for fast loop modeling. It outperforms state of the
art methods operating in a similar time frame. Methods which are slower by
several orders of magnitude may be interesting from a theoretical point of view
to establish how much better an algorithm may become, but are of little value
in practical modeling exercises. It is nevertheless interesting to understand
which parts of the method can be improved.
As was seen from the diﬀerence between the best solution produced by
the method and the top ranking ones, there is still room for improvement.
Ranking is currently dominated by the geometric loop closure constraint. This
is necessary due to the local instability of the energy function. Developing
a specific knowledge-based potential for loop modeling seems an interesting
option for reducing this problem.
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An alternative approach to circumvent the ranking problem in homology
modeling would be to pass information of observed loop structures in homologous proteins to the algorithm. This could take the form of restrictions, with
the atomic coordinates of the central residue in the simplest form. Such restrictions would allow negative screening, allowing to sieve out totally wrong
predictions. This would work mainly for loops with “key residues”, where the
entire conformation is strongly influenced by the position of few atoms.
Taking this approach one step further would prompt the combination of ab
initio loop modeling with database methods. Using a set of loop conformations
derived from the PDB as basis for the divide & conquer algorithm may improve
prediction in the case of more conserved structures. Clustering two distinct
sets of predictions, artificial and database-derived, may give additional criteria
for ranking and selection.
Another interesting extension of the loop modeling process would be to
integrate a simple side chain placement method. It is not uncommon to select
loop structures which cause irreparable clashes among side chain atoms. This
is usually found out only in a later step, making the whole modeling process
ineﬃcient. Using a simplified side chain placement method to predict whether
a loop conformation will allow all missing side chain atoms to be positioned
would greatly improve the overall eﬃciency.
Again, taking this improvement one step further means to be able to modify
the local backbone structure to accommodate amino acid mutations. This can
be performed, if the positional restraints mentioned above are implemented. In
case of an irreparable side chain clash, the backbone atoms would be displaced
far enough to relieve the collision. These new positions would restrain the loop
modeling process, ensuring that only allowed conformations are selected.
This “flexibility” of the backbone is one of the major problems in estimating the eﬀects of point mutations and protein design. A generalized “flexible”
loop modeling algorithm would greatly improve the eﬃciency of protein design. Estimation of the structural eﬀects of amino acid substitution would be
possible to quantify. Reliably predicting cooperative modifications of the structure would ultimately open up the possibility to design artificially optimized
proteins for a variety of biotechnological purposes.
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Summary

Proteins are the “molecular machines” of living organisms. Their function is
determined by the 3D structure. Predicting protein structure, considered the
“Holy Grail” of structural biology, would largely improve understanding of
protein function, and ultimately life itself. The present thesis deals with the
improvement and automation of such knowledge-based methods for protein
structure prediction and modeling. It is divided in three parts.
Part I starts with a description of the basic characteristics of proteins, such
as chemical properties and torsion angles as main free parameters. How they
assemble in 3D, from secondary to quaternary structure and the concept of
protein domains is explained. Recent theories for protein folding, including
the “new view”, are discussed (Chapter 2).
The two main experimental methods for protein structure determination, Xray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy are introduced in Chapter 3. These
are time consuming, but produce high (X-ray) or medium (NMR) resolution
structures. The depository of experimental structures, the PDB databank, is
also introduced.
Measures and tools for sequence and structural similarity, such as alignment
and sequence identity, are defined in Chapter 4. RMSD is introduced for measuring structural similarity and its main pitfalls highlighted. The concept of
homology is discussed, with the implications for convergent and divergent evolution. The three major methods for structure classification (SCOP, CATH,
FSSP) are explained.
Chapter 5 gives an overview of computational methods for structure prediction. The three main categories (homology modeling, fold recognition and
ab initio) are introduced and the limits for homology modeling, around 20%
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to 30% sequence identity, discussed. Brief descriptions of the state of the art
in secondary structure and contact & accessibility prediction are followed by
an overview of the basic concepts of ab initio methods. Some of the most
successful ab initio methods, the Baker group’s in particular, are described.
Finally, common base line optimization methods (Monte Carlo and simulated
annealing) are defined.

Part II covers the knowledge-based protein structure prediction approach
followed in this thesis. It starts with an extensive description of the state of
the art (Chapter 6). It is described mostly in terms of what has been established in the CASP experiments. These blind tests take place every two years
(CASP-4 in 2000) and have become the best way to assess methods that work
consistently well. Homology modeling and fold recognition are thoroughly described. Two specific sub-problems, energy functions and side chain placement
are also addressed.
Homology modeling is the type of prediction that yields the most accurate
results. The approach starts by scanning a sequence database of known structures for homologs and aligning these to the target. Alignment is the primary
source of errors. The 3D coordinates of aligned residues are copied. Structurally variable loops are the second largest source of errors. The structure
is finalized by placing the side chain atoms and assessing model quality. The
most successful methods are briefly discussed, although diﬀerences between
several methods tend to be limited.
Fold recognition is used for sequences without significant similarity to known
structures. Structural information is used to augment the prediction. Four essential components are required: fold library, scoring function, alignment algorithm and ranking. The fold library is a subset of a structural database. Each
fold in the library is aligned to the target sequence using the scoring function.
Ranking can vary from sorting raw scores to statistical measures. The most
successful methods use profiles and combine various sources of information.
Manual intervention is still an important factor.
Energy functions give a measure of confidence for optimization. Two alternative classes of functions have been developed: force fields and knowledgebased potentials. Force fields are empirical models approximating the energy
of a protein. In knowledge-based potentials the “energy” is derived from the
probability of interaction patterns found in the PDB, with varying levels of
abstraction.
Side chain placement attempts to reproduce the position of side chain atoms
based on statistical and/or energetic properties using a number of rotamer
structures. A combination of side chain optimization and experiments can be
used for protein design.
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The most important decisions for building a first model of a protein are
discussed in Chapter 7. Three main problems exist. Template selection, alignment generation and loop modeling. For template selection and alignment two
alternative strategies were implemented. For large scale modeling the presently
best “base line” protocol for selecting clear homologs, PDBBLAST, is used.
The underlying BLAST algorithms were also introduced. For the single protein
case a combination of consensus predictions and manual inspection is used,
maximizing the quality of the alignment. A model of the conserved protein
core can be built either with fragment or restraint based techniques. Fragmentbased modeling is implemented for single templates. The implementation of
base classes is described and the program guiding the modeling strategy presented.
Chapter 8 describes the three diﬀerent energy models implemented during the thesis, each having pros and cons. The non-bonded term of a force
field is well suited for side chain placement. A knowledge-based potential is
well suited to predict good loop conformations and discriminate near-native
structures. Selection of good alignments has benefitted from the implementation of a simple knowledge-based solvation potential. All three energy models
were derived from a common interface, allowing the easy implementation of
additional functions.
Side chains are an autonomous part of the protein construction process,
described in Chapter 9. The main approximation is usage of a rotamer library,
a set of torsion angle combinations. Two state of the art optimization methods
for side chain placement are introduced and implemented. A heuristic using
statistical occurrence of rotamers makes for a fast base line method. The
necessity to perform energetic minimization prompted combination with the
dead end elimination (DEE) algorithm and A* search. The DEE theorem
reduces the conformational space by several orders of magnitude, while A*
search is guaranteed to be optimally eﬃcient. The rotamer library and problem
space implementations are separated from energy functions and optimization
methods, allowing easy extension.
Chapter 10 describes the development of the homology modeling server.
It facilitates the usage of structural models by non-experts. The HOMER
server oﬀers the possibility to construct models of protein structures with
automatic or manual alignment generation. It bundles the previously described
technology in a web interface and returns the constructed models as e-mail
attachments.
Chapter 11 presents the results largely in terms of what our group has
achieved during the CASP-4 experiment. All 43 targets were predicted. Results for homology modeling were inconclusive, with our group ranked among
the better predictions. In fold recognition our group ranked 15th out of 125
participants. Despite not having submitted ab initio predictions, our group
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ranked 21st overall ab initio and 9th for novel folds only. Results for four selected targets are described in more detail. The main problems encountered
in CASP-4 are also discussed.

Part III describes the loop modeling problem and the innovative divide &
conquer algorithm developed to solve it. It begins with an introduction to the
problem and extensive description of the state of the art (Chapter 12).
Loops are the structurally variable regions outside regular secondary structure which have to be predicted. The problem can be stated as finding a way
to connect two anchor regions using the chain corresponding to the loop sequence. Two main classes of approaches for loop modeling exist: ab initio and
database methods.
Many alternative ab initio methods have been described. Up to three residues
can be predicted by analytical means. Longer loops can be enumerated with
some simplifications or a global optimization used. A fast enumerative method
using eight torsion angle pairs was published by Deane and Blundell. Slow
global optimization methods may produce accurate solutions, but are out of
scope for typical modeling applications. Database methods concentrate on
finding a set of representative loop fragments in the PDB to classify typical conformations and use for loop modeling. Direct application of a database
method has been described by Wojcik et al. Ranking of the candidates in both
classes of methods is usually restricted to linear combinations of geometric fit
of the anchor regions and an energy function.
The concept of a novel divide & conquer algorithm for loop modeling is
presented in Chapter 13. It uses pre-calculated look-up tables (LUTs) representing loop fragments for the calculation. Conformations are produced by
recursively dividing the segment, until the backbone coordinates can be derived analytically. A particular vector representation required for the algorithm to work is presented. The necessary geometrical transformations are
also described in detail.
Chapter 14 deals with the main issues concerning implementation of the
divide & conquer method. The LUTs are constructed prior to the actual loop
modeling process from a Ramachandran distribution of (ϕ, ψ) torsion angles,
either with rigid geometry or allowing flexible bond lengths and bond angles.
The search algorithm uses these LUTs to find matching loop candidates. Employing a hash container requires only between 5% and 20% of the LUT to be
searched. The candidate loops are subjected to a number of criteria ranging
from van-der-Waals and chain continuity filters, sequence or structural features
to knowledge-based potentials and geometric fit on the framework. Improbable solutions are filtered out and the remaining solutions ranked according to
a mixture of criteria. This protocol was optimized by maximizing the corre-
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lation between RMSD and score. Implementation details and programs used
for benchmarking are finally described.
The main results for the divide & conquer method are described in Chapter
15. The complexity is found to be linear, with execution times in the order of
seconds or a few minutes. Candidate selection is based on filtering out improbable solutions before using a linear ranking scheme. Usage of limited backbone
flexibility is found to improve the overall results. A comparison with two state
of the art methods operating in a similar time frame shows a significant improvement for short and medium-sized loops and an equivalent performance
of longer loops, with computer resources used more eﬃciently by the present
method. Comparison with methods requiring three orders of magnitude more
computing time demonstrate the potential for further improvement by using
slower energy minimization methods on the ranked structures. The divide &
conquer method is found to be a state of the art extension of the knowledgebased protein modeling protocol described in Part II which opens up new
possibilities for loop modeling.
The outlook in Chapter 16 highlights two main areas for extending the
present work and future research. The knowledge-based modeling of entire
protein structures will benefit from the implementation of a new alignment
module. The divide & conquer algorithm seems well suited to combine the
present approach with additional restraints from multiple templates and biochemical information. The loop modeling method may be improved by taking
into account information from loops of homologous structures and combination with a fast side chain placement heuristic.
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18
Glossary

This section describes some terms which are often used throughout the present
thesis.
1D : one dimensional.
3D : three dimensional.
ab initio : Methods which try to compute the structure of a protein from
“first principles”, i.e. based only on physicochemical properties in absence of knowledge from existing protein structures. See Section 5.5.
This term has been subject of debate due to the diﬀerent definitions of
absence of knowledge from existing proteins.
alignment : The result of matching two (or more) amino acid sequences.
The residues of a protein chain are superimposed in such a way that the
matched residues are identical or “similar” as often as possible. At the
same time it is desirable to have as few gaps as possible. Often there are
several reasonable alignments between two (or more) sequences, depending on the definition of “similarity”. Methods for explaining sequence
alignments are described in Section 4.1.
analogy : Proteins are said to be analogous if they share a similar structure but are not assumed to derive from a common ancestor. See also
homology.
BLAST : Basic Local Alignment Search Tool. Widely used alignment method
with good speed and accuracy. See Section 7.2 for a description.
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CASP : Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction.
Important scientific experiment held every two years. See Section 6.1 for
a description.
comparative modeling : Construction of a 3D protein model from homologous structures. Requires a relatively high sequence identity (e.g. ≥30%)
with a known structure from the database. Method of choice, where applicable, for producing the most detailed 3D models. See Section 6.2 for
an overview.
core : The conserved part of a protein structure. This forms the framework
common to diﬀerent homologous proteins, which is the easiest part to
build in homology modeling.
domain : An autonomously folding protein structure, this may occur both
as an entire protein or part of a more complex, so-called multi-domain,
protein.
family : Group of closely related proteins sharing both a unique structure
and the same function.
fold : The native structure adopted by a protein. Two proteins sharing the
same fold need not be homologous, but can instead be analogous.
fold recognition : Broad class of diﬀerent protein structure prediction methods that use knowledge about existing folds to predict unknown structures. It diﬀers from ab initio methods by inclusion of fold libraries
or other statistic features of existing proteins without strict theoretical foundation. In contrast to comparative modeling is usually exploits
more than sequence information and may not produce full 3D models.
See Section 6.3 for an overview.
gap : Position in an alignment where a residue from one sequence is not
matched against any residue from the other sequence. In 3D this corresponds to “non existent”.
HMM : Hidden Markov Model. Can be used for fold recognition, arguably
achieving higher detection rates than PSI-BLAST for remote homologues.
homology : Proteins are said to be homologous if they are assumed to have
evolved from a common ancestor. This usually implies a similar structure. On the sequence level this category can be further derived in close
homologues (sequences which are easily identified as related by any simple alignment methods) and remote homologues (sequences which can
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be only identified as related by very sensitive alignment methods and/or
fold recognition methods).
homology modeling : Used as synonym for comparative modeling.
loop : Part of the protein structure, outside helical and extended conformational classes, which is less conserved than the core. Frequently it cannot
be superimposed on homologous structures, even at high sequence similarity.
LUT : look-up table. Used for storing data in the loop modeling algorithm.
PDB : Protein Data Bank. Database containing all publicly available protein
structures. See [127] for reference.
PDB code : A four-digit code, composed of numbers and letters, assigned to
every protein in the Protein Data Bank. It is used to retrieve structures
from the PDB. A five-digit code denotes a particular chain from the
protein. E.g. code “1ewiA” denotes chain “A” of the protein structure
“1ewi”.
PDB file format : Standard format to communicate protein structures with
atom coordinates. The current (draft) version of the PDB format is 2.1.
[127].
PSSM : position specific scoring matrix. An amino acid substitution matrix
adapted to capture the details of a protein family. It is used by PSIBLAST and several fold recognition methods.
primary structure : The amino acid sequence of a protein.
profile : A set of aligned sequences, generally representing a single protein
family. Profiles are used to encapsulate the knowledge from multiple
sequence alignments, by allowing the direct view of conserved positions.
PSI-BLAST : Position Specific Iterative Blast. Arguably one of the best
and most sensitive alignment methods.
native structure : The structure a protein assumes in its natural environment.
quaternary structure : The relative arrangement of several proteins or
domains as an interacting 3D unit.
Qk : Measure for percentage correctness in a system with k-states. Its most
frequent usage is as Q3 for secondary structure prediction.
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random coil : Part of the protein structure outside helical and extended
conformational classes, usually a loop.
residue : An amino acid.
RMSD : Root mean square deviation. Used as a measure for similarity it is
calculated by:
s
P
(rai − rbi )2
RM SD =
n
rai and rbi are the positions of atom i of structure a and structure b.
secondary structure : The conformational class (helical, extended or random coil) of each residue in a protein. See Section 5.3 for a description
of prediction methods.
sequence identity : A measure for assessing the sequence similarity of two
(or more) proteins, under a given alignment. It is defined as the number
of identical residues of the aligned sequences divided by the total length
of the alignment. Diﬀerent alignments may yield slightly diﬀerent sequence identities between the same sequences.
sequence similarity : This is a way to express how related two (or more)
proteins are on the sequence level. As a measure it is dependent on the
matrix used for generating an alignment and thus somewhat arbitrary.
superfamily : Group of related proteins sharing a similar structure. Function
is usually related.
superimposition : The procedure of bringing the coordinates of two (or
more) protein structures to overlap in 3D, minimizing the RMSD between aligned residues.
target : Protein whose structure is to be predicted.
template : Protein with known structure used to align against a target.
tertiary structure : The 3D structure of a protein.
threading : A specific set of methods for fold recognition. It tries to predict
a structure by adapting (“threading”) the target sequence through a
library of possible templates. The alignments are evaluated using an
energy function and the best one chosen as the most probable structure.
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Appendix A
CASP4 Material

This Appendix presents additional data related to the CASP-4 experiment in
2000 [99]. The prediction targets are listed, before the numerical data relative
to our group’s prediction is presented. Finally, graphical summaries for each
target to show the relative performance compared to all other participants are
given.
Please note that the information below is not exhaustive, as the CASP
organizers have produced a larger number of diﬀerent indicators, more than
could be possibly printed in this Appendix. For the full information see the
CASP-4 homepage [99].

A.1 Prediction Targets
The following listing contains information on all CASP-4 targets. From left
to right this is: the target identifier and name; its number of residues; the
experimental method used to determine the structure; the entry date when it
was originally posted on the CASP website; the expiration date or submission
deadline; and a short description of the protein in question.
Target
T0086

Name
UBIC

Nres
164

Method
X-ray

Entry
11 May

Expiry
20 Jul

T0087
T0088
T0089

PPX1
GAFD
FTSA

310
156
419

X-ray
X-ray
X-ray

12 May
12 May
18 May

7 Sep
7 Sep
1 Sep

Description
Chorismate
lyase, E. coli
PPase, S. mutans
GafD, E. coli
FtsA, T. maritima
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T0090

YQIE

209

X-ray

18 May

6 Jul

T0091

YBAB

109

X-ray

20 May

8 Sep

T0092

YECO

241

X-ray

20 May

22 Jul

T0093

YIBK

160

X-ray

20 May

22 Jul

T0094

CPDase 181

X-ray

25 May

1 Aug

T0095

CTN1

244

X-ray

5 Jun

8 Sep

T0096
T0097

FADR
ER29

239
105

X-ray
NMR

8 Jun
8 Jun

8 Sep
31 Aug

T0098

SP0A

121

X-ray

12 Jun

15 Aug

T0099
T0100

PMEA

56
342

NMR
X-ray

12 Jun
13 Jun

25 Jul
3 Jul

T0101

PELL

400

X-ray

13 Jun

11 Sep

T0102

AS48

70

NMR

16 Jun

30 Aug

T0103

PICP

372

X-ray

27 Jun

11 Sep

T0104

YJEE

158

X-ray

27 Jun

11 Sep

T0105

SP100

94

NMR

5 Jul

31 Aug

T0106

SFRP3

128

X-ray

5 Jul

25 Jul

T0107

CBD9

188

X-ray

10 Jul

29 Aug

ADP-ribose
pyrophosphatase,
E. coli
Hypothetical
protein HI0442,
H. influenzae
Hypothetical
protein HI0319,
H. influenzae
Hypothetical
protein HI0766,
H. influenzae
Cyclic
phosphodiesterase,
A.thaliana
Alpha(E)-catenin
fragment, mouse
FadR, E. coli
C-terminal
domain of ERp29,
rat
C-terminal domain
of Spo0A,
B. stearothermophilus
Pectin Methylesterase,
E. chrysanthemi
Pectate lyase PelL,
E. chrysanthemi
Bacteriocin AS-48,
E. faecalis
Pepstatin insensitive
carboxyl proteinase,
Pseudomonas sp.
Hypothetical
protein HI0065,
H. influenzae
Protein Sp100b,
human
Secreted frizzled
protein 3, mouse
Family 9 carbohydrate
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T0108

CBD17

206

X-ray

10 Jul

1 Sep

T0109

ORN

182

X-ray

10 Jul

1 Sep

T0110

RBFA

128

X-ray

10 Jul

12 Sep

T0111
T0112

ENO
DHSO

431
352

X-ray
X-ray

12 Jul
13 Jul

12 Sep
31 Aug

T0113

HCD2

261

X-ray

13 Jul

4 Aug

T0114

AFP1

87

NMR

13 Jul

4 Aug

T0115

KHSE

300

X-ray

18 Jul

12 Sep

T0116
T0117

MUTS
DNK

811
250

X-ray
X-ray

24 Jul
25 Jul

31 Aug
13 Sep

T0118

ENRN

149

X-ray

26 Jul

13 Sep

T0119

BENC

338

X-ray

26 Jul

13 Sep

T0120

XRCC4

336

X-ray

26 Jul

14 Sep

T0121
T0122

MALK
TRPA

372
248

X-ray
X-ray

18 Aug
18 Aug

14 Sep
14 Sep

T0123

LACB

160

X-ray

18 Aug

15 Sep

T0124

PLCB

242

X-ray

22 Aug

15 Sep

T0125

SP18

141

X-ray

23 Aug

15 Sep

T0126

OMP

163

X-ray

23 Aug

15 Sep

247

binding module,
T. maritima
Family 17 carbohydrate
binding module,
C. cellulovorans
Oligoribonuclease,
H. influenzae
Ribosome-binding
factor A, H. influenzae
Enolase, E. coli
Ketose Reductase /
Sorbitol Dehydrogenase,
B. argentifolii
Short chain
3-hydroxyacyl-coa
dehydrogenase, rat
Antifungal protein
AFP-1, S. tendae
Homoserine kinase,
M. jannaschii
MutS, T. Aquaticus
Deoxyribonucleoside
kinase,
D. melanogaster
Endodeoxyribonuclease I,
Bacteriophage T7
Benzoate dioxygenase
reductase,
Acinetobacter sp.
DNA repair protein
XRCC4, human
MalK, T. litoralis
Tryptophan Synthase
alpha subunit,
P. furiosus
Beta-lactoglobulin,
pig
Phospholipase C beta
C-terminus, turkey
Sp18 protein,
H. fulgens
Olfactory marker
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T0127

BCHI

350

X-ray

29 Aug

15 Sep

T0128

SODM

222

X-ray

29 Aug

15 Sep

protein, mouse
Magnesium chelatase,
R. capsulatus
Manganese superoxide
dismutase homolog,
P. aerophilum

A.2 Numerical Evaluation
The numerical evaluation performed by the CASP organizers is divided in
two parts. All predictions have been evaluated with a set of global quality
measures. Comparative modeling targets were analyzed in more detail. Additional measures, such as RMSD of “loops” and “core”, can only be calculated
for this class of models. Both evaluations will be presented, starting with the
comparative modeling targets. The following measures are listed next to each
target identifier:

CRMSCA ALL_ATOMS : RMSD for all Cα atoms in the structure.
ATOMCA_PP ALL_ATOMS : percent Cα atoms submitted.
CRMSCA LSHIFTS/INS : RMSD for Cα atoms belonging to large shifts
and insertions, i.e. “loops”.
CRMSCA CORE : RMSD for Cα atoms belonging to the “core” of the
structure.
PRINCIPAL PARENT : Template structure with lowest RMSD.
CRMSCA T-P : RMSD for Cα atoms between target and principal parent.
CRN : RMSD for Cα atoms divided by number of predicted Cα atoms, i.e.
per residue RMSD.
GDT_TS : Global distance test total score. Computed as the average of the
percentage residues superposed with less than 1, 2, 4 and 8 Å RMSD.
SOV_O : Segment overlap measure for secondary structure elements (percentage).

A.2 Numerical Evaluation
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Comparative Modeling Targets
Prediction

CRMSCA
CRMSCA CRMSCA
ALL_ATOMS LSHIFTS/INS CORE

T0089
T0089_1
T0089_2
T0089_4
T0090
T0090_2
T0092
T0099
T0103
T0111
T0111_1
T0111_2
T0112
T0112_1
T0112_2
T0113
T0117
T0121
T0121_1
T0121_1a
T0121_2
T0122
T0123
T0125
T0128
T0128_1
T0128_2

19.88
24.88
16.06
14.39
17.03
11.16
15.70
10.57
16.19
1.89
1.41
2.03
4.73
3.18
4.43
9.03
19.62
30.55
9.10
8.13
19.70
3.04
4.86
6.40
5.15
4.31
5.72

19.53
23.84
21.69
9.60
18.29
11.42
14.00
11.02
18.39
6.07
1.52
6.68
5.80
4.11
5.87
9.32
18.46
35.42
10.34
7.84
23.83
6.28
7.49
8.37
15.22
5.60
16.82

PRINCIPAL
PARENT

CRMSCA
T-P

CRN

1.77
1.43
1.67
1.37
1.92
1.79
1.57
1.59
1.23
0.87
0.91
0.83
1.52
1.39
1.22
1.13
1.46
1.63
1.31
1.56
1.16
1.23
1.24
1.54
0.84
0.56
0.74

0.0526
0.1716
0.3089
0.1424
0.0856
0.0781
0.0692
0.1888
0.0440
0.0044
0.0110
0.0067
0.0136
0.0145
0.0346
0.0354
0.0996
0.0821
0.0536
0.0339
0.1493
0.0126
0.0304
0.0467
0.0244
0.0490
0.0465

20.51
1dkg_D
25.54
1ats
6.75
1dga_A
16.80
1dej_A
10.62 1mut.m_15
10.36 1mut.m_14
17.87
1d2c_A
9.72
1lck_A
13.41
1ak9
1.20
5enl
1.41
1ebh_B
1.05
6enl
4.14
1bxz_D
2.84
1bxz_C
3.86
1agn_D
8.97
1ahi_B
20.31
1vtk
10.70
1b0u_A
8.52
1b0u_A
8.46
1b0u_A
17.09
1b9n_A
2.15
1c29_A
1.39
1beb_B
3.93
2lyn_B
4.03
1b06_D
4.28
1b06_F
3.91
1b06_E

All Targets
Prediction
T0086TS255_1
T0087TS255_1
T0088TS255_1
T0089TS255_1
T0090TS255_1
T0091TS255_1

CRMSCA ATOMCA_PP
ALL_ATOMS ALL_ATOMS
19.07
100.0
19.82
100.0
19.56
100.0
12.24
100.0
15.66
100.0

CRN

GDT_TS

SOV_O

0.1163
0.0641
0.0517
0.0615
0.1740

11.59
9.87
9.72
20.73
26.94

43.00
47.10
39.90
30.50
26.50
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T0092TS255_1
T0093TS255_1
T0094TS255_1
T0095TS255_1
T0096TS255_1
T0097TS255_1
T0098TS255_1
T0099TS255_1
T0100TS255_1
T0101TS255_1
T0102TS255_1
T0103TS255_1
T0104TS255_1
T0105TS255_1
T0106TS255_1
T0107TS255_1
T0108TS255_1
T0109TS255_1
T0110TS255_1
T0111TS255_1
T0112TS255_1
T0113TS255_1
T0114TS255_1
T0115TS255_1
T0116TS255_1
T0117TS255_1
T0118TS255_1
T0119TS255_1
T0120TS255_1
T0121TS255_1
T0122TS255_1
T0123TS255_1
T0124TS255_1
T0125TS255_1
T0126TS255_1
T0127TS255_1
T0128TS255_1

14.98
18.67
17.47
17.16
18.12
12.69
6.33
19.29
18.22
11.46
15.23
15.36
12.99
18.65
22.71
22.09
14.08
13.16
1.87
4.22
6.57
14.98
19.19
45.41
17.71
19.71
28.65
18.56
2.93
4.50
37.46
5.23
18.79
24.45
4.89

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

0.0660
0.1055
0.0725
0.0773
0.1726
0.1067
0.1130
0.0564
0.0455
0.1638
0.0414
0.0978
0.1382
0.1492
0.1208
0.1234
0.0774
0.1386
0.0044
0.0121
0.0258
0.1721
0.0648
0.0598
0.0899
0.1528
0.1411
0.0499
0.0122
0.0281
0.1548
0.0382
0.1160
0.0736
0.0232

21.81
13.56
18.26
17.34
23.09
25.63
39.73
10.23
19.94
30.00
30.23
17.35
20.48
16.00
8.38
11.73
16.76
28.95
88.31
57.90
35.69
16.95
8.28
5.33
15.35
14.92
10.71
21.78
74.69
66.72
11.26
49.45
11.11
6.93
79.15

57.20
51.50
78.60
61.30
37.40
58.80
38.70
32.40
44.80
22.70
52.70
44.20
41.70
42.50
52.00
37.90
53.40
64.30
90.30
74.20
74.50
44.20
31.80
43.60
54.60
36.00
22.30
63.20
92.50
91.60
21.70
97.30
30.10
34.30
80.60
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A.3 Graphical Summaries
The GDT (global distance threshold) graphs for each CASP-4 target is shown
below. Our group’s prediction is blue, whereas all other models are orange.
The graphs measure the percentage of the structure (x-axis) that has less than
k Å RMSD (y-axis). The best prediction is the one that has the lowest slope
compared to all other predictions.
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FIGURE A.1. GDT graph for T0086, T0087, T0089

A.3 Graphical Summaries

FIGURE A.2. GDT graph for T0090-T0092
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FIGURE A.3. GDT graph for T0094-96

A.3 Graphical Summaries

FIGURE A.4. GDT graph for T0097-T0099
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FIGURE A.5. GDT graph for T0100-T0102
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FIGURE A.6. GDT graph for T0103-T0105
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FIGURE A.7. GDT graph for T0106-T0108
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FIGURE A.8. GDT graph for T0109-T0111
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FIGURE A.9. GDT graph for T0112-T0114
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FIGURE A.10. GDT graph for T0115-T0117
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FIGURE A.11. GDT graph for T0118, T0120, T0121
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FIGURE A.12. GDT graph for T0122-T0124
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FIGURE A.13. GDT graph for T0125-T0127

A.3 Graphical Summaries

FIGURE A.14. GDT graph for T0128
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Appendix B
Lists of Employed Proteins

The following list contains the PDB codes of the proteins used to train and test
the loop modeling algorithm (see Section 15.1). Chain identifiers are added to
the names, e.g. “1ccw_A” is chain “A” of protein “1ccw”. The structures can
be retrieved from the Protein Data Bank [127].

B.1 Loop Modeling Training Set
3pte
2ayh
2myr
1ccw_A
1nox
1aws_A
2a0b
1moq
1hfc
1sgp_I
2ctc
1ben_B
1rcf
1nxb
1ppt
1pin_A
1bsm_A
2lis_A
1utg
1plc
1bk0
1bxa_A
1qdd_A
1flm_A
1dg6_A
1c52
1qks_A
1ctq_A
1qau_A
1oaa
1msi
2tps_A
3chb_D
1jet_A
2pth
2sn3
1amm
1bx7
1qq4_A
1qu9_A
1mun
2nlr_A
1ifc
1mro_B
1mro_A
1mro_C
1vfy_A
1rge_A
1tax_A
1a7s
1qlw_B
1bkr_A
1bs9
1qj4_A
1c5e_A
2igd
3sil
1psr_A
1cc8_A
1cxq_A
1qtw_A
5pti
1lkk_A
2erl
1a6m
1cex
1ixh
1c75_A
1byi
1aho
7a3h_A
1bxo_A
2fdn
1b0y_A
3lzt
1rb9
2pvb_A
3pyp
1gci
1ohk
1ksa_A
1bxw_A
1vhi_B
2csn
1juk
2ay9_B
1a0c_A
1du5_A
1bw0_A
1cp9_A
1pya_A
1ith_A
1rvv_1
1b35_D
1b35_C
1jmc_A
1pvc_4
1cnt_2
1eai_C
3caa_B
2bos_A
3tdt
1egp_A
1b12_A
2psp_A
1lou_A
1ptq
1bea
1lts_A
1lts_C
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1cqy_A
1dto_A
1stm_A
1agq_A
1fle_I
1yag_G
1b93_B
1mwp_A
1mml
1nbc_A
1bdo
1bbh_A
2sic_I
19hc_A
1a8r_A

1kwa_B
1ryp_H
1ryp_1
1ryp_L
1ryp_C
1rss
1b66_A
1sei_A
1gr2_A
1buo_A
1c8z_A
1mai
2ebo_A
2hdd_A
1qj8_A
1otf_A
1b0n_A
1fip_A
1b0n_B
1ayo_A
1dxy
1lkf_A
1jdw
1nci_A
1lat_B
1c2a_A
1rec
1dfn_A
1alv_A
1who
1cpo
1reg_Y
3pro_D
1dfu_P
1ak0
1cy9_A
2spc_A
1ccz_A
1vca_A
2gar
1lcl
1msk
1mug_A
1cmb_A
1vsr_A
1npk
1ayl
1slu_A
1tif
1nul_B
1db1_A
1a28_A
1c3d
1pym_B
1bg6
1vfr_A
1afw_B
1iib_A
1bj7
2sak
1unk_A
1gdo_A
1wap_A
1guq_A
1dqs_A
1mgt_A
1kve_A
2acy
1dxg_A
1pgs
1kp6_A
1atl_A
1nar
1rmd
1b6r_A

B.2 Loop Modeling Test Set
1wap_A
1cyd_A
3cla
2bop_A
1mty_B
1ay7_B
2ccy_A
3std_A
8ruc_A
1qgi_A
1dps_A
1ppn
1eay_D
1d2z_A
1a8p
1hoe
1vid
1ayy_B
1fzc_A
2occ_L
2occ_M
1qo3_D

1yac_A
1dqs_A
1dxg_A
1kp6_A
1nar
2cbp
1bk7_A
1cv8
1chd
6gsv_A
1kpt_A
1a2z_A
1xwl
1qst_A
1d4a_A
1ajj
1bf6_A
2bc2_A
1aoh_B
1vie
1vhh
1mty_G
1sml_A
1gof
1mol_A
1mof
1qcx_A
2gdm
1knb
1d3v_A
1ttb_A
1czf_A
1b4k_A
1dos_A
3chy
5hpg_A
1dhn
1cxy_A
1qgw_D
1qgw_B
1vcc
8ruc_I
1gso_A
2cpg_A
1ads
1qgx_A
2dri
1a3c
1a1i_A
1edg
1phe
1b5e_A
16pk
1b6a
1rzl
1smd
1aru
1cvl
1nif
1lam
1hfe_S
1qh8_A
1qh8_B
1dtj_B
1pht
1cun_A
1dce_A
1d3b_B
1d3b_G
2tod_B
1hav_A
1a1x
1dfa_A
1got_G
1tig
1d6j_B
1c3q_A
1btn
1bft_A
1cfb
1d9c_A
1amx
1bbp_A
1uox
1cew_I
1taf_A
1d3y_A
1sra
1wdc_A
1byr_A
1poc
1sur
1dvr_A
1qu0_C
1mkp
8ohm
1cr5_C
1c25
1g31_A
1bl0_A
1a2x_B
1qdn_A
1am9_D
1iar_B
1b33_N
1nst_A
2occ_H
2occ_I
2occ_G
2occ_F
2occ_J
1tmc_A
2prg_C
1aux_A
1rl2_B
1tab_I
1jsu_C
1qkj_A
1ycq_A
1auq
1c9e_A
1gal

B.2 Loop Modeling Test Set

1dco_A
1oun_B
1tii_D
2cgp_A
1tyf_A
1ucw_A
1bdy_A
1dio_G
1aqe

1byl_A
1a79_A
1tii_C
1a15_B
1dev_D
1tip_A
1p35_C
1dio_B
1jly_A

1kit
1mnm_C
1qo0_D
1d9y_A
1qla_B
1tup_B
1ecm_B
1am2
1gpm_A
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1bjk
1fxs_A
1am7_A
1tpl_A
1ign_A
1rcb
1b7a_A
1jen_D
1jen_C
1p32_A
1cn3_A
1cfz_A
1noy_A
2siv_B
1pfo
1fro_A
1grj
1dyn_A
1aw8_B
1xxa_C
1kte
1qj2_A
1qj2_C
1del_B
1bb9
1tul
1cno_A
1cxa
1b4u_A

